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PREFACE

This volume completes the 90-unit FSI Cambodian Basic Course, of which

Volume I appeared in 1966. The linguist in charge of this phase of the project

has been George F. Beasley. The Cambodian language materials were written

by Someth Suos, who was also the principal resource for information on usage.

Dale I. Purtle, formerly a member of the FSI linguist staff, gave valuable as-

sistance in bringing this text to a state of readiness for publication,

Kem Sos, a Cambodian instructor at FSI, rendered the substantial service

of transcribing the text in Cambodian script. The glossary was compiled by

Lip Huon, also a member of the Cambodian teaching staff Donna J. Janes did

the final typing of the English portions. The tape recordings which accompany

this volume were prepared in the FSI Language Laboratory under the direction

of Gary Alley and were voiced principally by Lip Huon and Kem Sos.

The Foreign Service Institute gratefully acknowledges the financial sup-

port of the U.S. Office of Education which has made the preparation and pub-

lication of Volumes I and II of the FSI Cambodian Basic Course possible.

James R. Frith, Dean
'chool of Language Studies

Foreign Service Institute





CAMBODIAN BASIC COURSE unit .46

UNIT 4o

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

Sarin

it? ?
**7

2 . t£V7ftf

Paul

3.

Sarin

Paul

7 . rwnt§&rF92>cjr> ?

5.

6

Do you want to go to the market
with me, Paul?

What are you going to the market for?

I seem to be out of things to eat.

I want to go buy a little food.

Then I'll go along with you.

I've never been to the market

Where are you thinking of going?

8

Sarin

Oh, I'm thinking of going to the
New Market to buy food.

Then to the Old Market to buy fruit.

10

Paul

How shall we go there?

11

i2. tv&rr9t>g/?o ?

13.

Sarin

Paul

Sarin

Ride a cyclo; it's simple

Well, shall we go?

We might as well.

(At the New Market)

14

Sarin

This is where vegetables are sold

1
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4k

r aJXfrtoFanx iron * .° v

Paul

17.
3° tftf}cr>&$t2r&y>*2r

18. »Vtf7>
<-e

19

Sar in

21. rfypfwcir

cxnotv v

Paul

Sarin

I plan to buy Chinese cabbage,
carrots, and bean sprouts.

Are you buying anything?

I want to buy potatoes, chicken,
eggs, and two kilos of beef.

Then let's get the potatoes bought

Later we can go buy the beef

.

Do you like sea-food?

Oh, I like it a lot.

What all do they have?

They have crabs, oysters, and
plenty of ocean fish.

22. t3fit$&)&tcifjto t$rf(£i&?
Paul

23

Sarin

And do they have clams?

Sure they do!

24. ncr>i&>J%8%
Paul

Sarin

Then I'll buy a dozen clams

Well, good. I have to go there to
buy a few kilos of lobster anyway

Paul

Then let's buy them, and after
that go to the Old Market.

2
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(At the Old Market)

27.

brews y

Paul

28.

Sarin

29

Paul

30. tp
Sarin

Paul

Sarin

32.

7 •> *y ^7 O

Gee, this place sure has a lot of

fruit! I never realized.

Yes, they have every kind of fruit.

Do they have apples and cherries
for sale?

Sure they do.

Then how about taking me to buy
a kilo of apples, and a kilo
of cherries too?

Okay.

I have to go buy a kilo of grapes
anyway, but right now I want to

buy bananas

.

34

35. ^^ftrs^hrpgw rdtcxr

36.
£'

Paul

Sarin

Paul

When we get through buying fruit,

where else are we going?

Oh, I plan to go buy liquor and a
few bottles of beer.

Say, this is really great

—

walking around the market.

3
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CAMBODIAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 46

DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7 .

icwn tjjcvrdMtsficjfwfij&r??

fry?/5

? ti^slsrisd^pitff

Do you want to go to the market, Paul?

Do you want to go to the movies , Paul?

Have you ever gone to the movies, Paul?

Have you ever been to Boston , Paul?

Do you want to go to Boston, Paul?

Do you want to go to the movies, Paul?

Do you want to go to the market, Paul?

Drill B. Response

MODEL

i. (cwnrtftftgfrr&M?

C $cno rficvnd )
9

j
c 2 trxfriemJt )

Teacher: What are you going to the market
for? (buy food)

Student ; I'm going to the market to buy food.

Drill C. Transformation Inserting Objects

MODEL: Teacher ; Can I go along with you?
(to the market, buy food)

Student : Can I go along with you to the
market to buy food?

5



.11 D. Negative Response

)EL:
</ o c/)

2££A/*
0
JP<¥

»VP?«? Jcoo tfc0>ft'£?

jfrp?(^^&* ex;

Teacher : Can I go with you to the market
to buy food?

Student : No, I don't want you to go with
me to the market to buy food.

to

*

^^^^^

O
©
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Drill E. Double Substitution

1. I plan to go to the New Market,
then to the Old Market.

2.

4. Fiber) ffamjs

At

7.

8.

I plan to go to New York , then
to Boston.

I plan to go buy apples , then
to buy fish.

I plan to go buy cloth , then to
have a suit made.

I plan to go to the market , then
t o the post offic e

.

I plan to go for a walk , then to
the movies.

I plan to eat , then to study .

I plan to go to the New Market
,

then to the Old Market.

Drill F. Response

MODEL

1.

am ? ( s \$cvn& >

am ? ( >C30 (?T )

2 . iar>?$ i&%rr> r?am&' ? trie)
«* A/

am? ( fr>ft'i9o?s?? >

t a AJ

( Zpr )

Teacher ; You're going to the market,
and then where? (to the movies)

Student : I'm going to the market, and then
to the movies

.

*-» ** Ju *-* v~

irrfecnffam&ttz syifnzt* ° A/

f > At
tzitftfSsiaytr
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5.

irr9rr)g$'rr>*r>? foitfi&T

Drill G. Response

MODEL

1.

2.

3.

5.

if *-V / 9i,

Iff?

Teacher: How shall we go there?
(by cyclo)

Stud ant : I'm thinking of going by cyclo.

Drill H. Response

MODEL:

2.

Teacher : Which is more expensive, Chinese
cabbage or carrots? (carrots)

Student : Carrots are more expensive.

8
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3. W9j?'f/nrS(ttyftr)ff'(?^

5 . P'rr?Jiyp>cXj>3f vertex*3f>

C**

Drill I. Transformation . Question from Statement .

MODEL
1 n

: (B : rr> fr fd fob fa?

i.

3. fine'stn&Bfo}/

4.

5. sfcrfArpojdffJjjfojtyr&r}*

Teacher : Carrots are more expensive than
Chinese cabbage.

Student : Which is more expensive, carrots
or Chinese cabbage?

rc«w«m?£D?> ?

Drill J. Double Substitution

In that case, let's finish the
buying, then go to the Old Market.

In that case let's finish doing it,

then go to eat.

In that case, let's finish studying
,

then go for a walk.

9
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6. Vienna&KHgj?^cr)K
QJ

In that case, let's finish buy-
ing , then go to the movies .

In that case, let's finish eating
,

then go to bed.

In that case, let's finish dress ing
,

then go to the market.

In that case, let's finish buy-
ing , then go to the Old Market

10
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UNIT 47

BASIC DIALOGUE

i. l&Q o Sareth
Well Sarin, have you eaten yet?

&g or/ft* v
Sarin

No, I haven't.

Sareth

4.

Sarin

5. >j S> ft& ? crr> cp ex
Sareth

Sarin

Then how about going to eat with
me (once)?

Sure! Where were you thinking of

going?

Oh, I was thinking of Chinese food
Do you like Chinese food?

I like Chinese food a lot.

Which restaurant were you thinking
of going to?

8 . ftfsvry? .w/^rtJ^P ? Have you ever been to eat at the
'Kok Meng'?

Sar in

Sareth

12

Sarin

No, I've never been there.

Is the food there good?

As far as I'm concerned, it's the
only place for Chinese food

—

it's the best.

In that case, I guess I'd like to

11
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go try it there once

(At the Kok Meng Restaurant)

Sareth
Well, what do you want to eat?

14.

Sarin

Sareth

17. C*^ /£? tf'c^A^ &fO*<
Sarin

It's up to you Sareth— you're the one
who knows how to choose dishes.

Then I think I'll order fried beef
with tomatoes, deep fried fish,

roast duck, and sour soup.

Do you want anything else to eat?

Gee, I'd think that would be plenty

is. GfU?£& ffV«o?V/?
Sareth

i9. 9 BttG8fJ5lt>&' 2&for&#
Sarin

And for dessert, what would you like?

I'd like some fruit, like bananas,
mangosteens, or 'lamuts', for

example

.

20

Sareth
Just let me order it for you.

12
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DRILLS

Drill A. Positive Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

5.

tnr>n leftists vr#? 7

innft iff rdraytfi*? ?

T
A/ M

Teacher

:

Well, have you eaten yet?

Student

:

Yes, I've eaten already.

Drill B. Negative Response

MODEL:

rd$exs\f

3.

4.

5.

Teacher

:

Well, have you eaten yet?

Student

:

No, I haven't eaten yet.

f P <y
A/

Drill C. Substitution

1. Which restaurant were you planning
to go eat at?

13
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2. irP^CV) $?l A'c#tt/r)b

0 o

Din ajr> &tw?

io. fw/9%s?ftf3fw&zxyr#?

7.

Which store were you planning to
go shop at?

Which place were you planning to

go shop at?

Which place shall we plan to go
shop at?

Which place shall we plan to go

have the car fixed at?

Which garage shall we plan to go

have the car fixed at?

Which garage were you planning

have the car fixed at?

Which place were you planning to

have the car fixed at?

Which place were you planning to
go eat at?

Which restaurant were you planning
to go eat at?

Drill D. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

(ft : l?V

way. sowJ tgv%£ so*

Teacher: Is the Chinese food there good?

Student In my opinion, it's the only place
for Chinese food— it's the best.

14
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5.

xfibi* nn'fiirt j&i&rft <y

Drill E. Response

MODEL:

2.

3.

4.

5.

5> goA y

Teacher : I like fried beef with tomatoes,
(order, a dish)

Student : Then I'll order a dish of fried
beef with tomatoes.

/jc?>>f%Kt f)& X> AT)

94

Drill F. Response

MODEL:

2.

W ^ 0}

c ruri )

a.

Teacher : I don't like fried beef with
tomatoes. (order)

Student : In that case I won't order fried
beef with tomatoes.

15
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3.

4.

5.

Drill G. Response

MODEL

2.

3.

4.

5.

# ftp(2b,G>P ?

^ w'&t#£n(Shift* ?

Teacher ; Are four kinds of food enough?

Student

:

I say four kinds of food are plenty

Drill H. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

iyftP v

Teacher: I'll order four kinds of food.

Student : Four kinds of food are enough.

16
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Dr i 1 1 I . Response

MODEL:

2.

3.

4.

5.

a> jo; i$if#>n

c ia >
6

Teacher : What food would you like to eat?
(choose)

Student: It's up to you. You're the one
who knows how to choose dishes.

Drill J. Correlation. (Add the proper classifier)

MODEL.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Teacher: I saw some teachers there, (three)

Student : I saw three teachers there.

17
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UNIT 48

BASIC DIALOGUE

Sareth

Sar in

Do you want to go see a movie
with me?

There's a rather interesting one on.

Where's it playing?

Sareth

Sareth

It's playing at the Cine Lux.

Is it a French film, or an American
film?

It's a Swedish film.

My younger brother just saw it-

he says it's very good.

Sarin

Sareth

In that case I guess I'd like to
see it too.

Is the Cine Lux Theater far?

No, it's not far. Especially if

we go from here.

Sarin

Sareth

Which way do we go?

Well, from here, you drive straight
along Preah-S ihanouk Avenue...

When you get to the Independence
Monument, turn left straight
along Norodom Boulevard.

19
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14.

Sar in

15.

Sareth

So what time were you planning
to go?

Me? I'd like to go a little early
(before dark), because it's

easier to buy tickets.

16.

Sarin

17.

18.

Sareth

Sar in

t P 9

What time does the movie start?

At 6:30.

Then could we go at 5:30?

19.

Sareth
Sure we could. But as far as I'm

concerned, I'd like to go at

5:00.

Sarin
Let's go at 5:00 then.

o Sareth

21. 8?/AJy(|9... What about the tickets,

Do you want to get loges, or

first-class tickets?

Sarin

23.
9^

^7^f£V9^Wtp^fCr/^Jl Oh, first class is fine.

Could you buy one for me too?

Sareth

25. Sure.

20
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DRILLS

Drill A. Response

MODEL:

(

3. ifttifi&tjddam?

5. tt&cr>tfi9Dciff>?

Teacher : Where is it playing?
(at the Cine Lux)

Student : It's playing at the Cine
Lux Theater.

V>* tmilyajyr#9

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

SiUjrama/ v

V^rfitfruXbrftrvto} tit

g??&v/>Aiy
^

fyl$jr>Kamid v

ft

My younger brother just saw it.

He says it's very interesting.

My younger brother just saw it.

He says it's very long .

My younger brother just £ inished it

.

He says it's very long.

My younger brother just finished it.

He says it's very difficult .

My younger brother just saw it.

He says it's very difficult.

My younger brother just saw it.

He says it ' s very interest ing .

21
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Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

What time do they start playing?

What time do they start doing it?

What time do we start doing it?

We start doing it at four o'clock.

We start playing at four o'clock.

They start playing at four o'clock

Wha t t ime do they start playing?

Drill D. Response

MODEL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

r>|^(F>

eft )

Teacher

:

Can we go at five o'clock? (four)

Student : Sure we can. But as for me,

I'd rather go at four.

/ *>

r>j6ft$x>$a> v

Drill E. Response

MODEL: (h: rttouicv&tf&stvtb Teacher

Student

How long have they been
playing? (two hours)

Oh, they just started playing
two hours ago.

22
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8

2.

3.

4.

tB&Ufifirjg*Am.9

( &eg>

Drill F. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher : Are they going to start playing
right now? (another hour)

Student : No, it'll be another hour before
they start playing.

TV v

Drill G. Response

MODEL:

2

Teacher

:

Me, I'd like to go at five o'clock

Student

:

Well, let's go at five, then

0/

23
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill H. Transformation

MODEL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher: Me, I'd like to go at four o'clock.
(five o'clock)

Student: Waiting till five would be too late

Dr i 1 1 I . Expans ion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. tftAJ9»^ cooffQfctlh'ttti»
/ ° 7 v-~cr

Can you buy them?

Can you buy them for me ?

Could you please buy them for me?

Could you please buy tickets for me?

Could you please buy f irst-class
tickets for me?

Could you please buy two first-class
tickets for me?

24
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Drill J. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Could you please buy two f irst -

class tickets for me?

Could you please buy two tickets
for me?

Can you buy two tickets for me?

Can you buy two for me ?

Can you buy two ?

Can you buy them?

25
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UNIT 49

BASIC DIALOGUE

/ / AO /

Sareth

Sarin

Here's the Cine Lux Theater...

do you remember it?

Sure I do. I've been here two
or three times to see movies,
as a matter of fact.

Sareth
Then stay here and wait for me a

minute. I'll go buy the tickets

tfit V
Sar In

Go ahead.

(Later on)

&jsrt/>ax v stir

' Sareth

Sar in

I've bought the tickets. You want t

go in now?

Don't hurry! It's hot in

the theater

.

Sareth

Sarin

Sareth

Then let's wait until 6:15 before
we go in.

Yes, that would be good.

Shall we go get something
to eat, until it's time?

Sar in

Is there a noodle shop nearby?

27
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11.

Sareth
Sure there is.

12.

Sarin

13.

Sareth

Then shall we go eat a bowl of

noodles (each) first?

Let's go.

14.

(Later on)

Sareth

It's time. You ready?

15. ttHo»r v
Sarin

Yes, I'm ready.

(After tne movie)

16.

17.

Sareth

Sarin

Well, did you like the movie?

I certainly did. That movie
was both comic and sad.

18.

Sareth
And (what did you think of) the

leading actor?

19.

Sarin

He was handsome, and a good
actor too.

28
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Here's the Cine Lux Theater. Do you

remember it?

Here's the Cine Theater. Do you
recognize it?

Here's my older brother . Do you
recognize him?

Here's my older brother
ever met him?

Have you

Here's my older brother. Do you
remember him?

Here's the palace . Do you remember
it?

Here's the Cine Lux Theater. Do
you remember it?

Drill B. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

Teacher : Here's the Cine Lux. Do you
remember it? (see movies)

Student : Sure! I've been here to see
movies several times, as a

matter of fact.

?&)nlBTrtai ft* y

29
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4.

5.

tAnrt&Mn (part? (Qjpn&eiffib)

t?>fi)tf&A&zi&}u'y^ tost

Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

/, ^ '
—

*(§vtfv fftibvj)Efl)s

Don't hurry ! it's hot in the movie
theater

.

Don't hurry ! It's dirty in the movie

theater

.

Don't hurry ! It's dirty in the
restaurant

.

No hurry ! It's dirty in the

restaurant

.

No hurry! It's hot in the

restaurant

.

No hurry! It's hot in the

classroom.

Don't hurry ! it's hot in the
classroom.

Don't hurry ! It's hot in the movie
theater

.

Drill D, Substitution

3 . tfufotfri/b&wft*

Then let's wait until six-fifteen
to go in.

Then let's wait until seven-thirty
to go in.

Then let's wait until seven-thirty
to start.

30
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

' u. <r> *y

u. —

Then let's eat a little something
first, before we start.

Then let's eat a little something
first, until it's time.

Then let's look for something to eat
,

until it's time.

Then let's look for something to eat,
before we go in .

Then let's wait until eight o'clock
to go inside.

Then let's wait until six-fifteen
to go in.

Dr i 1 1 E . Equivalence

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

Teacher

;

Don't go in before six-fifteen.

Student : Wait until six-fifteen, then go in

&ctr y

vfr&i'jyddxAfhv**?
*7?> y

££.-y

mrw y
o

31
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Drill F. Equivalence

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

&)'f&fi>ffivW (98ATI}}* «f

&frbrfbSun* ffijw^cv

mrtn y

Teacher: Wait until six-fifteen, then go in.

Student: Don't go in before six-fifteen.

Drill G. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

&C, *""7 —— „ ,

8.

ttori&r(p
u
g9sosgn'&ag ?

Ou O— / </

Then let's go eat a bowl of noodles
(each) first, OK?

Then let's go eat a dish of beef -

and-tomato (each) first, OK?

Then let's order a dish of beef-
and-tomato (each) first, OK?

Then let's order a dish of

fried fish (each) first, OK?

Then let's order a bowl of

sour soup (each) first, OK?

Then let's order one kind of

food (each) first, OK?

Then let ' s order a bowl of

noodles (each) first, OK?

Ihen let's go eat a bowl of noodles

32
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3 v>*y)n&&}f? (each) first, OK?

Drill H. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

y Ok jj

Teacher : Wall, did you like the movie?
(comic, sad)

Student : I certainly did. It was both
comic and sad.

Drill I. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

Teacher : The movie was comic, and at the
same time sad.

Student : I mean it was very comic, and
also very sad.

j?£oA itfrtv i/£f<9

33
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Drill J. Transformation

MODEL: 5?.- $&&?rc&nt3cJkf}?tfb

3. s,fu?t9VMt£rttfr£9f9f&

?? ci'rt runs *rJ*rftiMr&3

lUGmfiJ Of

Teacher

Student

I heard that you liked the movie
I was very glad.

I was very glad to hear that you
liked the movie.

txs

s » wsp p ? ro^fr^-pSon?

y*^o «aj 0^7 At r3? extras?*?

34
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UNIT 50

NARRATION

4.

/9A^ffi>w^^ ^«^ojv^»/w foveas

i

i.

2.

3. V£/r>svr

1. Every weekend my friends and I always go out somewhere together for fun.

2. Sometimes we all go swimming together.

3. Other times we all go hunting or fishing.

4. If we don't go anywhere (out of town), we all go out together in town.

5. Ordinarily, on Saturday or Sunday, we don't eat at home.

6. We always go eat at various restaurants in the city of Phnom Penh.

7. Sometimes we go eat at French restaurants; other times we go eat at Chinese restaurants.

8. Me, I like sea food very much, but my friends don't like sea food.

9. They like meat and vegetables.

10.

11.

12.

13.
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10. In oraer to amuse ourselves, we always go to see movies or plays.

11. Not knowing how to speak English, my friend doesn't like to see American films.

12. But he likes to see French ones very much.

13. As for me, I like American ones a lot.

18. ^^^^f^OWpJSfOW9^'fil^^(uP^I^}^ *j

14. Once in a while, we go to see a German or Indian film that has subtitles in French
or Cambodian.

15. As for the plays
,
we don't like classical plays. But we do like modern plays a lot.

16. Speaking of movies again, my friends like any one that is comic or has shooting in it.

17. I don't like films like that.

18. I like any film that has some relationship with history.

20. WJB?W^^C7^^^t7A/^C^^>5?y>W^^ <y

19. But sometimes if we don't go to see a movie or play, we go somewhere to dance.

20. These are some of my activities on weekends.
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NEW VOCABULARY

Recreation Terms

Following are some terms, both new and old, having to do with the general subject of

amusements and recreation.

Nouns

t

v
,

holiday (general word)

festival day, religious holiday

school break, day off

.V-

vacat ion

restaurant (formal word)

moving pictures

play, drama

Bassac drama, classical dance drama

subject, story (classifier for films and plays)

mus lc

subtitle

activity

history

countrys ide

seashore, coast

boat, sampan (small)

ship (large)

ocean-going vessel

part, division

on the part of... on the other hand
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Verbs and Adjectives

to play, to do something for fun

ltS&£f9&^fO to piay tennis

to go for a walk, to go out for fun

?Pi?^f/ to go out (literally)

for amusement
•>

F$K9§^ S9 to amuse oneself

to act as a group

to be connected with, to relate to

to dance

j^V £/P to go boating (usually rowing or sailing)

UfJQtftftf to go boating (usually with motor)

to swim

1£J&($
to fish

fp&Q to shoot (firearms)

CpC77AJ£^ to hunt

/fAXS?' sad

happy, comic

A*)*
7

ill, sick

AJtf^XT modern

ancient

gentle, not aggressive

& • pretty, nice to hear (said of sounds only)

J spicy, hot-tasting
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van }li?a:tpz

0 CI

Sok

Pon

Pon! How are you feeling today?

I heard you were sick.

Oh, it's nothing! I just had a
stomach-ache, that's all.

I feel fine now.

Sok
Did you go to the doctor?

<3J
+

Pon

Sok

Pon

Yes, I did. The doctor gave me
some pills to take, and told
me to rest.

What kind of pills?

Big yellow ones.

I take three a day, one at each
meal time.

U C?t9 MJSlit9 V

Sok

4

Pon

Sok

Oh, they must be like the ones I

was taking last month.

You were sick for quite a long

time then, if I recall.

Yes, I was sick in bed for two

weeks

.
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13. No matter what pills I swallowed
it didn't help, so the doctor
gave me some shots.

14.

Pon
What (disease) did you have?

15.

16.

Sok
Some kind of a cold.

The doctor isn't sure either
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

St****

5.
y

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

^

w

g>&7* 97^*2* ^*****

tfirt igexj V>*j?9r> $'S?Jt'

Have you recovered today yet?

Have you gone out today yet?

Have you gone anywhere today yet?

Have you gone shopping today yet?

Has your wife gone shopping today yet?

Has Uncle Sok gone shopping today yetl

Has Aunt Van gone shopping today yet?

Has Grandfather Phan gone shopping

today yet?

Did Grandfather Phan go shopping
yesterday?

Did Grandfather Phan go shopping
the day before yesterday?

Drill B. Response

MODEL: ft

fax :/vw/r v>xrccy

Teacher: Have you recovered today yet?

Student : I have not yet recovered today.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

&pfi*&c*> ?>x^cy

a^A? ^oj jy>S« $9*^<5> SfftW

Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

i ^ v

I hear that he has three sons

I know that he has three sons.

I guess that he has three sons.

I understand that he has three sons.

I think that he has three sons.

I think that he won't come.

I think that he won't be very sick .

I think that he won't say anything .

I think that he won't know anything

I think that he won't understand
anything

.

Drill D. Transformation

MODEL:

(CI )

Teacher: He has three children. (hear)
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Student: I hear he has three children.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

wit * c!Su)>>

jiffs') x>a'Jjz txy/vifiQ/

Drill E. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

V1UL9 °f

9

9 tc&utfr y? 7 *

I took some yellow pills.

I took some red pills.

I took some small pills.

I took some short pills.

I took some green pills.

I took some long pills.

I took some round pills.

I took some black pills.

I took some flat pills.

I took some square pills.

Drill F. Response

MODEL: v *—

&

Teacher: What medicine are you taking?
(big yellow)

Student : I'm taking big yellow pills.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Drill G. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Drill H. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

The doctor doesn't know for sure
either

.

I_ don't understand for sure either

He doesn't know for sure either.

He doesn't see for sure either.

My uncle doesn't remember for sure
either

.

His brother doesn't understand for
sure either.

His grandfather doesn't say for
sure either.

Teacher : Do you know? (doctor)

Student: I don't know. The doctor doesn't

know for sure either.

4

7
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Drill I. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

( ttiS tern )

>Y9

Teacher: x hear he's got a headache.
(stomach-ache)

Student : I hear he's got a stomach-ache.

Drill J. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

o *****

r* .• ? ( tos tipCO )

** ' O

Teacher : Did he come to work today?
(headache)

Student : No, he didn't come. I hear he's
got a headache.

-»

tF VWf?>J><W&4&SIF 9**9
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7 .
tns?r£?tf>ev?>jsrfirrJ^ibV;

8
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UNIT 52

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

Sok

Pon

Do you have a fever?

Yes, (I had) a high fever for
two or three days

.

But (then) later on I constantly
coughed and sneezed.

4.

5.

6.

8.

Sok

Pon

ft V

7. refsStrtufr v>jaf(Baj *

""^
/"^^ S ok

I always get a cold in the rainy
season

.

Do you have a cold too?

(Yes, I) often (do) also, but
it's nothing.

If it were T B, then I'd be
unhappy.

Yes, we have to be careful because
it's more serious than malaria
these days.

9.

10.

£?p ^» r\g$cvr>&yg
»J Pon

Yes, there are a lot of mosquitos
but no malaria any more now.

I think I'll be going.

11.

12.

Sok
Be careful, and don't forget I

work in a pharmacy.

If you need any medicine, please
ask me.

13.

Pon

"it
'

/fit Yes, thank you, but my younger
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sister works in the new hospital.

14. /7 WWfif>/V$7_y WJ&rwtfJifltXT V She can give me some shots very
easily.
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DRILLS
Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

He's had a high fever for two or
three days.

He's had a stomach-ache for two or

three days

.

He's had a cold for two or three
days .

He's had a sore throat for two or

three days

.

He's had a cough for two or three
days

.

He's had sore eyes for two or three
days

.

He's had a head ache for two or

three days.

He's had a broken heart for two or

three days.

Drill B. Multiple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

£?A»4P v

finwarnsob ri'ecxi'JtB.' vs?f

fine*ammet'rt^K^p t̂sy/kajjgy

fintva/njg^ngggyfy/S'sftgXf y

^ —

When it rains I always get a cold.

15.

fineveirr»iah*iitS)J8&*rkgirf?t&:

finc9MX»hfig$L&t$t&ffah

When I have a disease I always

get tired .

When 1 get a car I always want to

go out .

When I get a radio I always want to
turn it on .

When I get a book I always want to

read

.

When I cannot study I always want
to go out .

When he drives I always get scared

When I go to the pagoda I always
meet him .

When he doesn't have money he

always borrows from me .

When he doesn't see me he always
cr ies .

When he misses me he always looks

for me .

When he doesn't get any news he

always gets sad .

When the students can't study they
always blame the teacher.

When the students don't catch on

they always say it's difficult.

When the students a re lazy they
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16.

— mf
always say the teacher is not

good .

When he doesn't go to the doctor
he always says he's sick .

Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

We have to be careful when a

mosquito bites.

We have to be careful when we drive
the car .

We have to be careful when we cross
the street .

We have to be careful when we have

a fever.

We have to be careful when we ride

a bicycle .

We have to be careful when we ride

in a boat .

We have to be careful when we cough
a lot .

We have to be careful when we are

not well.

Drill D. Response

MODEL

1.

2.

Teacher

:

What kind of medicine do you need?
(a bottle of aspirin)

Student : I need a bottle of aspirin.

Ftr(& ?ff>s tsfrtinat?tfa
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Dr i 1 1 E . Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

n#>#(^/totem'

&

Teacher : What do you need to buy? (two
bottles of aspirin)

Student : I need to buy two bottles of

aspirin.

Drill F. Expans ion

3.

4.

5.

if>rj9 +

They can go.

They can go to the new hospital .

They can go to the new government
hospital

.

They can go to the new government
hospital in Takhmau.

They can go to the new government
hospital in Takhmau eas ily .
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Drill G. Reduction

3.

******

—7— <X_£

5. r»j^9^rfii y

They can go to the new government
hospital in Takhmau easily.

They can go to the new government
hospital in Takhmau.

They can go to the new government
hospital

.

They can go t o the new hospital

They can go.

Drill H. Multiple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

If I'm only sick a little bit, I

don't worry.

If he's got a slight cold he

doesn't worry.

If his son has a si ight cold the
teacher doesn't worry.

If it's broken a little bit I_ don'

worry.

If he has a slight fever he doesn'
worry.

If he steals a little bit 1^ don't
worry.

If they're slightly mistaken I don
worry

.

If i-t ?s broken a little bit I_ don'

worry.
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UNIT 53

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

Sok
Do you know a doctor in this town?

2 . Mgrt'ifpAwnM
Pon

I know a lot of them, but they
don't all treat the same
diseases

.

3.

Sok
I want to go to a doctor who
specializes in treating noses.

4.

5.

6.

8

Pon

Sok

^7

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

'-6

Do you have a tumor?

Maybe, because my nose is always
sore

.

In that case you won't have to
look far. Go see my doctor.

Did you have this trouble too?

My doctor is treating me these
days (for that, also).

How many months has this doctor
been treating your illness?
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Pon
Oh, maybe two or three months,

that's all.

Sok
What kind of medicine does he give?

c=l (J *J

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

He gives me a shot and some
medicine every two weeks.

How many pills do you take a day?

Six pills a day. Two pills
after each meal.

Are you getting better now?

I'm much better now. But during
the first two or three weeks I

was very tired.

Sok
How come?

Pon
I don't know, but at first the

doctor gave me shots and he
had me take a lot of pills.

And he had me stay and rest at

home

.

He forbade me to do any heavy work.
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DRILLS
Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

A T~

*» 0 7
—

Do you know any nose doctor near
here?

Do you know any monk near here?

Do you know any province chief
near here?

Do you know any lawyer near here?

Do you know any Cambodian restaurant
near here?

Do you know any noodle shop near
here?

Do you know any shoe shop near
here?

Do you know any tailor shop near
near here?

Do you know any car repair shop
near here?

™

Do you know any gas station near
here?

—
Do you know any picnic spot near

here?

Do you know any movie hoase near
here?

Do you know any theatre near here?

Do you know any pharmacy near here?

Do you know any blacksmith near
here?

Do you know any public gardens

near here?
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Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Do you have a nose tunor now?

Do you have meas les now?

Do you have itching now?

Are you taking medicine (pill) now?

Are you taking medicine (liquid)
now?

Are you going to the doctor now?

Are you going to bed now?

Are you better now?

Drill C . Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Teacher: Do you have a nose tumor? (stuffy
nose)

Student: No, I don't have a nose tumor, I

only have a stuffy nose.
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Drill D. Multiple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

&>n'£fy *GSf)t}

7.

8.

</
— < '

% ^7 y

First of all, the doctor gave him a

shot, and then had him lie down.

Next the doctor gave him a shot,

and then had him sit down.

Afterwards the doctor gave him a

shot , and then had him go home .

Yesterday the doctor gave him a

shot , and then had him take
aspirin .

Previously the doctor gave him a

shot, and then had him take

med ic ine (liquid).

Tomorrow the doctor will give him

a shot and then have him take

medic ine (liquid).

Today the doctor will give him a

shot and then have him take

medic ine (pill).

Before this the doctor gave him a

shot and then had him come back
in a week.

Drill E. Response

MODEL: <f '
M****^?**

*

! JAT?X />£>AJV/W/W^ OJf) 1$ ?

2
/AT7/TAT7to?f&> OJr>It?

t •> to*con : ?8 J?

)

'—
*

°
5. rftr>#*nc**?'sdtffjy>3£>Mtfi?

Teacher : Do you know any nose doctors? (one)

Student: Yes, I know one near here.

V>f !>V?At utxyrv /oat?.' Jft^ v « */ « —
f, ,«

^
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6.

7.

8.

9.

fA?7i? Asvrv's-jvlymsisworst?

f /^*>cws)
rrtWKnrtrrfezdsj 8 cunt? ?

Drill F. Transformation

MODEL

:

5.

6.

7.

8.

c

4. ntffg(£m
£; totfifajh

Teacher: Every day he works hard.

Student : Every day he doesn't dare work
hard.

t* v

Drill G. Expans ion

I know.

I know one
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3.

4.

5.

6.

I know one monk.

I know one monk at the Pali School.

I know one monk studying at the

Pali School.

I know one monk studying Engl ish

at the Pali School.

Trill H. Reduction

1. 9

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

9hn**'ijas v

I know one monk studying Engl ish at

the Pali School.

I know one monk studying at the
Pali School.

I know one monk at the Pali School

I know one monk

I know one.

I know.

Drill I. Response

MODEL

1.

2.

3.

4.

rtmKaafpadvn : boa**

Teacher : Do you know how many doctors there
are in this town? (6 or 7)

Student : I don't know for sure, but I think
about 6 or 7

.
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5.

6.

8.

/^a^SjB /Ws>°AW.8

Drill J . Response

MODEL:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

rants/for? TASwtfsrwgf jjj?

-\ CCA. ^

Teacher : Do you know how many doctors there
are in this town?

Student: I don't know how many there are.
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Sok
Did the doctor ask you to go to

the hospital?

Pon
Yes. He said that in the hospital
they have good equipment.

And they also have skilled nurses
to take care (of you).

But I didn't think I was seriously
ill, therefore I didn't go to the
hospital,

Sok
How did you know that you had a

tumor?

Pon
My nose was stuffed up three or

four months before.

Sok
And you were always tired, right?'

Pon
Yes, and I didn't go to the hospital
because I thought the illness
was not serious.

Sok
You shoald go see my doctor

immediately. Don't put it

off too long.
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10. I know, but now I've just had a

tooth pulled.

11.

12.

Sok

Pon

i3. tnxs^cTOfyusax?.. .

Sok

14.

Pon

v

Is your dentist good?

Oh, that dentist is very good

I have a tooth that hurts. I

want the dentist to pull it.

That doctor is very good at

filling teeth.

15.

Sok
In that case, you go see my
doctor, and I'll go see your
dent ist

.
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DRILLS
Drill A. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(h: (Str>*jV>&TSo}tAs*?i Teacher : Did the doctor ask you to go to
the hospital?

Student : No, he said I don't have to go to
the hospital.

IP*

a*

Drill B. Response

MODEL

1.

'2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

: (fruitynir&fij v

rconvjs$s rStx: v

Teacher : The doctor said to go to the
hospital

.

Student : Where did the doctor say to go?

Teacher : The doctor said to go to
the hospital.
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7.

8.

Drill C. Substitution

1.

If V

5.

6.

8.

9.

10.

11.

//J

r? v

V » ,
—^ T

The doctor said that I don't have

to miss school.

My teacher said that I don't have

to miss school.

My older brother said that I don't
have to miss school.

He said that I don't have to miss
school

.

All the students said that I don't
have to miss school.

They understand that I don't have
to miss school

.

They think that I don't have to
miss school.

They explained to me that I don't
have to miss school.

He says to me that I don't have to
miss school.

I have a cold but they say that I

don't have to miss school.

I can't walk, but they say that I

don't have to miss school.
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Drill D. Multiple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

4/4/ V

You should go see the doctor
immediately; don't wait too long.

You should go see the dent ist

immediately; don't delay too long.

You should go see the teacher im-

mediately; don't stay too long.

You should go see my older brother
immediately; don't wait too long

You should go see the salesman im-

mediately; don't stay too long.

You should go see my uncle immedi-
ately; don't wait too long.

1.

4.

5.

8.

9.

10.

9

Drill E. Multiple Substitution

9 cxytv'rv>t*y t/Pg £

W X— 7 r» V—»

sy 1 / 9> V —^/

Brig "T ^ n kS> U—>'

I know it already, but now I have
a toothache.

I heard it already, but now I can
not do it

.

1 understood it already, but now I

have forgotten .

I saw it already, but now I can't
bring it .

I know (him ) already, but now I

don't know where he went.

I know how already, but now I don '

t

have the time to do it.

* went once already, but now I

forget the place .

I bought some once already, but now
I want to buy some more .

I met him already, but now I want to
ask him (something )

.

I have it already, but now I want to

have some more.
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Drill F. Response

MODEL:

3.

4.

5.

6.

C t*ft£>m )

Teacher: My teeth keep aching. (doctor)

Student: Do you know a good doctor?

rem??*osrw>f* rffi* gps

cvr> ?

my>ft*r>& a£>ajW;? v>7Kojr> &

Drill G. Response

MODEL:

3.

4.

5.

7?K

Teacher: Do you know any good doctors?

Student : I know one* you can go see him

A/
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Drill H . Expansion

1.

2.

3.

5

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I see you.

I see the teacher

I see the doctor.

I see the dentist

I saw the dentist yesterday
,

I saw the dentist yesterday rn

front of the hall.

I saw the dentist yesterday in

front of the school.

I saw the dentist yesterday walking
in front of the school.

I saw the dentist yesterday walking
in front of the school with the
teacher

.

I saw the dentist yesterday walking
in front of the school with a

teacher

Drill I. Reduction

1.

2.

I saw the dentist yesterday walking
in front of the school with a

teacher

.

I saw the dentist yesterday walking
in front of the school with the
teacher

.

I saw the dentist yesterday walking
in front of the school.

I saw the dentist yesterday in front
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

%
?r*j&&ofs&>s?0'ill*} *

cr>ro$*>K (ts y

of the school .

I saw the dentist yesterday in front

of the hall.

I saw the dentist yesterday .

I saw the dentist

I saw the doctor.

I saw the teacher

rr>ir&>tr y I saw you.
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UNIT 55

NARRATION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

0.

1.

1. There were two friends, one named Pan, the other named Sok.

2. Pon and Sok were sick.

3. But now both of them are feeling a little better.
4. The day Pon went back to work, Sok asked him: How are you feeling?
5. Pon told him he just had a stomach-ache; he feels fine now.
6. Pon went to see his doctor and the doctor gave him some pills to take and

told him to rest.

7. That medicine is large yellow pills which Pon must take three times a day, one
pill at each meal.

8. Sok said that these pills look like the ones he was taking last month.

9. Mr. Pon remembers also that Mr. Sok was sick for quite a long time then.

0. He had a very bad cold - no matter what pills he took, it didn't help, and
so he was sick in bed for two weeks.

1. Finally, the doctor gave him some shots and he recovered.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

10.

1. Mr. Pon has some pain in his nose and he asks Mr. Sok if he knows any good
nose doctor.

2. Mr. Sok knows a lot of doctors, but they don't treat the same kinds of

d iseases

.

3. He tells Mr. Pon that if he thinks he has a growth in his nose he can go

to see a doctor that he knows.

4. That doctor is treating Mr. Sok's illness at present.

5. The doctor began treating Mr. Sok's illness about two or three months ago.

6. Every two weeks he gives him a shot and gives him some medicine to take
along.

7. He has to take six pills every day - two pills after each meal.
S. (later) Mr. Pon asks if Mr. Sok is better now.

9. Mr. Sok says that he feels much better now, but the first two or three
weeks he felt very tired.

10. At that time the doctor gave him some shots, many pills to take, forbade

him to do any heavy work, and ordered him to rest at home.
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5.

6.

7.

8 CO

9.

10.

y'Ajwwa» Aj5'ka>* j^'cat jfr&fif(&rcofij at

#>f}'@>v fanny's& • yrfrf^dxJ&rcigfjg&ipj f?f??ty,?re>fty

ay y

1. Mr. Sok's doctor wants him to stay in the hospital.
2. At the hospital there is good equipment and trained medical technicians

to look after (him).

3. But Mr. Sok didn't think he was very ill and he asked his doctor to (let
him) rest at home.

^. Mr. Pon asked Mr. Sok how he knew that he had a growth in his nose.

5. Mr. Sok said that he constantly had difficulty in breathing, but he didn't
go to the doctor.

6. He told Mr. Pon: 'You should go to see my doctor right away; don't put it

off too long.

'

7. Mr. Sok wants to go to see the doctor right away but he says that he has

just had a tooth pulled.

8. Hearing this Mr. Pon asks Mr. Sok: 'Can I go to see this dentist too? I have

a toothache also.'

9. Mr. Sok says: 'This dentist is very good. He's very good at filling teeth

too.'

10. You go to see my doctor, and I'll go see yours.'
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UNIT 56

BASIC DIALOGUE

Sok

Is it hard to find a servant
in this town?

2.

3.

Pon

It's not hard if you have a

Cambodian friend.

Ask him to help you find one,

4,

Sok

Can you help me find one?

5.

6.

7.

Pon

« 3,

Sok

Pon

Do you want a servant to cook
or to clean the house?

I want a man servant who knows
how to take care of the house
and to cook a little bit.

In that case, it's no problem;

wait and I'll bring one to

meet you.

8.

2>MO?

Sok

What's your name? Where is your
native village?

9.

Kim

My name is Kim; my birthplace is

in Takeo Province.
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10.

Sok

How old are you?

11.

Kim

In two months I'll be eighteen.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Response

MODEL:

5.

6.

7.

8

VS& v

4/ *iE /

0/.

4 S
'

Drill B. Response

MODEL:

Teacher: Is it hard to get a taxi here?

Student

:

No, it's not hard; there are a

lot of taxis, but they're a
little expensive.

o_^» A ^

J$5 Pi
1" ^

Teacher

:

Student

:

I want to get a young person to
help prepare the food and to
keep house.

OK, (in that case) let me help
you look. Next week I'll

come see you again.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

. f c?&y ijttrto fin? y

Drill C. Response

MODEL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

V>*sfrsn%& tSew

Teacher; Have you prepared the meal yet?

Student ; Yes, I've prepared it, and am
waiting for it to be time (to eat)

fitful* v
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Drill D. Substitution

1.

•2 ^

3.

4.

5.

6.

2

I know how to cook rice and take
care of the house.

I know how to cook and take care
of the house.

I know how to look after children
and take care of the house.

I know how to go marketing and
take care of the house.

I know how to drive and take care
of the house.

I know how to serve guests and

take care of the house.

Drill E. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

frJStf* ?

Did you know anyone who could
help?

Did you know anyone who could
do (it)?

Did you see anyone who could go ?

Did you allow anyone to go see
(it)?

Did you tell anyone to wait for
us?

Did you call anyone to come meet
us?

Did you look for anyone who could
explain (it to) us?

Did you hear about anyone who
could leave?
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Did you take anyone to go meet
(someone)?

Did you want anyone to go get
(it)?

Drill F. Double Substitution

X.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

W 9*<Q r&frtt&aj

$m v

y— —

Yes I knew (someone), but he
couldn't help.

Yes I knew (someone), but he
couldn't do (it).

Yes I saw (someone), but he
couldn't go.

Yes I allowed (someone), but

he couldn't go see (it).

Yes I told (someone), but he
couldn't wait.

Yes I called (someone), but he
couldn 1 t come meet (us).

Yes I looked for (someone), but

he couldn't explain (it to)
us

,

Yes I heard about (someone), but
he couldn't leave.

Yes I took (someone), but he
couldn't meet (them).

Drill G. Expans ion

X.

2.

3.

9
V

4.

I want to get a young servant.

I want to get a young man servant.

I want to get a young man servant
to live with me.

I want to get a young man servant
to live with me to help keep the
house in order.
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5.

6.

—n

I want to get a young man servant
to live with me to help keep the
house in order and to cook .

I want to get a young man servant
to live with me to help keep the
house in order and to cook a_

little bit.

Drill H. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

If I had a young servant to live
in and look after the children,
my wife could go to work.

If I had a young servant to live
in and look after the children,

I could go to work .

If I had a young servant to live
in and look after the children,
I could go.

I have a young servant to live in
and look after the children, and

I can go .

I have a young servant to live in

and look after the children.

6. fW&tffltr&yfl** I have a young servant.

Drill I. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

In two more months I will be 18

years old.

In four more months I will be 18

years old.

In four more months I will be 21

years old.

In three more months I will be 21

years old.

In three more months my children
will enter school .

In one more month my children will
enter school.

In one more month my children will
finish school .

In two more months my children will
finish school.
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9.

Drill J. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

5.

A v

V / # q C'Z'

9?v> e» £9° c>9 V

Teacher ; I am 17 years ten months old.

Student : In two months more, I will be
18 years old.
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UNIT 57

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

Sok

Kim

Sok

Are your parents both living now?

My father's dead; now there's
just my mother.

How many brothers and sisters do

you have?

4.

5.

Kim

I have one older sister who's
married already.

And she lives with my mother at
present.

6.

Sok

What does your brother-in-law do
for a living?

7.

9 ci?@o: /?>»'&>ij&midrtoo? *t

Kim

8.

Sok

He farms to help my mother because
she is old.

How many months have you been in

this city?

9.

10.

Kim

Sok

I've been in this city just one
month

.

Did you used to work for somebody?
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ll.

Kim

I used to work as a servant for the
chief of a srok in Takeo for
about a year.
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DRILLS
Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

4.

8

9

i» v>s Ants' nam t&9i*(?f&?x:

Do you have brothers and sisters
in this city?

Do you know anyone in this city?

Do you have friends in this city?

Do you have a house in this city?

Do you have anyone to come get
you in this city?

Have you seen anything interesting
(strange) in this city? "'"

*"

Have you bought anything in this

city?

Have you any business in this city?

Have you met Koma in this city?

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

^wmwcu V

I have only one older brother,

and he has a wife already.

I have only one older sister
,

and she has a husband already

I have only one younger brother,

and he has a wife already.

I have only one brother-in-law,
and he has children already.

I have only one younger uncle?

and he has a wife already.
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6.

7.

8.

f

T

I have only one older aunt
,

and she has a husband already.

I have only one daughter, and
she has children already.

I have only one younger sibling,

and he has a job already.

Drill C. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(ft: ^/fAWf^^?tftt;&b

sirs* f c ;

0 OS

%yv)}&ra:?( zoo*Mx'jtbrn&Qto)

Teacher

:

Who is living with your older
brother these days?

Student

:

Now he doesn't have anyone living
with him except a younger brother
(sister )- in-law.

&w/r>a'?fi f^y^cvws?
9

ton*
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9. y>? *t?rcvY>

jtyjfKiBt&exs tor?'*/

Drill D. Response

model: (&• c*)nn&v%j!ir&>7r/v*cvr>}r

6 . /y>rc/? twos u/vstf 9

7. dbrrtfiwfiftjlgfipsrckoy

8

Teacher ; Have you met Miss Samnang yet
or not?

Student : I didn't have a chance to meet
her yet* I just arrived.

J>°3j&t?J$ tit 9°fjft>

Drill E. Response

MODEL: f£&>f?&)V

Say. fPStOSi

Teacher

;

Have you ever used this machine?

Student

:

I have used it, but I've probably
forgotten how by now.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

/*$exy5?JV?y

two* ii*} ? y

Drill F. Questioning

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

^
0 *"! / 0./ Oft

Teacher : I used to use this machine.

Student ; Have you ever used this machine?

rrtiri$2est Vt?ppstp?
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Drill G. Transformation

1.

MODEL: PlfjSfi>^'Su^Vd5v»>

frits' y

3. 9iJ;s«sr*»r7>/!»»&flyy^pfl/

2.

6.

7.

Teacher ; I haven't met Miss Samnang yet.

Student ; I haven't met her yet. I just
arrived.

9

Drill H. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

(

rt&>x&)$ fyftwos v(Ktxy)

V/> 9r&9%? ^osQn » /tony

( vVti )

Teacher : She has a younger brother-in law.

(young servant)

Student : Besides this she has a young servant
living with her.
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5.

6.

pottos? V

r(fr?e?r&>t boa

Drill I. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

to**

I have lived in this town just
one month.

I have lived in this house just one
month

.

I have lived in this house just

one year .

I have served him just one year.

I have served him about one year.

I have served him about one month.

I have lived in this house about
one month.

I have lived in this city about one
month.

I have lived in this city just one
month

.

Drill J. Response

MODEL: Teacher

:

Student

:

How many months ago did you come
to live in this city? (just
one month)

I have lived in this city just one
month

.
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UNIT 58

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2

3

4

0

» 0-7 * *y *
7
i/

Sok

Kim

What kind of work can you do?

I can do work around the house

.

But I'm not very good at cooking

I can clean the house and wash
and iron clothes

6.

Sok

Kim

Do you know how to serve guests?

I know something about serving
food and drinks

8.

unto tv$v&£*
o

v
if

Sok

/ Kim

Do you also know how to drive a

car?

Yes, I like to drive a car very
much even though I have been
driving for a long time

9.

bits: (£>?u>cvj(ft?/r>?q&£>

Sok

It's good that you know all that;
besides these things, maybe
I'll need to send you to the
market once in a while.

10

4 0

Kim
I don't mind-, if there's something

I can do, I'll always do it.

11.

Sok
That's very good. I like someone
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d ^ ^
who doesn't mind.

12.

Kim

13.

Sok

I only ask that if I make a

mistake, please forgive me

O.K., don't worry.

14. *rS**sitixh resin?
*4 f t

Kim
Thank you very much.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

V* _ 0 tOy A/

I can prepare food some, but I'm
not very good at it

.

I can iron clothes some, but I'm
not very good at it

.

I can serve guests some, but I'm

not very good at it.

I know how to mix drinks some, but

I'm not very good at it.

I know how to drive some, but I'm

not very good at it.

I know how to take care of the

house some, but I'm not very
good at it.

I know how to do the laundry some,

but I'm not very good at it.

I know how to buy food some, but
I'm not very good at it.

I know how to receive guests some,

but I'm not very good at it.

Drill B. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2 .

3. 2 fcto^fQt&vny>c&(£p/Py

Teacher ; I'm not very good at preparing
food

.

Student : I can prepare food some, but I'm

not very good at it.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

si

V

Drill C Substitution

jftf/tgp* Qvsjp : ?& iQ?

* Ok*

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

nQsjrttftf tift cry)
9
v

Pon, this evening I want you to go

buy some Somloo Mauu to bring
back to eat.

Pon, this evening I want you to go

buy some Battambang oranges to
bring back to eat.

Pon, this evening I want you to go

buy some watermelons to bring
back to eat

Pon this evening I want you to go

buy some canned lychees to bring
back to eat

Pon, this evening I want you to go

buy some dried fish to bring

back to eat

Pon, this evening I want you to go

buy some bread to bring back to

eat

Pon, this evening I want you to go

buy some crabs to bring back to

eat

Pon, this evening I want you to go

buy some lobster to bring back to

eat

Pon, this evening I want you to go
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ur>8Vftcrr> y

10.

J

^

—

T ^'

buy some corn to bring back to eat

Pon, this evening I want you to go
buy some roast pork to bring back
to eat

.

Drill D, Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

!f&>xslr?ftWAspr&,°w?cx>(£p

l>v '
***

<Z$. ft/ ^ «-*

Teacher : I'm looking for someone who knows how
to wash and iron too.

Student : O.K., Bora was very good at washing
and ironing when he was with me.

rocs???Jf&ige)S9°t/

if /eg,

fhct'htjtrfei v

"Vswp vr>"(dM v'jtf r/tf

>

Drill E. Multiple Substitution

1.

2.

I like to cook even though I'm not
very good at it

.

I like to eat vegetables even though
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12

V

^ # *> & ^ ^ ^

° Sir2 BM&RGTryfieXSTSi 2M l)

7T

357
"

# <*> ^ ^ ^

asas v

—

—

I don't know how you prepare them

I like to come along this street

even though I have to go out of

my way a little .

I like to go to Cambodian wats even
though I'm not a Buddhist,

I like to eat kuy-tiav even though
I've eaten it already .

I like to visit Angkor Wat even
though I've already seen it .

I like coffee even though I know it

does not taste good .

I like to listen to you speak
Cambod ian even though I still don't
understand much .

I like to go out for a good time even
though I don't have money .

I like to study Cambodian even though
I still haven't gone to Cambodia .

I 1 ike to read the newspaper even
though I listened to the news on

the radio .

I like to travel by ship even though
I have never ridden in a plane .

Drill F. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

0>

Teacher : I like to cook very much, even
though I'm not very good at it.

Student : I'm not very good at it, but I

like to cook very much.

7 5> V
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3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

$ MtlcTo'sfrJives v

4 7/ m /i ^

jf&evhgrh jyrofofyyv?) 99a> ao>aI

0 ^ ** J?^^§j%fX^W^waj /£/y

Dr i 1 1 G . Response

MODEL

:

2.

3.

4.

TP ?

Teacher : Uncle, please buy the newspaper
Kampuchia for me.

Student : All right. Do you need the newspaper
now?
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5.

6.

V ?

Drill R. Transformation

MODEL:

3.

4.

5,

6.

/y>/fof?«vj&9y

9"

Teacher: Pon, please go buy the newspaper
Kampuchia for me.

Student: I need to send Pon to go buy the

newspaper Kampuchia,

Drill I. Response

MODEL:

3.

4.

5.

£ft -0^ fir; c//^ ^<x?

_ CCA.

Teacher: Do you know how to serve food and
drinks to guests?

Student : I know something about serving food

and drinks to guests.
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6.

7 .

Drill J. Substitution

1.

2 .

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

9.

<=
» — * '

f

b

bos*?* ff^ffi sfr&s

tat
A

If there's anything I'm able to do, I'll

do it .

If there's anything I can do , I'll

do it.

If there's anything I (can do) to
help , I'll do it.

If there's anything I (can do) to
help, I'll help.

If there's anybody I can help I'll
help

.

If there ' s anybody who asks me to
help, I'll help.

If there's anybody who wants to send
me to do something , I'll help.

If there's anybody who wants to send
me to do something, I'll do it.

If there's anything I can do , I'll

do it

.
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BASIC DIALOGUE

Sok
How much do you want a month?

Kim

Sok

That's up to you alone.

I plan to give you 500 a month, and
you'll eat here with me. Is that
all right?

Kim
If you have an empty room, I'd like

to stay (there) too, because I

haven't got any place to stay.

Sok I have a small room in back. You
can stay there.

Kim

Sok

Kim

Sok

Thank you very much.

What day can you come and start?

Any day. I don't have many things.

In that case come tomorrow.

v>fi y
Kim

O.K.

Sok
Come at 8:00 A.M., I'll give you

the keys before I go to work.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I don't have many things.

I don't have any heavy work ,

I don't have any free rooms ,

I don't have a lot of guests
coming .

I don't have any heavy things .

I don't have any small rooms .

I don't have any free cars .

I don't have any place to stay

I don't have many things .

Drill B. Response

MODEL:

2.

3.

4.

5.

tins? 3tpz$yr<wn§Jslfr;A^

Teacher ; Why are you looking for a free room?
(have no place to stay)

Student : I'm looking for a free room because
I have no place to stay.

jfVBVfegn'Jfr <w^*> .'jPgfsh>?

JBJS v
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Drill C. Variable Substitution

—
<v «

OA

If you have a free room, let me
stay there too.

If you have a place to stay , let
me stay there too.

If you have any place to go , let me
go with you too.

If you have free car (space ), let
me go with you too.

If you have free car (space), let
me help you move your things .

If you have anything heavy
, let me

help you move your things.

If you have anything heavy, let me
help you arrange your house .

If you have a lot of guests
, let me

help you arrange your house.

Drill D. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

\> v ^ ^

Teacher : How much salary do you plan to give
me? (500, eat with me)

Student ; I plan to give you 500 a month, and
you'll eat with me.

********* y
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4.

5.

6.

( loo ib^ur?%:i>ir)

(rtlo T%Q,c2*bbrhlFr>>tjyf&;)

(tic jforrisfx^yhyayfj

Drill E. Transformation

MODEL: jsomrsy

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

3a W2K)>c}p>Komto

?nRu>auxv'3&&v com)
htn&Fify&r&Vrvic&v com)

/H ? tf,or*0
y

Teacher: I have a lot of things.

Student : I don't have a lot of things

1
9
ff>JBV& VOJY)pYj; r ,pyV Mr ? o.

*r>f?/r>& vavomsotf: y

Drill F, Transformation

MODEL:

4.

5.

6.

comm )

0

Teacher : I don't have a lot of things.

Student : I have a lot of things.

a oo*wayewes'*
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Drill G. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1

0 ~~Ty

Wiat day can you come to stay?

What day can you come to work?

What t ime can you come to work?

What time can you come to study?

What month can you come to study?

What month can you come to work ?

What month can you come to stay?

What day can you come to stay?

Drill H. Response

MODEL:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

2

(

£»>Sesvtffxfr>fFt cur> Q>yz ?

Q, ~ y

Teacher : What day can you move in? (don't

have many things)

Student : Any day is all right. I don't have
many things.

<y »* —6 w

hamif(y>*¥89 .
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Drill I. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ArJvtf?/? final v

—sr^—

/

Don't be offended.

Please don't be offended.

I only ask
,
please don't be offended.

I only ask, if I do something wrong
,

please don't be offended.

I only ask, if I do something a_

little bit wrong, please don't
be offended.

Drill J. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

v fe V V ' >o

^ J/ T^' , ^ ° 2/

' » *> y /

i—« »
/

v-~

I only ask, if I do something a

little bit wrong, please don't
be offended.

I ask, if 1 do something a little
bit wrong, please don't be
offended

.

I ask (if I) do something wrong,
please don't be offended

I ask (if I) do something wrong,

don't be offended.

(If I) do something wrong , don't
be offended.

Don't be offended.
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UNIT 60

NARRATION

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

9.

10.

1. They're talking about the way to find a person to come help do the various tasks in the
house

.

2. One friend asks his friend, "Is it difficult to hire a servant in this country?"
3. His friend says, "It's not difficult if the person who wants to hire the servant has a

Cambodian friend."
4. "He can ask his friend to help look."
5. "But he has to know if he wants to hire a servant to come cook or come clean the house."
6. The person who wants to have a servant needs a person who knows how to cook and clean up

the house.
7. He asks his Cambodian friend to help look for him.

8. His friend brought a servant to meet him.

9. The servant's name is Kim$ his native village is Takeo Province.
10. In two more months he will be 18.

4 w^^w^y^^a^ m*to3fi%?:t&}&bh?x&^to?™?
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9.

10.

writs: ??iss#>ti&?t9§fr>rfty

1. Kim has only his mother nowj his father died a long time ago.
2. Kim has an older sister who is married.
3. Kim's brother-in-law and his older sister live with Kim's mother.
4. The person who wants to have Kim help with the work asks Kim, "What does your brother-in-law

do to earn a living?"
5. Kim answers, "He grows rice to help my mother because she is very old."
6. He asks Kim further, how many months he has lived in the city.
7. Kim says he just came to live (here) a month ago.

8. Before coming here he worked in Takeo Province.
9. Kim used to be a servant for the chief of a srok in Takeo.

10. He worked there for about a year.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1. Kim says he's not very good at cooking.

2. When he was with the chief of the srok he was the housekeeper and did the laundry.

3. The person who wants to hire Kim asks him if he knows how to serve guests.

4. Kim knows how to serve food and drinks to guests.
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5. He wants Kim to drive the car too.

6. Kim says that he likes to drive very much, even though he has known how to drive for a

long time.

7 The person who wants to hire Kim thinks that if he knows that much, it'll do., but maybe
they'll need to send Kim to market from time to time.

8. Kim says he doesn't mind; if there's any work he can do, he'll always do it.

9. But Kim asks that if he makes a little mistake, the person he lives with won't be
offended

.

10. The person who wants to hire Kim, says "Never mind, don't worry."

7. %w word ?d><xs%°svtjrAS?x?j&;§o:f^K&

9. ^A^prr-^o* ^fyl^v &s??#?P/ox ivfkffy(&x v

io. f*?a>* ftwt&2@ras'fiw^^ o y& Wflkwr^w y

1. Then they discuss salary and the work.

2 He asks Kim how much salary he wants.
3. Kim isn't decided; he says, "It depends on you."

4 The man thinks that he will give Kim five hundred a month and will have Kim

eat with him.

5. Kim accepts this salary but he asks for a spare room to live in because he has no place
stay.

6. The man has a spare room behind the house and tells Kim to fix it up.

7. Kim is very happy, and tells the man, "Whatever day you want me to come to stay is all

right."
8. Kim doesn't have many possessions.

9. The man wants Kim to come tomorrow, at nine m the morning.

10. At that time the man will give the key to Kim before he goes off to work.
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UNIT 61

BASIC DIALOGUE

ft

Pon
Miere are we planning on going

tomorrow?

^ ^ ^>

Sok

Pon

Sok

Tomorrow we'll take a trip to
Kompong Cham.

What's Kompong Cham like? Can you
tell me a little bit?

Kompong Cham is a very clean and
modern city which is located on
the banks of the Mekong.

v>sX Qi'tis'sfos Stereoeg
Pon

Are there a lot of boats from Phnom
Penh to Kompong Cham?

art: /? {tf'io'tR

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Yes, there are a lot of boats from
Phnom Penh going to Kompong
Cham and coming back from Kompong
Cham to Phnom Penh.

How many hours does the boat take
from Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham?

Oh, I think about twelve hours or

more. The boat stops at a lot
of places along the way.

Do we have to buy the tickets in

advance?
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Sok

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

GO. 070 V

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

It's not necessary. They don't
sell the tickets until the boat
leaves

,

How much does the boat charge from
Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham?

It's not very expensive, maybe
twenty" five riels* that's all.

What time should we get on the boat?

Four in the morning. We 1 re going
on that boat so it'll be a little
cool. We have to get to the docks
at three or, at the latest, three-

thirty. The boat won't wait for
us; when the time comes to
leave, it leaves immediately. In

that case we have to get there
ahead of time.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

#>&stji tux*/*

Kompong Cham is a city that is

beautiful and modern.

Kompong Cham is a city that is large
and important .

Phnom Penh is a city that is large
and important

.

Phnom Penh is a city that is located
on the Mekong .

Stung Treng is a city that is located
on the Mekong.

Stung Treng is a city that I've known
for a long time .

Kompong Cham is a city that I've known
for a long time.

Kompong Cham is a city that is

beautiful and modern.

Drill B. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Teacher ; What kind of a city is Kompong Cham?
(beautiful and modern)

Student : Kompong Cham is a city that is beaut-
iful and modern.
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5.

6,

Drill C. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Pigxr>v v

Teacher The city of Kompong Cham is located
along the banks of the Mekong.

Student Kompong Cham is a city that is located
along the banks of the Mekong.

Drill D. Substitution

1. How many hours does it take the boat to
go from Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham?
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~r~—r<=^
v y

How many hours does it take the boat to
go from Kompong Cham to Phnom Penh ?

How many places does the boat stop from
Kompong Cham to Phnom Penh?

How much does the boat charge from Kompong
Cham to Phnom Penh?

How much does the boat charge from Phnom
Penh to Kompong Cham?

Are there many boats from Phnom Penh to
Kompong Cham?

How many places does the boat stop from
Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham?

How many hours does it take the boat to go
from Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham?

1 E. Response

1L:

wm - « vet rSi&Pchcislii}

revrottftfcw&v tyfw

Teacher How many hours does it take the boat
to go from Phnom Penh to Kompong
Cham? (maybe 10 hours or more)

Student ; The boat takes maybe 10 hours or more,

ft Qr>"tv?fi'(9rifiAS *Tthfib y

ft p'fo'awo^ ?c/> fft?s <r

t/>z ft orfto'Q not* s>otf$?Ar y
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Drill F. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

mtvctmliM'tvfo (frn notes'

metmt> Mb

When it comes time to go, the boat
leaves immediately.

When it comes time to go, the boat
won f t wait for us .

When it gets to be 4; 00 in the morn-

ing,the boat won't wait for us.

Mien it gets to be 4; 00 in the morn-
ing, we have to get to the dock .

Mien it gets to be 3;30 at the latest
,

we have to get to the dock.

Mien it gets to be 3:30 at the latest,
the boat leaves the dock.

When it comes time to go
, the boat

leaves the dock.

Mien it comes time to go, only then
do they sell tickets .

When it comes time to go, the boat
leaves immediately .

Drill G. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

Teacher

:

Student

:

At what time do we have to arrive at
the dock? (three, three thirty)

We have to arrive at the dock at three
o'clock, or at the latest, 3:30.
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w»« tidbitsrs: i

Drill H. Response

MODEL

1.

( *v>

I U.cno U)

Teacher

:

Student:

At what time do we have to arrive at
the dock? (three thirty, three)

I think we will get to the dock at
maybe three thirty, or at the
earliest 3 o'clock.

Of9> #> usvnvrtnw, coo «/

Drill I. Substitution

_AS££^<w^<)Spernio t frf&fr v

From Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham there
are at least 10 boats.

From Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham, the

boat stops at at least five places .

From Kompong Cham to Phnom Penh , the

boat stops at at least five places.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

From Kompong Cham to Phnom Penh, they
charge at least 20 riels .

From Kompong Cham to Phnom Penh the boat
takes 8 hours at the fastest.

From Kompong Cham to Phnom Penh, the
boat takes 10 hours at the slowest.

From Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham , the boat
takes 10 hours at the slowest.

From Phnom Penh to Kompong Cham there are
at least 10 boats.

Drill J. Transformation

MODEL:

00 e/

Teacher

Student

There are 10 boats or more.

There are at least 10 boats

MODEL: ff?.* W&ft&CvQO tftfi/m °f Teacher : There are only 10 boats.

]b &&&V)C>}Cm&1$£GAOre Student

:

At the most, there are 10 boats.

rtm'&'sRand'sspan*) 9ottfiirv

iff-eu/rowJ'S'(roww'fe y

r8c8KA>y{K&sf2rJ¥>uamKrtoInfo
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BASIC DIALOGUE

Sok

B:v£ty 2)torn : r&ricf>tjjl

Pon

It's almost time to leave. They are
going aboard the boat.

What are the people over there doing?

Sok
Some are buying food to take to their

children who are waiting for them
at home

.

Pon

// ' ^/ Sok

what is that? I heard a whistle blow,

The boat blows the whistle as a

signal. It's time to leave.

P
Pon

Sok

What are those boatmen doing?

They are untying ropes and chains.

And those quiet people sitting
are passengers. In a while, someone
will come to sell them tickets.

Pon

Sok

Do all the passengers pay the same
price?

No. They pay (on the boat) according
to the distance.
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There is nothing on either side of

the river. It's very dark, but

once in a while there are dim lights
along the edges of the river.

They are fishermen's lights.

In the sky I see a star. It's brighte
than the others. What's its name?
Do you know?

That's called the "morning star".

Do you see a light red color ahead
of us?

Yes, I do. It's almost light

already.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Some people buy things to take to
sell

.

Some people buy things to take to
their children.

Some people buy bread to take to
their children.

Some others buy bread to take to
their children.

Some others buy fruit to take to
their children.

Some others buy fruit to take to
their parents .

Some people buy fruit to take to
their parents.

Some people buy things to take to

their parents.

Some people buy things to take to sell.

Drill B. Response

MODEL:

3.

(8: n$Gcr)&£")Kcr>tfF>c7>h)ru)? Teacher : Why is the boat blowing the whistle?
(it's time to leave)

Student: The boat blows the whistle as a

signal that it's time to leave.

in w?&rn y
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4.

5. A

Drill C. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(ft- MXtitrni/)ps(&)osn?

£/ys f ?W iWi>£ s y

Teacher:

Student

:

The workers on the boat untie the
ropes and untie the chains.
As for the passengers, they sit
quietly.

At the time the passengers are sit-

ting quietly, the workers on the
boat untie the ropes and untie
the chains

.

Drill D. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

In another moment the workers will
go about selling tickets to the
passengers

.

In another moment the workers will
finish selling tickets to the

passengers

.

Now the workers will finish selling
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

as r&iOrF>cr>A$rio err

tickets to the passengers.

Now the workers will finish selling
tickets to the travellers.

Now the workers will blow the
whistle to let the travellers
know.

In another moment the workers will
blow the whistle to let the travel-
lers know.

In another moment the workers will
blow the whistle to let the pas-
sengers know.

In another moment the workers will
go about selling tickets to the
passengers

.

Drill E. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

V ?

V?

V

1/

Do the passengers all pay the same

fare?

Do the passengers all travel the
same distance?

Do the boats all travel tbe same
distance?

Do the boats all travel the same
speed ?

Do the fishing boats all travel the
same speed?

Are all fishing boats the same size?

Do all fishing boats cost the same?

Do all the passengers pay the same
fare?
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Drill F. Expan s ion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

o

According to distance.

No
,
according to distance.

No, they charge a fare according to
distance.

No, they charge a fare which they
charge according to distance.

No, they pay a fare according to what
they charge by distance.

No, they pay a fare according to the

fare which they charge by distance.

Drill G. Reduction

1.

2.

3.
Qj

No, they pay a fare according to

the fare which they charge by

distance.

No, they pay a fare according to
what they charge by distance.

No, they charge a fare which they
charge according to distance.

4.

5.

6.

No, they charge a fare according to

distance.

No
,
according to distance.

According to distance.

Drill H. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

ififi y

<v /o * /

°

—

If you look at both sides of the

river, you won't see anything.

If you look at both sides of the

r iver
,
you will see many trees

If you look to the east of the

river, you will see many trees

If you look to the east of the
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

^or£ filtertr v

» ^ O tfV

3

river, you will see a light red
color .

If you look in the sky, you will see

a light red color.

If you look in the sky, you will see

the brightest star .

If you look in the direction the
t j_t„ _ : . „— .i

—

If

If

boat's going
,
you will see the

brightest star.

you look in the direction the
boat's going, you will see a dim
floating light .

you look along the shore, you will
see a dim floating light.

If you look along the shore, you will
see lights in fishing boats .

If you look at both sides of the

river, you will see lights in fish-

ing boats.

If you look at both sides of the
river, you won't see anything .

Drill I. Transformation

MODEL

1.

2.

3.
^9

Teacher ; If I see the light red color, I

know it!s near dawn already.

Student : The light red color indicates that
it's close to dawn already.
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4.

5.

6.

& / «*w h
CO

Drill J, Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

0 ^

Teacher : The light red color indicates that
it's close to dawn already.

Student : If I see the light red color, I

know it's near dawn already.

9*

V 0 *J <H

><S>S?

ItSCT) *4

7 C/ km ^
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UNIT 63

BASIC DIALOGUE

1. totin

Pon
What's that whistle?

2.

Sok
The boat blows the whistle to tell
the travellers that it's about to
arrive at a stop, and that they
must get ready.

3. ftttfinlf&vtinoj'! tfivcimm

5. fffrtfnwmtfYrnjtc ?

Pon

Sok

Pon

We've arrived in Kompong Cham
already. That's very fast.

It's not Kompong Cham. This is a

small stop; we haven't arrived in

Kompong Cham yet. Look, the boat
is coming into the docks.

What are they selling on the dock?

6. tfiojft/s go vznas

a;

Sok
Oh, they're selling cakes, food, and

fruit too. The boat leaves one

dock and goes to another

.

7. I ft tns csri tsu y> nsh ftiy 99 ?

Pon
Do they sell food on every dock?

8.

Sok
They do. And there are people get'

ting off and on at each dock.

9. rnnj/oft entrm amtutnts
Pon

I find the landscape along the river
in the morning very pretty.

10.

Sok
Yes, the houses of the peasants are

all surrounded by trees. Mango
and orange, for example.
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12.

Pon

13. r^ro^^fS^^r^r^'m f?n#

Sok

Pon

Now the sun is getting hotter
little by little.

It's almost one o'clock. We're
getting close to Kompong Cham,

The boat still only has to go

to the docks at Tonle Bat.

If you look from Tonle Bat do you
see Kompong Cham?

14

Sok
Yes, you can see clearly, and it's

pretty too. The boat will cross
to the north bank and enter and
stop at the dock of Kompong Cham
in about thirty minutes more; then
we will have arrived.

15

0,

Pon
This is a very pleasant trip, and

it's interesting too.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

n cr> ny»i CD k tin ftnu «fi#rony The boat blows its whistle to tell
the travellers they are about to
arrive at a landing.

The boat blows its whistle as a

s ignal to the travellers they are
about to arrive at a landing,
to

The boat blows its whistle as a

signal to the travellers to get
ready .

The bus blows its horn as a signal

to the travellers to get ready.

The bus blows its horn to tell the

travellers to get ready.

The bus blows its horn to tell the
travellers it's about time to leave

The bus blows its horn to tell the
passengers it's about time to leave.

The boat blows its whistle to tell
the passengers it's about time to
leave

.

The boat blows its whistle to tell
the passengers they are about to
arrive at a landing .

The boat blows its whistle to tell
the travellers they are about to
arrive at a landing.

Drill B. Response

model: |gj . fiayftntfovtf tV) ttf

?

— o
( ??r»5 oss> itsnz rw}t3 rtxs )

Teacher ; We've arrived in Kompong Cham.
(small landing)

Student : This is a little landing; we haven't
arrived in Kompong Cham yet.
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2- ffnscftfiiotjftrenew?

Drill C. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

8

*—

°

The boat leaves one dock (and) goes

to another dock.

The bus leaves one stop (and) goes
to another stop .

The plane leaves one airport (and)

goes to another airport ,

The train leaves one stat ion (and)

goes to another stat ion.

The students leave one room, (and)

go to another room.

The food vendors leave one shop (and)

go to another shop .

The workers leave one warehouse , (and)

go to another warehouse

.

The boat leaves one dock , (and) goes

to another dock.

Drill D. Response

MODEL:

^ 0 ^ *^

Teacher

Student

Do they sell food at every dock?
(people get off and on)

Yes. And there are people getting
off and on at every dock.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill E. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,

9.

£ o° w PS fw Rw ? f£ cSiJ^Vn rft oj

8 : ? ?r o0? £*V*n t ft ew

The houses of peasants are all sur-

rounded by trees.

The houses of peasants are all sur-

rounded by walls

.

The houses of government officials
are all surrounded by walls.

The houses of government officials
are all surrounded by soldiers

.

Small villages are all surrounded
by soldiers.

Small villages are all surrounded by
gardens

.

Wats and temples are all surrounded
by gardens

.

Wats and temples are all surrounded
by trees

.

The houses of peasants are all sur-
rounded by trees.
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Drill F. Equivalence drill

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

7R: v\&Kimc$?$lfyev)li;

fir r £h usr^y rosj s

Drill G. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

(J * ? A>

?r?:r?fo t& ® colts tfOJ

Scrapssfjfii* *

1/

Teacher : There are trees around all the houses
of the peasants.

Student : The houses of the peasants are all
surrounded by trees.

DJ ^ II ^ *° I

Mi* * '

"

% : rfft?i?n7w 5 fg? m^"?en tgo as
Js3

The boat still will enter only one

more dock.

The boat still will enter only one

more stop (landing).

The bus still will enter only one

more stop.

The bus still will enter only one more
small village .

The train still will enter only one

more small village.

The train still will enter only

Kompong Chang station .

The bus still will enter only

Kompong Chang station.

The bus still will enter only Tonle

Bat dock.

The boat still will enter only Tonle
Bat dock.
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Drill H. Transformation

model: ffi : CtfrS')©OH !? fB

]}
"

firm Tjcwr^Rn °f

w J
^ w '

ffftfjU SOU t^O^ ? $r)p? f9 °f

s g?oj?r5 5S^ ?o far? t^oj ry gs ? $> •<

2.

3,

Drill I. Response

Teacher : The ship will enter only one more
dock, at Tonle Bat.

Student : Besides the Tonle Bat dock, the ship
won't go to any other dock.

otf3 ftno:^3$ o5 t sPjp t y

MODEL: fftj l&tfalt ttsfonJ© ? Teacher : Miat kind of trip is this?
(happy, interesting)

Student : This is a very happy trip, and
interesting also.

i iv$ coo r*M co cfut ojo cxr

Vrxino ffit fS°co>Gnu or) w
o
3

z^oj c\oop6Tw ^ v

?fCO^ GDt3 £0 f U OS |\S0 R t^) C5

V PgJ 5 t?) OS fp^ fS tftf ^
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Drill J. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

t?|l3l5>1 nets' STS^

hy fjn:w^njo ren rn nat^c

oft,

8 ?? ? c? r> ) if o renm m£3 tj1c t§>

n

5> $>

Now the sun is warming up little
by little every minute.

Now the sun is getting bright little
by little every minute.

Now the sun is getting bright little
by little every moment .

Now the lamp is getting bright little

by little every moment.

Now the lamp is warming up little by
little every moment.

Now the lamp is warming up little by
little every minute .

Now the sun is warming up little by
little every minute.
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UNIT 64

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

10. names wm^SiBo^w^

How come all the stores and offices
are closed today?

Today is Bon Phcum, didn't you know?

I thought Bon Phcum was last month.
How do they celebrate it?

On Phcum day, the people, men and

women, young and old, go to the wat,

They have a memorial service for the
dead.

How many days do they celebrate this
holiday?

Phcum is just one day, that is, the
fifteenth day of the waning moon
of the month of Phutebot.

Is Phcum more important than New
Year ' s ?

Both holidays are equally important.

Does Cambodian New Year's coincide
with Chinese New Year's, or is it

January 1st?

11.

% * JiV AAi -P^0

Sok

Cambodian New Year's does not coin-
cide with Chinese New Year's, and
it isn't on January 1st.
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12. $ W5 It's the 13th of April.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

0

Pon

0

mcocvro

Pon

^ . Si

Sok

Pon

Sok

Every year are there other holidays
that the Cambodians celebrate?

Yes, there are other holidays, like
Kathin, the Water Festival, and

Tang Tok for example.

How about holidays that don't occur
every year. Do they have them?

Yes, for example the coronation,

marriage, cremations, and special

occasions when they usually take

off from work.

Mien chiefs of state from other
countries come to visit Cambodia, dc

they usually take off from work?

Yes, usually they take off
in order to greet the honored
guests of the country.

Mien the Chief of State of Cambodia
goes abroad, or returns, I see a

lot of people along the street.

Is that occasion also a holiday?

Yes, on that occasion they take off

from work also in order to ac-

company or greet the chief of

state who has returned to the
country.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Resp onse

MODEL:

4.

5.

(h: rwtt M&&fo?ffwur&JV??

asanno* ? (ry?fi»f#fir>tfrss')?

rir>& i ft ess*? rx>sr» ?
' 0

Teacher ; Why did they stop work?
(to greet the honored guests)

Student ; They stopped work in order to greet
the honored guests.

Drill B. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Teacher ; Is Phcum Ben more important than
New Years? (the same)

Student : Both these holidays are of the same
importance

.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

WW? ( usv)pr> )

& s> 9
bc)lwj3A)ej

*t& so

Drill C. Response

MODEL

:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

r>£7$rtexformatwv&foco grf

Teacher: Does Cambodian New Year fall on

Chinese New Year, or is it on

the first of January?

Student ; Cambodian New Year doesn't fall on

Chinese New Year, nor is it on the

first of January.

fax*
*

VWjomrtco TvjsB?ycv#) yanj

Gc&Xfr? gxr&Jr* ?lg>tx?f3? v
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Drill D. Transformation

model: fa: rJvrtSrv'Qrfi/o

0> ^ X/

v

Teacher ; When the head of state returns to the
country, they go out to greet him.

Student: They go out to greet the head of

state who has returned to the
cou ntry

.

l.

2.

3.

4.

Drill E. Expans ion

stf£pimri/r9V£g?fjd-&f? Yew

I see many people.

I see many people along the street .

When the head of state goes abroad
,

I see many people along the street

When the head of state goes abroad
or returns , I see many people
along the street.

When the head of state of Cambodia
goes abroad or returns, I see
many people along the street.
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Drill F. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

When the head of state of Cambodia
goes abroad or returns, I see
many people along the street.

When the head of state goes abroad
or returns , I see many people
along the street.

When the head of state goes abroad
,

I see many people along the
street

.

I see many people along the street .

I see many people.
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UNIT 65

NARRATION

3. rnivms3foi w^MjV)c^5«>r©i:»i

io. j^io?^^

1. They are thinking about making a trip to Kompong Cham.

2. Pon hasn't yet had the chance to see Kompong Cham.

3. He asks Sok about the overall appearance of the city.

4. Sok says Kompong Cham is a clean and modern city which is on the banks of the Mekong.

5. Pon and Sok want to go to Kompong Cham by boat, of which there are many going and coming
each day. (going round trip)

6. Travelling on boats is a little slow because they stop at many places.

7. Travellers cannot buy tickets in advance. Only when the boat leaves can they buy tickets.

8. The ticket from Pnhom Penh to Kompong Cham is not very expensive, maybe only 25 riels.

9. They want to go by the boat that leaves in the morning so that it will be a little cooler.

10. Therefore they have to arrive at the boat dock an hour or a half hour before the boat

leaves

.
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1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

* 1

to a &an iu n p6n en to tidq tfsmo fri are rin »> 1 1?rnrtfiuj w

Ft t il tries ?fciAfsR5pr)O^e0T ?G^nnR?,}C^^fO
,

^tfftSr^V^Otfr^h^V^frnjfi

1. Now they have arrived at the dock, and they go on the boat together.

2. Pon sees many travellers. Some are going on the boat with things in their hands; others

are buying various things.

3. Sok tells Pon that some people buy things to sell; others buy food to take to the children
at home

.

4. A little later they hear the sound of the whistle.

5. Sok says that the boat blows the whistle as a signal that it is time for the boat to leave.

6. The boatmen are untying the ropes and the chains; as for the travellers, they sit quietly
waiting for the ticket seller.

7. They sell tickets according to the distance.

8. If you look from the ship on both sides of the river, you don't see anything - it's very dark.

9. From time to time they see the flickering lights of the fishing boats along the bank.

10. After a moment they see a reddish color in the east - it's a sign that it's dawn.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

1. Pon hears the whistle of the boat again, and he thinks that they have arrived in Kompong
Cham already.

2. Sok says that this is a signal to tell the travellers that they are about to arrive at a

landing, and that they must get their things in order.

3. This landing is not Kompong Cham; it's a small landing along the way.

4. Now the ship is preparing to enter the dock.

5. On the dock they sell cakes, food and various fruits.

6. The boat leaves one dock and enters another; and at each dock there are always people
getting off and on.

7. The landscape in the morning along the river is very pretty.

8. They see houses of the country people hidden in the shade of many trees: mango, citrus,

and banana for example.

9. The sun is getting hotter and little by little because it's afternoon already,

10. The boat has arrived near Kompong Cham, and Pon can see the city clearly from the distance.

11. This is a very pleasant trip for Pon, and interesting, too.
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1.

2.

4. r^dvatyras rxjrffigrri?*? tljjjv^ffitoftnwvito?iw ?£f#rvjv <v

5. i^r^v^F^oy}^ ^rjr?^5)frr«3??/f^OP^

6.

7.

10.

1. Pon sees that all the stores and offices are closed, but he doesn't know what holiday it is.

2. Sok says: Today is Phcum Ben.

3. Pon thought that Phcum Ben was last month and asks Sok:

4. "On this holiday do they go to the wat to have memorial services for the dead?"

5. "They celebrate this holiday only one day, that is, every 15th day of the waning moon
of the month of Phutebot."

6. Sok tells Pon that the Phcum Ben and New Year are equally important.

7. But the Cambodian New Year does not coincide with Chinese New Year nor is it on the first
of January. It is on the 13th of April.

8. Cambodians celebrate other holidays such as Kathin, the Water Festival, and Tang Tok, for
example.

9. Some other holidays do not occur every year; they are special occasions when people must
stop work, such as the coronation, weddings, cremations, and the times when foreign chiefs
of state come to visit Cambodia.

10. Government officials and some students can stop work for two or three hours in order to go

greet the honored guests of the country.
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UNIT 66

BASIC DIALOGUE

Layman

Monk

2. tfrfAco? wft) A22fvirpar

till? *

Hello. How are you?

I'm well.

3.

4.

5.

Layman

Monk

Layman

Where are you going?

I'm going to school.

Where is your school?

6.

7.

Monk

tpttfirbtp zftcv) u'fi?Jt

Layman

My school is near the palace.

It's called the Suramarit
Buddhist Institute.

How many years have you studied
already?

8.

9.

10.

Monk

. layman

Monk

I've studied two years. This year
I'm in the third class.

How many hours a day do you study?

I study five hours a day: two hours
in the morning, three in the
afternoon.
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in lay language)

Pon

J(?V>t/A£

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Hello. How are you?

I'm well.

Where are you going?

I'm going to school.

Where is your school?

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

My school is near the palace
It's called the Suramarit
Buddhist Institute.

How many years have you studied
already?

I've studied two years. This year
I'm in the third class.

How many hours a day do you study?

I study five hours a day: two hours
in the morning, three in the
afternoon.
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Drill A. Transformation

DRILLS

MODEL

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Ran v

Tp?)?> wif&rnrtfcxm unit ?
COL O c=y

townif)& if&>& ? fioO0
«) p

Teacher: Hello, sir. (Hello)

Student : Hello, monk.

Drill B. Transformation

MODEL:

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

C^p iitfrso&n v r ffrfa&oi mom)

£T9AD 9 rjrftf&f'fbv ( MQ *0 )

iityscirjtfrznas vct-soiO)
^ a

^^^^^^
a. « ^ /

M7

o

Teacher

:

Yes, I'm well. (Yes, I)

Student: Yes, I'm well.

<S S 0
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Drill C. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher: Hello.

Student: Hello.

UX . y

/ *— *fr
*

«

Drill D. Transformation

MODEL: Pm^; ^jtfTSafff^aJ

C/ v

—

3. iwny)W*o?cvs?: cojfiftJgp&Tas

4.

5.

6.

Teacher: I'm well.

Student: I'm well.

Drill E. Response (answer as a monk)

MODEL: Zf>?rft}?£p:&M>i££

for?? c ttzrovpoj)

Is 7 CP

Teacher: How many years have you studied?
(two)

Student

:

I've studied two years already.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Anay>£pswSfaorrftiampchfftfjr

)

C ? J ^
qj /H?

©V&ttJ ZW)W> fAW*' <tt

^-6 47 y
(V

Drill F. Questioning

MODEL:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

iffrztias?

Teacher : I've studied two years already.
(how many?)

Student

;

How many years have you studied?

/4

7

Drill G. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

^ /n *>

—

f i» ; «r*

Where are you (a monk) going?

Are you going to school?

Are you going to my house?

Are you (a layman) going to my house?

Are you going to school?
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6.

7.

8.

oa ° ^
Where are you going?

Where are you (a woman) going?

Where are you (a monk) going?

Drill H. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I (a monk) am well as usual.

My wife is well as usual.

My wife is well.

I (a monk) am well.

I am well as usual.

My father is well as usual

My father is well.

I (a monk) am well.

I (a monk) am well as usual

.
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UNIT 67

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

Kins? ywra <#>/y?tfW

Layman

Monk

3.

Layman

Monk

4.

What subjects do they teach there?

They teach all subjects, as in t

other lycees, and in that school
they teach Pali and Sanskrit and
religion too.

Do they also teach foreign languages
like French and English?

Yes, these days they teach English
and French.

5. f CWW^W?W^WW*
Layman

You can speak English, can't you?

6.

7.

8.

^ q> ^ /

Monk

Layman

Monk

9.

I can speak some, but I don't know
too many words.

In which wat do you live?

I live in Wat Unalom.

There are a lot of monks in that wat,

aren't there?

10.

Monk

There are a lot, but I don't know
how many for sure.
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11.

12.

Layman

/<3J

Monk

Do all the monks go to study
at the Buddhist Institute only?

No, in that wat there is a Buddhist
elementary school; some monks
study in that school, some others
go to study at the Buddhist
Institute.
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(BASIC DIALOGUE

in lay language)

Pon

tfior 9

What subjects do they teach there?

2.

Sok

They teach all subjects, as in

other lycees, and in that school
they teach Pali and Sanskrit and
religion too.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

v £ ^

Pon

fw is?fire? :ftan&)rr#9?&

om?

Do they also teach foreign languages
like French and English?

Yes, these days they teach English
and French.

You can speak English, can't you?

I can speak some, but I don't know
too many words.

In which wat do you live?

8 . tsb%cif w>&)?&9?s?p£vr>

Sok

I live in Wat Unalom.

9.

Pon

There are a lot of monks in that wat,

aren't there?
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10.

11.

12.

tnj3tgEl& yv^w#>

Kit??*

Sok

Pon

Sok

There are a lot, but I don't know
how many for sure.

Do all the monks go to study at

the Buddhist Institute only?

No, in that wat there is a Buddhist
elementary school; some monks
study in that school, some others
go to study at the Buddhist
Institute.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

^$pn?asr&>; y

t$vr£ir]B fvnsi&af^A^^^ff

tps*fyt?)x fr>r&)i?) mW

V^aj0^^; y

They study all subjects in that lycee.

They study Pali and Sanskrit in that
lycee

.

They study Pali and Sanskrit in that
school

.

They study French and English in

that school.

The monks study French and English
in that school.

The monks study French and English
in that lycee .

The monks study all subjects in that
lycee.

They teach all subjects in that lycee.

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

: >&tn£Ci* tiff) /r>mt(H&

The monks can speak some English
can't they?

The monks can speak some foreign
languages ,can' t they?

All the monks can speak some foreign
languages, can' t they?

All the monks can speak some Pali*

can f t they?

All the monks can read some Pali,
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6.

7.

8.

9, ?costs£/cosffto &>jscifi)?/r> &>hr>u O ? 7&

can't they?

All the monks can read some Sanskrit
,

can't they?

The monks can read some Sanskrit, can't
they?

The monks can read some English , can '

t

they?

The monks can speak some Engl ish, can'

t

they?

Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

j$jr urnen

6.

7.

8.

The monks (you) live in the Unnalom
Pagoda, don't you?

All the monks live in the Unnalom

Pagoda, don't they?

All the monks only go to study in

the Unnalom Pagoda, don't they?

All the monks only go to study in

the Buddhist Institute, don 't they?

Some monks only go to study in the

Buddhist Institute, don ' t they?

Some monks only go to study in the

Buddhist elementary school , don '

t

they?

Some monks live in Unnalom Pagoda
,

don't they?

The monks (you) live in Unnalom
Pagoda, don't you?
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Drill D. Response

MODEL: iWI&lpttoMti)A

/ no

2.

3.

5.

4. ^f^K>^^%^s& r#f

?

Teacher ; What languages do you study at that
school? (English and French)

Student : I study English and French at that
school

.

Drill E. Transformation

MODEL:
0 ?J

for* ?

<*4 ^ <y

Teacher: You can speak English, can't you?

Student : You can speak English, can't you?
(monk's language)

o ^/

c ? ay «s=f~ $
MO?
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Drill F. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

r$jfir>nmv>: riftosw>

fixkn&f rfcwfdrsvIkski

£5 ^WWP fftVT£#)J5 /r)&0*J(K?&

Teacher

:

Do all the monks only study at the

Buddhist Institute? (that school,

Buddhist elementary school)

Student: No, some monks study in that school,

and others study in the Buddhist
elementary school.

Drill G. Response

MODEL:

1.

VttPiOtr$* r awat?www

CJL U

Teacher

:

Student

:

Do you always teach foreign
languages? (foreign languages,
other subjects)

Sometimes I teach foreign languages;
sometimes I teach other subjects.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill H. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

5.

n)2ff>fir>?*s y

Teacher : The students study Cambodian every-

year

.

Student ; The students always study Cambodian
every year.

Teacher: All the students study Cambodian.

Student: All the students study only
Cambodian.
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UNIT 68

BASIC DIALOGUE

4.

5.

6.

Layman

Monk

wtvus /fi^tfVv figs

Layman

Monk

Layman

Monk

How many times do you eat in a

day?

Monks only eat two times a day:

that is, in the morning and
before noon. Monks don't have
any food in the afternoon.

If you don't eat in the afternoon,
aren't you tired?

Not every day. If you are tired

you can drink a beverage like
tea, coffee, or orange juice,

for example.

In every wat there is a chief
monk's house behind the temple.
Is he in?

The chief monk and his deputy are
praying at someone's house east
of the wat. The monks and novices
are praying in the temple. Tomor-

row morning the people have invited
the monks to come to beg alms. All
the monks go to ask alms there.

They offer them food to take to

eat in the wat.
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Layman

7. „ 3 ftfffl) Wi?2?Ctft^Vtf^/W I would like to say goodbye.

J* cL ^ 0 *
°
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

C «/—» —

ipsxfof* *M A^w/yy^?<8&>

How many times a day do the monks
eat?

How many times a day do the monks
beg alms?

How many times a day do the monks
enter the temple?

How many times a day do the monks
go pray?

How many times a day do the monks
study Pali?

How many times a day do the monks
study Sanskrit ?

How many times a day do the monks
go to school ?

How many times a day do the monks
visit the chief monk's quarters?

Drill B. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

—fT 72 0 t»j/

In each wat there is a chief monk.

In each hut there are two or three
monks

.

In each temple there are many
images of Buddha .

In each village there are monks
seeking alms .

Behind the temple is the chief
monk's house.

At the wat there is a teacher for

the wat .

Inside the wat , there is an

elementary school.
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8. r#9&rfifya zns£ci;f$hj puts? cjj>

9*

In the class there are several
monks who know how to speak
Engl ish .

Drill C. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

?$ro?>fttb<3

—

—

y ^ T r

c>
~"

If they don't eat in the evening
aren't they tired?

If they don't go study , can't tUey
take the exam?

If they don't know Pali , isn't it

hard to learn prayers?

If they don't go begging , don't they
have someone go get food ?

If they don't go preach , can't they
meet them?

If they don't study to pray , don't
they know how to pray ?

If they have never preached , don't
they think it's hard?

Drill D. Response

MODEL:

X 0

2.

3.

icwfit&M§b$t2 reiki J5)

Teacher : How many times a day can a monk
eat? (only two times)

Student : A monk can eat only two times a

day.
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4.

5.

6.

K>v * u£ ?po$<v>

to

Drill E. Response

MODEL

1.

wa rtfffyjs br>w>am ?

bam ? ( BpjfH?

)

Teacher ; Do you know in which house the chief
monk lives? (behind the temple)

Student ; Yes, the chief monk lives in a

house behind the temple.

97

9?p *pai&i rjtfawvrjrfJ^rJ), v
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Drill F. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

3'

/ ^
v

Teacher: Behind the temple there is always
the hut of the chief monk.

Student

:

The hut of the chief monk is

always behind the temple.

VA&n S^fr i£©s

Drill G. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

2.

2$ J,*}™0www^ Teacher

:

I have missed coming to visit you
for a long time because I have
never had any free time at all.

Student: He didn't come visit the monk
because he wasn't free.
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3.

4.

5.

6.

rr&>nso&t wasftV#9

¥>Sjk*$& ZSPthfV) p>2?*>'?3

F&ico t£ cr> t rosin Trfitffiob'

£tj cvs &>fi y

l^rill H. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The teacher (monk) goes to the
school

,

The chief monk goes to the school

.

The chief monk and two monks go to
the school.

The chief monk and two monks go to
the school in front of the palace .

The chief monk and two monks go to
the school in front of the palace
called the Buddhist Institute.

Drill I. Reduction

1.

3.

The chief monk and two monks go to
the school in front of the palace
called the Buddhist Institute.

The chief monk and two monks go to
the school in front of the palace

The chief monk and two monks go to
the school.
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y

The chief monk goes to the school.

The teacher (monk) goes to the
school

.

Drill J. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

~xr— a ^
T

2/ ° ^ 5>

He didn't come to beg alms.

He didn't come to beg alms yester-

day .

The three monks didn't come to

beg alms yesterday.

The three monks didn't come to

beg alms at my house yesterday

Drill K. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

% bop cnsffiuPtP y

The three monks didn't come to

beg alms at my house yesterday.

The three monks didn't come to

beg alms yesterday.

He didn't come to beg alms yester -

day .

He didn't come to beg alms.
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UNIT 69

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

5.

&9
John

Sok

j/ S »/ ^ e^"

John

^ ^ Sok

_ O. John

mamu • y s>»£? ojstmstrn

Sok

John

In Cambodia, besides Chinese,

Vietnamese, and Europeans, what
other nationalities are there?

There are Indians, Lao, and Chams.

Oh, I forgot. I saw an Indian
selling cloth at the New Market.
As for the Lao and the Chams, how
do they earn a living for the
most part?

There aren't many Lao. They mostly
come to study. As for the Chams,

they have lived in Cambodia for
a long time.

How long (since when) have the
Chams lived in Cambodia?

According to history, after Champa
was defeated in the invasion
from Annam, many Chams fled from
their homeland to go live in
neighboring countries, for ex-
ample Cambodia and Indonesia.

How come they didn't stay with the
Vietnamese?
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Sok

John

cr>$ v damn

v

Sok

John

Sok

John

John

Sok

^ " r oB 8 ^ •—* -

The Vietnamese mistreated them
badly. How could they live with
them?

Now how many Chams are there in

Cambod ia?

There are more than one hundred
thousand.

In what provinces do most of them
live?

For the most part they live in

Kompong Cham province and in

Chrui Changvar near Phnom Penh.

How do the Chams earn a living?

For the most part they fish, grow
crops, and are cattle traders.

I think that all those Chams have
a life and customs which are not
very different from the Cambodians

Not very different, but people can
know (who is) a Cham, because the
Chams wear a sarong and a cap or

a turban. The Chams speak Cambodia
well, but they still use Cham in

their family dealings (relations).
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

AO? 93?
0j

/

In Phnom Penh what kinds of
nationality are there?

In Washington what kinds of
nationality are there?

In Canada what kinds of

nationality are there?
In San Francisco what kinds of

nationality are there?
In San Francisco what kinds of

house are there?

In San Francisco what kinds of

street are there?
In San Francisco what kinds of

market are there?

In San Francisco what kinds of wat
are there?

Drill B. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Besides Cambodians
,
they see that

there are Indians and Chinese.

Besides Vietnamese, they see that
there are Japanese and Lao .

Besides Americans
,
they see that

there are Vietnamese and Koreans.

Besides French
,
they see that there

are Cambodians and Russians.

Besides cars
,
they see that there

are cyclos and bicycles .

Besides monks
,
they see that there

are government workers and
soldiers .

Besides Cambodian students
,
they

see that there are foreign
students and journalists .

Besides the Chief of State
,
they

see that there are various
ambassadors and government
officials.
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Drill C. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

3.

Jf^i^** away cono

y

b&wVcy)

—^ ^ Z ¥——

V*rf*g&* b^$/nJk

*30

The Indians sell textiles. As for

the Chams, they mostly buy cattle

The Indians live near the New
Market . As for the Chams, they

mostly live in Chrui Changvar .

The Indians speak quickly . As for

the Chams, they mostly speak
slowly .

The Spanish speak quickly. As for

the French
,
they mostly speak

slowly.

The Spanish stand around at

leisure in front of the house .

As for the French, they mostly
talk to each other in the house.

The Spanish travel , As for the
French, they mostly stay home .

My older brother travels. As for

his son he mostly stays at home.

My older brother goes to work . As

for his son he mostly stays home.

Drill D. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Lao in Cambodia are mostly
students.

The Chams in Cambodia are mostly
cattle merchants.

The French in Cambodia are mostly
teachers

.

The French in Vietnam are mostly
bus inessmen

.

The French in this city are mostly
workers

.
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6.

7.

8.

70 ' T ^—
*
a

The Vietnamese in Phnom Penh
are mostly workers.

The Cambodians in Phnom Penh are
mostly government officials .

The workers in Phnom Penh are
mostly speakers of French.

Drill E. Positive Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

£8 : rj&^vrfiteXvfo&yjihA

f£&8f P f

#>P l£t$XX?Af?3tV

Teacher Are there a lot of Chinese in

Cambodia?

Student: There are rather many

fl9P

$9P *fpARtaf?&91

o It

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

Drill F. Negative Response

MODEL: £J
f^TCWJWJjf£?SO*ff*

£>P &JS$7f£QJ6Vtf>A?fi*t

a. 6 u; '

Teacher : Are there a lot of Chinese in

Cambodia?

Student

:

No, there aren't many.
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Drill G.

MODEL:

Trans format i on

1.

3.

4.

gift v

6.

7.

Drill H. Response

MODEL : rWft£^JW&£%ftffi ?

V

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Teacher; The Chams do not eat pork.

Student ; The majority of Chams do not

usually eat pork.

&x?v*o fifingrrtksr>

MirJ$/r&#>

^5 3

Teacher

:

Do you eat pork?

Student: It's O.K. for me to eat it.

r>)* ^ p v
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MODEL:

Drill I. Response

2.

3.

4.

5.

1 0

( figy )

Teacher

:

To which country did the Chains

flee from their own country?
(Cambodia and Indonesia)

Student

:

According to history, the Chams
fled from their own country to

Cambodia and Indonesia.
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UNIT 70

NARRATION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

SJ6?2>MY> ?

1. Mr. Smith was taking a walk, met a monk, greeted him, and asked after his health.

2. The monk also asked after the health of Mr. Smith, and Mr. Smith told the monk "I'm well

as usual."

3. Mr. Smith knew that the monk was going to school and asked him where the school was.

4. The monk said, "My school is near the palace. This school is called the Preah Suramarti
Buddhist Lycee (Institute)."

5. The monks study there two years. Now the monk will begin to study in the third class.
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1.

2.

ft <9> / *W)

3.

4.

6.

7.

1. In the Preah Suramarit Buddhist Institute they teach all subjects just as in other lycees

.

2. Not only this, but they teach Pali, Sanskrit and foreign languages like French and English,
and religion too.

3. When Mr. Smith hears this he asks the monk if it's true that he speaks English.

4. The monk says he can speak some but he doesn't know many words.

5. At present the monk lives in Wat Unnalom.

6. In this wat there are many monks, and there is a Buddhist elementary school.

7. Some monks go to this school; some others go to the Buddhist Institute.
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3 . frffithfior ?2rtfojgr?ri$A*/r)?jt$£jb?%k»tfv(#vg*Tjb'

ff>?ffy

wrw«r<v>tf&?*'?Ar>WTr&>t9omr^m*j>?J9y

o. tZvc^j^tT^^tonnr^KS^dt^: y

5.

6.

7.

8.

1. The monks eat only twice a day, that is, in the morning and the time before noon.

2. The monks don't eat in the afternoon, but if they are tired they can drink beverages like
tea, coffee and orange juice, for example.

3. In each wat there is a chief monk, who is the person who oversees and administers the
affairs in the wat.

4. He lives in a house behind the temple.

5. Today he is not at the wit. He and the deputy went to pray in a house to the east of the

wat

.

6. The monks and the novices go to pray in the temple.

7. On days that are not holy days or holidays, the monks go seek alms at the houses of the

peasants near the wat.

8. They (the peasants) offer food to the monks to take to eat in the wat.

9. Only on holidays and holy days do they normally go to offer food to the monks in the wat.

10. On some holidays, they invite the monks to come eat in their houses.
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1.

2.

7.

8.

10.

gVt 978 W)CS7>V V

Ay ^>

1. In Cambodia, besides Chinese, Vietnamese and Europeans, one sees that there are Indians,
Lao, and Chams,

2. The Indians mostly make a living selling cloth. As for the Lao, they mostly come to
study in the various schools in Phnom Penh.

3. The Chams came to ask to stay in Cambodia after Champa was defeated in the invasion from
Annam.

4. Since the Vietnamese made much hardship for them, some other Chams also fled from their
country to Indonesia.

5. In Cambodia there are more than a hundred thousand Chams and the majority mostly make a

living by fishing and by trading in cattle.

6. Mostly, they live in the province of Kompong Cham and in Chrui Changvar near Phnom Penh.

7. They have customs and traditions ich are not very different from those of the Cambodians.

8. But there are some ways by which you can know that they are Chams, because they wear sarongs
and Moslem hats

.

9 #
The Chams speak Cambodian rather fluently, but they still speak Cham in their family dealings.

10. They are Moslems, but their temples are decorated in the Cambodian style.
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$

tzboswamffodMS hrfoo trios

firsmftfrwttsttxfrr/y>/$a

9

The Mekong River is the largest in

Asia.

This river originates in the
mountains of Tibet and is 2,700
miles or 4320 kilometers long.

The Mekong flows into the territory
of Indochina in Laos and enters
Cambodian territory at the water-
fall called Khone.

This waterway is of great use to
Cambodia and the other countries
of Indochina.

Several large Cambodian cities have
been established along the shores
of the river, for example,

Stung Treng, Kratie, Kompong Cham
and Phnom Penh.

Besides all these cities, there are
many other sroks (an administrative
unit) which also have large
populations #

In all these sroks and villages, the
country people for the most part

cultivate various crops, such
as tobacco, corn, beans, and all
kinds of vegetables.
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

1>

2/

Travellers by boat to Kompong Cham
or Kratie can see all these
plantations extending almost as far

as the eye can see.

In the season of high water the
Mekong and all the streams rise.

Because of the water in these streams,

the peasants who live far from the
large rivers can get plenty of water.

When the river water flows back,

there is silt left behind.

This silt contains rich fertilizer.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

fits tuftirffdibfita j)/p>ww

fits ADV ?jfl?&S XsO&fitJS 2)

y
' 6 6— cn>

tfintftf*9Nts?9w v

fit* &W>ri bnjt$fin7ixt')}fPtj$ i>

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

The Mekong is the longest river in

Asia.

The Mekong is the largest river in

Asia.

The Mekong is the largest river in

Southeast Asia.

Tonle Sap is the largest river in

Southeast Asia.

Tonle Sap is the largest river in
Cambodia.

Tonle Sap is the river that has the
most fish in Cambodia.

Tonle Sap is the river that has the
clearest water in Cambodia.

The Bassac is the river that has

the clearest water in Cambodia.

The Bassac is the river that has the
most shallow water in Cambodia.

The Bassac is the river that has the
deepest water in Cambodia.

Along the river bank you can see
villages and cities too.

Along National Route 1 you can see
villages and cities too.

Along National Route 1 you can see
many houses of peasants .

Along National Route 1 you can see
many markets and houses of peasants.
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5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Near National Route 1 you can see
many markets and houses of

peas ants

.

Near Phnom Penh you can see many
markets and houses of peasants.

Near the railroad station you can
see many markets and houses of

peasants

.

Near the railroad station you can
see there are many taxis and cyclos

Near the railroad station you can
see many tourists .

At the airport you can see many
tourists

.

Drill C. Response

MODEL: <»: ffifnt

GOV

JUT)7 )

Teacher

:

Wiich are the Cambodian Provinces
which have cities on the Makong?
(Stung Treng, Rratie, Kompong
Cham, and Kandal)

Student: The provinces of Stung Treng, Kratie,
Kompong Cham and Kandal have cities
on the Mekong

.
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4.

5.

Drill D. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

ffviAmsf^s??^ twin/vow rsv>o

Drill E. Interrogative Transformation

Teacher: Do you know what the large Cambodian
cities are called? (Phnom Penh,

Kompong Cham, Battambang)

Student : According to what I know, Phnom
Penh, Kompong Cham and Battambang
are the large Cambodian cities.

/

k ©/ iJ

MODEL:

1.

Teacher : As far as I know Phnom Penh,

Kompong Cham and Battambang are
the large Cambodian cities.

Student : Do you know what the large Cambodian
cities are called?

rw>Ktf<rr*V^^^ t^frf&jtf'

«—^ ^
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill F. Transformation and Substitution

MODEL:
O y 0

ft ^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

rm£t$A ?8i&>? ?&}p?js

?jrfsfrc?rr> v cry*

Drill G. Exp ans ion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Teacher: For the most part, they plant vegeta-
ble plots along the Mekong. (Tonle
Sap)

Student : They see that there are many
vegetable plots along the Tonle
Sap.

" '

The Mekong is a waterway.

The Mekong is one waterway.

The Mekong is one large waterway.

The Mekong is one large important
waterway.

The Mekong is one large important
waterway in Asia.

They know the Mekong is one large
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important waterway in Asia.

Drill H. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

A *h ^rs. "X?
'

They know the Mekong is one large
important waterway in Asia.

The Mekong is one large important
waterway in Asia.

The Mekong is one large important
waterway.

~

The Mekong is one large waterway.

The Mekong is one waterway.

The Mekong is a waterway.
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UNIT 72

BASIC MONOLOGUE

1.

2.

Si

Ihis fertilizer helps the plants to
grow (for) good harvests.

Peasants who have fields not far
from the river do not have to
buy fertilizer to put on their
fields.

3.

6.

7.

8.

v -fe ]/<=r

tnvrrjs &>i&>f? v

Every time the water rises, the water
of the river takes the silt and

spreads it on the fields just as

if the people had spread new
fertilizer.

At Phnom Penh the Mekong divides
into four branches (faces).

That is why the peasants call it

the four-faced river or Catomuk.

In Phnom Penh the water from the
Mekong flows into the South China
Sea through the B as sac and the

Mekong

.

A part of the water of this river
flows (up) into the Tonle Sap.

This large lake has a great deal of

importance for Cambodia.
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9. That is, it is the most important
concentration of fish in Southeast
Asia.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14. 2?h
v.

Every year many tons of fish are

caught and taken to be made into

food

.

They use many fish to make dried
fish, smoked fish, and prohok
(fish paste).

All these foods can be kept for a

long time without spoiling.

They take a large quantity of this
(processed fish) and sell it

abroad, especially in the neigh-

boring countries in Southeast Asia.

In the season of low water, the
water of Tonle Sap flows
out of the lake.

15.

o

'2/ 2/

It is on that occasion that the

Cambodians celebrate a festival
called the Water Festival,
(literally: row the boats)
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DRILLS

Drill A. Response

MODEL:

1.

2 . j#ftft@t*mn^o3tsT^%?tf&s

4. ^/%€m*^?ty#n&$^&rfi?

5.

^ 7

Drill B. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

am?

Teacher : Do the peasants like to use
fertilizer or not?

Student

:

Now they like to use fertilizer a

lot because Cambodia has a

fertilizer factory.

3 fif?rm$a?v?fe&vfy'<v»Af

Teacher

Student

At what time do they celebrate the
Water Festival? (when the water
goes down)

They celebrate the Water Festival
when the water goes down.
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3.

4.

5.

Drill C. Substitution

2.

3.

1.

5.

6.

y

*y>« sktp&fat?ul<*?r

71 & *

At the time the water rises they
race boats for fun.

At the time the water rises they
ride boats for fun.

At the time the water rises they
fish for fun.

At the time the water rises they
swim for fun.

At the time the water rises they
bathe for fun.

At the time the water rises they
ride boats for fun.

Drill D. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

^9w ****in S?JS^

gso gVgfo *tf>loo rzor>&'^o$

Is or

Fish is an important food of the
Cambodian people.

Fish is an important food in Asia.

Pork is an important food in Asia.

Beef is an important food in Asia.

Mutton is an important food in Asia.

Mutton is an important food in

America.
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7.

8.

Chicken is an important food in
Amer ic a

.

Chicken is an important food in

Cambodia.

Drill E. Substitution

1.

3.

4.

1> " 1 '-—

~V & ^/

fraff jy>jfc gxr

g

ff*

—0>—"—7—17

Drill F. Substitution

6.

7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The Tonle Sap is large and has a

lot of fish too.

The road to New York is large and
has a lot of places to stay too.

My school is large and has a lot of

students too.

Phnom Penh is a city and has a lot

of places for amusement too.

Tokyo is a city and has a lot of

people too.

This is rain and there is a lot of

hail falling too.

The Mekong is a river and has a lot

of boats going back and forth too,

Pochentong is a big airfield and
has a lot of planes coming in too.

One part of the fish they keep for
food; what's left over they sell
by exporting it abroad.

One part of the pork they keep for
food; what's left over they give
to their neighbors .

One part of the rice they keep for
food? what's left over they give
to foreign countries .

One part of the peanuts they keep
for food; what's left over they
give to oil factories .

One part of the corn they keep for
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6.

7.

8.

food; what's left over they give

to France and Japan .

One part of the beef they keep for

food j what's left over they give
to neighboring countries .

One part of the fish sauce they
keep for food*, what's left over

they sell to neighboring countries .

One part of the sugar cane they keep
for food; what's left over they
sell to sugar factories.

Drill G. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

n m &r m

In the flood season

Every flood season

Every flood season the Mekong brings

silt

.

Every flood season the Mekong brings

a lot of silt.

Every flood season the Mekong brings
a lot of silt to deposit on the

fields .

Every flood season the Mekong brings
a lot of silt to deposit on all

the fields.

Every flood seas' on the Mekong brings

a lot of silt to deposit on all

the fields that are flooded.

Drill H. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

?&ir>c&mffov!ir *Sfiypm

C7

Every flood season the Mekong brings

a lot of silt to deposit on all

the fields that are flooded.

Every flood season the Mekong brings

a lot of silt to deposit on all

the fields.

Every flood season the Mekong brings

a lot of silt to deposit on the

fields .

Every flood season the Mekong brings

a lot of silt.
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5.

6.

7.

Every flood season the Mekong brings

s ilt

.

Every flood season

In the flood season

Drill I. Negative Response

MODEL: £$&AH7F&^9>£P?^^^

?t}&tf?0#y)fp9vfrfitv pity

4. $2rrj$A*m?v;&fifrfAri$tf>sWa?/?

Teacher They sell as much fish as they

catch abroad.

Student They don't export as much fish as they

catch abroad p they keep some to sell

inside the country.

o /
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Drill J. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher

:

Student

:

In Asia, for the most part they eat

beef don't they? (they normally eat

fish more)

They do eat some beef, but they
normally eat fish more.
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UNIT 73

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

Sok

Hello. How are you?

2.

^8 cun&m£&rdb*/

Pon

I'm fine, and you? Are your children
well? How come you didn't bring
them along to visit too?

3.

Sok

They're all well, but I didn't let

them come along because I had to
get ready very quickly.

4.

5.

6.

$ pertcr>z??9

vr

tn&ztftwrto}* Pit?)

Pon

Sok

Pon

Did you come on business?

No I don't have any very important
business. I was going to see
the new school in Phum Trabek
and I just came to visit you.

How is the school? I haven't had
a chance to go see it, but I

hear that it's very pretty.

7.

Sok

Yes, it's very nice. At present
they still haven't finished build-

ing it completely.
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8.

Pon

Next week I'll go look at it, without

fail

.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Sok

^xy^nnh
V
os v

*$J^
z

f^
Ĵ

7 /</ ^

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Are you very busy now?

Yes, now I'm in my busy time. The

rain a few weeks ago has given us

plenty of water.

This morning I saw them plowing and

harrowing almost everywhere.

I finished plowing a few days ago.

Now since there is enough rain,
(I can) harrow and sow at the
same time.

ttiat kind of rice will you sow?

I'll sow ordinary rice.
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DRILIS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

t^oc*y?vgocvy}
v

itsftt/ftn fttp&'ft')

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the children to visit.

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the book to you .

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the clothes to be laundered.

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the things to you .

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the car to be washed.

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the bicycle to be washed .

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the letter to mail.

I was in too much of a hurry to take
the garbage to throw out .

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
% « 77

He went to see that place for about
a weekf and then he came on over to
this school.

He went to see that place for about
a week^ and then he came on over
to this place .

He went to see that place for about
a week, and then he came on over
to this village .

He went to see that place for about
a week, and then he came on over
to visit you .

He went to see that place for about
a weel^ and then he came on over
to meet you .

He went to see that place for about
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8.

a week, and then he came on over

to question you .

He went to see that place for about
a week, and then he came on over
to see this city .

He went to see that place for about
a week, and then he came on over
to rest here.

Drill C. Variable Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. ^ >o .\ ' 6 —^—

"

I hear that that city is very pretty,
but I haven't gone to see it yet.

I hear that that place is very pretty

but I haven't gone to see it yet.

I hear that that place is very nice.

but I haven't gone to see it yet.

I hear that that place is very nice,

but I haven't gone to visit it yet

I hear that that place is very nice,

but I haven't arrived (there) yet.

I hear that that seashore is very
nice, but I haven't arrived (there)
yet.

I hear that that seashore has a lot

of people , but I haven't arrived
(there) yet.

I hear that that seashore has very
nice sand , but I haven't arrived
(there) yet.

Drill D. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

Just as soon as he arrived, they all

left.

Just as soon as he f inished, they all

left the school.

Just as soon as he looked? they all

closed the door of the room.

Just as soon as he met (them), they
all prepared to continue the trip .
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5.

Drill E. Triple Substitution

7.

8.

1.

2. &>%kf?#rt tjft£f$rcft

3. O— rr-^
7.T#

ft.

5.
->— ^

6.

g°

Just as soon as he knew, they all

went away .

Just as soon as he heard, they all

r an away .

Just as soon as he saw (them J they
almost all got in the car .

Just as soon as he arrived, they all
stopped work .

Now they have abundant rain, and they
can begin to plow.

Tod ay they have abundant snow , and

they can go skiing .

This year they have abundant rice,

and they can export it abroad .

This month they have abundant rain,

and they can sow.

Now they have abundant money, and
they can buy cars .

Next week they will have an abundant
number of words, and will be able
to speak some Cambodian .

Drill F. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

rib)

Teacher : This month what are they mostly busy
doing? (rain, plant)

Student : This month there's rather a lot of

rain*, they're mostly busy planting.
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3.

4.

5.

(

t&jfosg/nwwA^B^iyt vriftomii

Drill G. Extension

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher ; This season mostly he is not at

home, (fishing in Tonle Thorn)

Student ; He has gone fishing at Tonle Thorn.

Drill H. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

(AA

*V 0 6 <-*

rr>atombo*f$pr£B tKnr>v

They begin to plow and harrow.

Mtenever there is rain they begin to
plow and harrow.

Whenever there is suf f ic ient rain
they begin to plow and harrow.

Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and

plant .

Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and
plant rice .

Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and

plant rice which they have grown
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7 . /y>^A09$o*r^&£^^ Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and
plant rice which they have grown
previously .

Drill I. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

—
t t ,

flQA?A/7)60£^sjj^^&£ft>&ff?GOEJ«7IP <T

Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and

plant rice which they have grown
previous ly .

Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and
plant rice which they have grown

Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and

plant r ice .

Whenever there is sufficient rain
they begin to plow, harrow, and
plant .

Whenever there is suff ic lent rain
they begin to plow and harrow.

Whenever there is rain they begin to

plow and harrow.

They begin to plow and harrow.
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UNIT 74

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

Sok

Pon

3.

Sok

How many days ago did you soak the
seeds?

I just soaked them yesterday.

How many days until they are ready
to be sown?

4.

Pon

Oh, usually three or four days. As

I figure it tomorrow or the day
after tomorrow.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Where are you going to sow?

In the two fields south of the house.

How come you're sowing only two fields

I think maybe sowing two fields will
be sufficient to make a transplant
in Trapeang Chak.

Then Trapeang Chak is very big?

Big enough. If four people together
had to transplant it, it would
take about five days.

11.

Sok

Does the pond usually have water?
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12. go? &&jp!rrzn os?fc?ncr&c>sn

»fo£ rr>a?ton^m,^ jmj ?rn9 v

Pon

13.

14.

15.

16.

pit ^ <v
*

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

Right, but at times in the hot season
some shallow ponds evaporate until
the water is almost gone.

If you transplant next month, when
will you be able to reap?

This rice is early maturing - it

seems that in four or five months
it can be reaped.

Not very long, in that case. Let it

go for a little while, and then
you can put it in the granary. Do
you harvest yourself or do you
hire people to harvest?

I guess I'll hire some, because the
pond is very big. If I harvest
with only two or three people it's

not easy.

17.

18.

19.

20.
5^

Sok

Pon

Sok

Pon

As for carrying it to the house, will

you hire somebody to help put it

in the granary (place where cattle
are used to thresh the grain)?

No, this I can do little by little.

Wait and maybe at that time I'll

come visit you again.

Please come. Any time is O.K.
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DRILIS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

^^^^^^^^

TP V

hsndfbfi riftasy>?6 As

7.

8.

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle
plant seed.

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle plow .

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle
harrow.

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle
transplant .

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle reap .

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle
straighten up the house .

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle re-

pair the car .

Tomorrow I can go help my uncle teach,

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

?

Usually in the month the rice is

ripe, can they harvest?
Usually in the month the seedlings

are large, can they pull (them)?
Usually in the month there is a lot

of water, can they transplant ?

Usually in the month a lot of snow
falls, can they walk?

Usually in the month there is a lot

of rain, is it difficult to travel?

Usually in the month the water is

low , can they drive the car?
Usually in the month it is the hot -

test , is it difficult to go out

for a good time ?

Usually in the month it is very cold
,

is it hard to start the car?
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Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Jl 0
-

Now that there is a lot of rain,
they can't plant.

Now that the wind is strong
,
they

can't row the boats.

Now that the water is deep , they
can't transplant .

Now that the water flows swiftly,

they can*t swim.

Now that the seedlings are short
,

they can't pull (them ).

Now that it is very hot
,
they can't

walk .

Now that it is very cool they can't

take a bath.

Now that the rice is very ripe
,
they

can't reap with only 2 people .

Drill D. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

n—

I think that since Trapeang Chak has

too much water, it's difficult to
transplant.

I know that since Trapeang Chak has
deep water , it's difficult to
harrow.

I see that since Trapeang Chak has
a lot of grass , it's difficult to
plow.

I understand that since Trapeang Chak
is too far away , it's difficult to
go see (it).

I know that since that school is too
far away, it's difficult for the
students to go study .

I th ink that since now it's cold , it's

difficult to go camping .

I think that since last year the water

rose very high , it's difficult to

make a trip .
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inn word v

8.
I see that since that class has too

many students , it's difficult to

study .

Drill E. Response

MODEL:

r9? C rpirv^cy)

Teacher : Does Trapeang Chak have enough water
in it to plant? (think)

Student : I think that since there is a lot of

water now, you can't plant yet.

mv/P^ $jp?^rg£iMO/o site

#>V 9*ZJ^CV) ^W> tJ &h°&M*i

Drill F. Response

MODEL: ^1fVTfj&6?ft&U&^p*?

2 . &b%c8'}?iT&&rd <??rips? ( &)J8rx)

3.

4.

Teacher: When can they begin to plant? (water)

Student : They can't start to plant yet. They
are waiting to have a little more
water first.
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Drill G. Response

MODEL:

1.

V

2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill H. Response

MODEL: «5 ?»Kirfmrx tfsyjs)d

twos? (tfv&f&tt)

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

^^^^^^^ P%S'#<S

Teacher : How come they let the seedl ings get
so long? (so it's easy to

transplant)

Student : They let the seedlings get a little
longer first so they're easy to
transplant.

^^^^^

Teacher:

Student

:

In how many days can they finish
planting this paddy? (the earth
is not hard)

Not long, according to me, because
the earth is not hard.

?fyss&f#&p niche* f
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6.
(
fQ0*Jj

4
J7V

$0)

Drill I. Transformation

MODEL:

4.

5.

6.

Teacher ; Tomorrow he has to go plow Trapeang
Chak. (when)

Student : When does he have to go plow Trapeang
Chak?

rwft? rtf 9

m&jrr>riinborn ?
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UNIT 75

NARRATION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

OS/ oJ I I

1. The Mekong River is the largest river in Asia.

2. This river rises in the mountains of Tibet and flows into the sea in South Vietnam.

3. The Makong River flows through Cambodia from the waterfall- called Khone to the southern
border of Cambodia and Vietnam, just at the border of Prev Veng and Takeo provinces.

4. This waterway has great importance to Cambodia and the other countries in Indochina.

5. Along the course of the river you can see many cities grow up, such as Stung Treng, Kratie,

Kompong Cham and Phnom Penh for example.

6. Besides all these cities there are many other sroks and villages, and the peasants living here
usually plant various crops such as tobacco, corn, beans, and all kinds of vegetables.

7. Travellers by boat or by car along the banks of the Mekong and the tributaries of this river

can see all the fields extending as far as one can see.

8. In the season of high water, the Mekong river and all the creeks rise.

9. By means of these creeks, peasants who live far from the Mekong can get abundant water.
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In the future, the Mekong will supply a large amount of electric energy to all the

countries in that region.
10.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1. At the time of high waters, the Mekong flows over all the fields which are not far from the

r iver

.

2. This water carries silt along with it and spreads this silt on all those fields.

3. This silt is a kind of important fertilizer which helps the crops grow well every season.

4. The Mekong splits into four arms at Phnom Penh.

5. That is why they call it Catomuk (Four Faces, Four Arms).

6. One part of the water flows up to the Tonle Sap, which is a very important lake in Cambodia.

7. This large lake has a concentration of many tons of fish, which they catch to make into food to
export to foreign countries every year.

8. They take some fish to make it into dried fish, smoked fish, or prohok, so it can be kept a

long time without spoiling.

9. At the time the water (from the streams) recedes, the water from the Tonle Sap flows back
out of this lake.

10. It is at this time that the Cambodians celebrate a festival which is called the Festival of

Rowing Pirogues or Racing Pirogues (Water Festival).
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6 D

i
. *r&igtomffotfmsm 9$cj am as

1. At this time in the fields they are very busy.

2. In the few weeks of heavy rains, all the peasants plow and harrow almost everywhere.

3. Some peasants have already plowed, and therefore when there is rain they go to harrow in

order to plant rice.

4. They make the soil of the field sufficiently soft, and only then can they begin to plant.

5. Some people sow ordinary rice, others sow glutinous rice.

6. When they sow floating rice they don't have to prepare the field very well because floating

rice can grow easily as long as it's watered.

7. The rice they take to sow, they call seed.

8. They have to soak the seed so it can grow a little (germinate) and only then can they take

it to sow.
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i . #2j?/y) /nwcijY) mggrfejjfr &its *&s*>ts cssft*$di&) trips**

2.

3. ^&fo&VSZlXm&8K£tt$0$Kl¥)X5>fy>Z*i

^
****

1. Usually, when they have soaked the seed for 3 or 4 days, they can sow it.

2. They sow no more than they have land to transplant onto.

3. In 2 or 3 months they can pull up the rice and transplant it.

4. The fields where they transplant must at least have water up to nearly half the height of

the seedlings.

5. That is why some people prefer to transplant in ponds.

6. Many ponds are large and deep too.

7. In the hot season, the ponds hardly evaporate at all.

8. It is in the hot season that they begin to reap the rice, take it to be threshed and put it

in the granary.
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UNIT 76

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

Kim

Paul, when did you arrive here?

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

OOP *p jWM^vtt9vas?*r?

V ^ // U ;
^

Paul

Kim

Paul

Kim

Paul

Kim

Paul

I arrived three days ago but I

haven't had the opportunity to

meet anyone that I know at all.

Are you going to stay long?

No, I can stay only a month and
I'm taking advantage of this

time to travel to visit various
places in Asia,

Did you come with a group of

tourists or by yourself?

I came with another group of

tourists. That's why I haven't
yet had the opportunity to visit
a single friend. Since I have
been here for a day, the

Cambodian Tourist Office has

taken us to see almost every
place.

ttfiat things have you seen already?

I've seen Angkor Wat; it's beautiful
and very impressive.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Kim

a?Atcnnan

Paul

0 r>

fonrttafnfwww?

Kim

Paul

Kim

You've already had the chance to
go to Angkor Wat?

Yes, I came directly from Rangoon
to Siem Reap.

Oh, then how many days did you
spend in Siem Reap?

I stayed one week. I went to see
Angkor Wat every day.

Did you see it all?

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

WO, H

Paul

Kim

Paul

Kim

Pau?.

Yes, I saw it all, but as you
already know, when I tried to walk
to see it all in one week, (I)

couldn't see it very well.

Did you go to Banteay Srey?

Yes, I went to see it too. It's

the prettiest temple of all. The
decoration on the stone looks as
if it were newly done. I

took a lot of pictures too.

Did you see the sculpture along
the walls of Angkor?

Oh, yes the sculpture is also
beautiful and everyone wants to
touch and rub it. Now it's shiny
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fjs ttfnttimPittiiSwttfFgit&iajnij

Whenever I went to Angkor Wat I

wondered. I didn't know how the
ancient Khmers built Angkor j that
they took all those big blocks of
stone and placed them one on the
other, and they didn't even have
cement

.

Kim

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

9 CASfijejwwojjA/nfty^CO?

tv$crj ftp t? t5*n f5 st t>nn/v^>

tn ? r « t s fyjcn wo

»

:vjs y

rthnmt>:\5astmt»re w

Paul

Kim

Paul

Kim

Paul

Yes, it's really marvelous. In the
National Museum in Phnom Penh I

also saw ancient and modern
scupture.

Have you gone to see the Palace and

the Oneraid Pagoda yet?

I'm going to go see them tomorrow
morning. Is there anything else
I should see?

Yes, you should go see the museum
displaying the Regalia worn when
the king is crowned, the court
where the throne is, and the
Bnerald Pagoda. The temple of

the Bnerald Pagoda is floored
entirely in silver.

In that case tomorrow I will go

see all these places before I do

anything else.

I guess you have seen Independence
Monument and Wat Phnom already?

I went to take pictures yesterday.
I see that the decoration on the
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i Independence Monument blends the
ancient and the modern.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8

i\sn 8cvniitsdctn kjfntk fr>b <n ft

H _ C

tr^miowr wns mi : «j

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't met anybody at

all yet.

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't seen anybody at
all yet.

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't gone to look for
anybody at all yet.

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't telephoned any-

body at all yet.

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't gone to anyone's
house at all yet.

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't gone to visit any-
body at all yet.

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't got acquainted with
anybody at all yet.

I arrived here 2 or 3 days ago,

but I haven't asked to be taken
to visit anybody at all yet.

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

HP

Yesterday I took advantage of being
able to go to work for 2 or 3 hours.

Yesterday I took advantage of being
able to meet him for 2 or 3 hours.

Yesterday I took advantage of being
able to listen to tapes for 2 or
3 hours.

Yesterday I took advantage of being
able to watch them row boats for
2 or 3 hours.

Yesterday I took advantage of being
able to look at the exhibition hall
for 2 or 3 hours

.

Yesterday I took advantage of being
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able to enjoy myself in front of

the pal ace .

A day before I took advantage of

being able to enjoy myself in

front of the palace.

A week before I took advantage of

being able to enjoy myself in

front of the palace.

Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Sd ft y>ft gy)s%anrr ttft/y» t8 *i?m«

Miff) tttam ft?q

w ^

I haven't gone to see Angkor Wat

yet j I only hear that it is

admirable.

I haven't gone to see that film
yet; I only hear that it's good
to see .

I haven't gone to see that place
yet; I only hear that it is

frightening .

I haven't gone to see the Bnerald
Pagoda yet; I only hear that it

is attractive .

I haven't gone to see Wat Phnom
yet; I only hear that it is

pleasant .

I haven't gone to see the palace
yet? I only hear that it makes
you want to go see it ,

I haven't gone to see Sihanoukville
yet j I only hear that it is

pleas ant .

I haven't gone to see that house
yet j I only hear that it makes
you want to live in it.

Drill D. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

o

I went to see him a day after I

got here.

He came to see me a day after I

got here.

He came to see (ask) me a day after
I got here.

Mr. Smith came to visit this house
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a day after I got here.

Mr. Smith has been visiting this
house since this morning .

Mr. Smith has been visiting this
house since he went out.

Mr. Smith has been visiting this
house since immediately after he
arrived .

Mr. Smith has been visiting this
house since I came in.

Drill E. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

v

Drill F. Response

3.

MODEL:

Teacher : Miere did you go yesterday? (to

see the palace and the School of

Fine Arts)

Student : Yesterday they took me to see the
palace and the School of Fine Arts.

ens t$ ftfi e*untjb

cn? «^ftSRfift5tf)i^wyft1rKr^<nu

v

Teacher : Have you ever gone to visit Siem
Reap? (stay a long time)

Student : Yes, I have visited it, but I regret
that I couldn't stay a long time.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

twintnftm^ c^tr?t«fw«r?8hj ?
*** • -*

tt?(^ontomcat)

qnff 6sr)tJtmn of?b» anewwn ft*

tfotmUiPAfttm 03 osj i

O9 3 CT> ft1 *WTO »tT>OJ

1

R 3 ftJI 03

•f ff> M

Drill G. Transformation

model:
^. Mft'&X?fitpf$'z)btfi V

3.

4.

5.

Teacher: Did he come alone? (with a group
of tourists)

Student : No, he didn't come alone. He came
with a group of tourists.

rf
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Drill H. Expansion

X.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

V

rr

SI

I'm going to see Angkor Wat.

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia, but I want to get off

in Hong Kong .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Canbodia, but I want to get off

in Hong Kong for two or three

days .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia, but I want to get off

in Hong Kong for two or three
days in order to buy a camera .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia, but I want to get off

in Hong Kong for two or three
days in order to buy a camera
and have some clothes made.

I'm going to Angkor Wat in Cambodia,
but I want to get off in Hong Kong
for 2 or 3 days in order to buy a

camera and have some white clothes
made.

I'm going to Angkor Wat in Cambodia,

but I want to get off in Hong Kong
for 2 or 3 days in order to buy a

camera and have two white suits

made.

Drill I. Reduction

X,

3.

I'm going to Angkor Wat in Cambodia,
but I want to get off in Hong Kong
for 2 or 3 days in order to buy a

camera and have two white suits
made.

I'm going to Angkor Wat in Cambodia,
but I want to get off in Hong Kong
for 2 or 3 days in order to buy a

camera and have some white clothes
made.

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in
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4.

6.

7.

8.

5- 5

*y /> ©—6? —
*t

Cambodia, but I want to get off

in Hong Kong for two or three
days in order to buy a camera
and have some clothes made ,

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia, but I want to get off
in Hong Kong for two or three
days in order to buy a camera .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia, but I want to get off

in Hong Kong for two or three
days .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia, but I want to get off
in Hong Kong .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat in

Cambodia .

I'm going to see Angkor Wat.
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UNIT 77

BASIC DIALOGUE

I.

2.

John

San

Mr. San, are you busy tomorrow?
If you're not busy can you go
for a little while to help me
buy some things?

0. K. What do you want to buy?

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

John

! torifr>ffonts'?
/>

San

John

San

John

I want to go look for some silver or
Cambodian cloth for a Cambodian
sampot to send for the wedding of

my younger sister.

Oh, when's she getting married?

Next month.

In that case we can go to two or

three places, to the Old Market,
to the New Market, or the Kbssamak
Hotel.

Help me think of what to buy.

8.

San

That's very hard to say*, but when we
go you will be able to see a lot
of things, and you won't have any
difficulty in choosing.
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9.

10.

11.

11vjaortffirn&*gu?*V£(px
John

San

John

I've seen people buying very
pretty silver boxes.

Yes, Cambodian silversmiths really
know how to make beautiful designs.
They make silver belts for women,

powder boxes, necklaces and gold
pendants in the shapes of various
animals

.

Do they make Cambodian dolls dressed
in the national dress?

12.

13.

14.

15.

San

John

8 f&*?Gfr>hy v
<n ft

San

John

Ihey do. They make them out of
rubber, and out of copper.
They even make different kinds
such as the Royal Ballet, with
dancers, apsaras, and the musical
instruments, for example.

I can buy all these things for a

wedding. As for sampots and
sarongs, what kinds are there?

There are all kinds. There are
somput houl, somput promuang,
and small kramas in almost every
color. All these things are
made out of silk. If you want to
buy ties for your friends, they
have them for sale too. The ties
are made of pretty silk.

Where do they make all these things?
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16.

17.

18.

19.

San

John

San

John

There are a lot of private artisans
who make a living this way, and the
School of Fine Arts also makes a

lot.

I can hardly wait. I want to

go see right away.

All right. Tomorrow morning at

ten o'clock come meet me.

O.K. I'll say goodbye now, and

tomorrow we'll meet.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Response

MODEL:
If

^w?5 rcv>n?v9r#3ir&* **?

&3?rrf as rpitK2 at

//

Drill B. Response

4.

MODEL:

i.

2. JTAD

3 .
Mts'&rttfgf&rt? ( tu^lpiO^Sfhstow

Teacher : Can you help me go shopping for a

while tomorrow? (go out of town)

Student : Excuse me, tomorrow I won't be home
I have to go out of town.

:t9 j£*

1

Teacher : What does he want to go buy? (buy

silver and Cambodian sampots)

Student : He wants to go buy silver and

Cambodian sampots.
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4.

5. P

Drill C. Response

MODEL:

3. rtwn&br? f^rtiT&yr? tjfmftjd

5.

Ww&BTV fpfr;?* vr&cv?

Teacher ; Do you know where the place they
sell silver is? (Old Market
near the palace)

Student ; The place where they sell silver is

at the Old Market near the palace.

•

ft

1 <—6

Drill D. Transformation

MODEL:

1.

£8 ; 9Xw»r$fmhtigp}9tvr>ij Teacher : They sell silver belts for women,
powder boxes, necklaces, and gold
pendants

.

Student : Besides gold pendants, you can buy
silver belts for women, powder
boxes and necklaces.

rflefi
> JO
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2.

5.

*i

4. t

x9i?f vrvgfiht)rvtJs[N$?/*?M9x

W9

Drill E. Substitution

-7
2/ ^ o 6 *7

4. S2^w; »\*tt^£U*FA»'?gd93'

5.

7.

8.

6. *vtsfir>nt&:rm WW

I bought all these things in

Cambodia.

I bought this table and wardrobe
in Cambodia.

I bought this tie in Cambodia.

I bought this sarong in Cambodia.

This sarong was made in Cambodia,

This sculpture was made in Cambodia.

This Angkor automobile was made in

Cambodia.

This chair was made in Cambodia.
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Drill F. Multiple Substitution

1.

2. 9

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Drill G. Variable Multiple Substitution

1.

9f

3.

4.

5.

6.

I want to go to the market for an

hour or two to try to find a

shirt.

I want to go to the tailor shop
for an hour or two to have a shirt
made ,

I want to go to the silver shop for
an hour or two to buy a powder
box for my wife .

I want to go to the New Market for
an hour or two to buy a necklace
for my older sister .

I want to go to the Cambodian Embassy
for an hour or two to get a visa
for my wife .

I want to go to the language school
for an hour or two to register my
wife's name .

I want to go to the Foreign Ministry
for an hour or two to meet the
Minister.

All the sampots are made of silk.

All the shirts are made of cotton.

All the shirts are made of silk and
cotton.

The cloth I saw is made of silk and
cotton.

The cloth I saw is made of nylon .

I want to buy tires made of nylon.

I want to buy two new tires made of

nylon.
I want to buy two pair of new pants
made of nylon.

I just bought two pair of new pants
made of nylon.
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Drill H. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

" / jj > 6 x/

8.

^—V7 jcr

Drill I. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

icxforr)cvr>Fr>rtn v

2

Come meet me tomorrow.

Please come meet me tomorrow.

Please come meet me tomorrow at

10 o'clock .

Please come meet me tomorrow at

10 o'clock in the morning .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning; then
we'll go drink coffee .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning; then we'll
go drink coffee at the Hotel
Monorom .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning; then we'll
go drink coffee at the Hotel
Monorom , and remember, we'll go see

a private school .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning; then we'll
go drink coffee at the Hotel
Monorom, and remember, we'll go see

a private school and the School of

Fine Arts.

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning, then we'll
go drink coffee at the Hotel
Monorom, and remember, we'll go see

a private school and the School of

Fine Arts.

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning; then we'll
go drink coffee at the Hotel
Monorom, and remember, we'll go see

a private school .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning; then we'll
go drink coffee at the Hotel
Monorom .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10
o'clock in the morning, then we' 11

go drink coffee .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o'clock in the morning .

Please come meet me tomorrow at 10

o ' clock .

Please come meet me tomorrow.

Come meet me tomorrow.
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UNIT 78

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7,

John

Kon

John

Kon

2>v

Kon

John

Hello, Kon. Mien did you arrive
in Washington?

I arrived yesterday.

Tell me, is there anything new in

Phnom Penh?

Now if you went to see Phnom Penh
you'd certainly be surprised.
They built new roads that are

very good and the city is getting
bigger and bigger.

I've seen pictures of pretty univer-
sit ies

.

Yes, since the Cambodians got their
independence they have tried to
build many schools and now they
have almost more schools than
teachers.

As for the various factories, how
have they been established?

8.

Kon
In industry Cambodia is growing
very strong. They have factories
which make foodstuffs and make
various necessary tools.
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9.

10*

XL .

12.

13.

14.

John

tp9 %tf?t*:ttfy*n7lHS£py>*

Kon

John

Kon

John

Kon

Mien I left Phnom Penh they had a

cement factory, a plywood factory,
a paper factory and sawnills.

Now the number of factories is

increasing very much. They make
alcohol, beer, canned food, ana
chinaware. They also assemble
automobile and tractor bodies,
make automobile tires, and re-

fine kerosene and gasoline.

This is really praiseworthy. Do
you know how many of all these
factories come from foreign aid?

At present all the factories
number 33. Of this number a

third come from foreign aid.

Aside from this there are state
factories and private factories.

Ihe factories which come from
foreign aid: were they given
without strings, or what?

Foreign aid doesn't mean that they
give things without strings.
That is, they help by loaning
money with low interest, they
sell equipment cheaply, or they

send technicians to help super-
vise the work.
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^15.

Amrdu f*>cdafr>ftps£?^^jbk

*

John

All this news makes me long to go
to Phnom Penh. Mien I am

transferred near Cambodia, I'll

go meet other friends in Phnom
Penh.
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DRILIS
Drill A, Substitution

1.

2.

3.

3>*

5.

6.

tri&CMQ 809$?J?7/§£<tf

rjrPamvof&rrtSfr wo?

7. *j$2#rc>cr>r&jg?*^>tov^Jaitwo*

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

In Phnom Penh they are expanding
the streets, and they are clean
too.

In Phnom Penh they see the large
streets, and they are clean too,

In Phnom Penh they are making
streets, and they are clean too.

In Phnom Penh they have large
streets, and they are clean too.

In Phnom Penh I take a cyclo along
large streets, and they are

clean too.

In Phnom Penh I go for a walk on the
large streets, and they are clean
too.

In Phnom Penh they plant flowers

along the large streets, and they
are clean too.

In Phnom Penh I drive along large
streets, and they are clean too.

Now Cambodia has sufficient schools.

Now Cambodia has a lot of factories.

Now Cambodia has a lot of large

roads

.

Now every province has a lot of

large roads.

Now every province has one airfield.

Now every province has one lycee at

least

.

Now every province has one university .
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Drill C. Double Substitution

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

rtxscw tiro* Tfi9&¥brs$>Ginrartir

P *^ 0?— rs

7.

Drill D. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

Drill E. Response

model: Tgx>as#>S2>n?>£vx Teacher

:

Wien I went to visit Cambodia, I

went to see the rubber plantations
and the tire factory.

Mien I was in Cambodia I went to

look at the rubber plantations
and the tire factory.

When I was in Phnom Penh I studied
Cambodian and taught English .

when I was in Phnom Penh I went to
see the palace and visited Angkor .

when I was in Phnom Penh I worked
in the embassy and taught in the
lyce'e .

When I was in Washington I worked
in the embassy and studied at the
university .

When I was in Washington I worked
and studied as well.

In every ministry there are a lot

of workers.
In every factory there are a lot of

workers .

In every school there are a lot of

students .

In every school there are a lot of

doctors .

In every barracks there are a lot of

guns .

In every bus station there are a lot
of travellers.

In every library there are a lot of

books .

In every room there are a lot of

people .

After getting independence, was

anything strange seen in Cambodia?
(schools, factories, and hospitals)

Student : After getting independence, they
saw schools, factories, and
hospitals.
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Drill F. Response

lift whjvj>VA3ff>tf;iir>

MODEL:

2.

3.

4.

5.

rpr>asps hffr>2ttnwvf^sytnx

£)/wB y

/

Teacher: Now what things do the factories
make? (make cement, plywood,

liquor and canned foods)

Student : Now they have factories that make
cement, plywood, liquor and

canned foods.

3%

^»f,t^»y

* Cct L»
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Drill G,

MODEL:

Response

2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill H. Expansion with Substitution

MODEL:

1.

2.

mo? 9

y

fitvt\

3.

4.

5.

Teacher : Do they make anything besides
glasses? (dishes and vases)

Student : Besides (making) glasses they make
dishes and vases too.

Teacher : When do you think they'll build
that factory? (start to work)

Student : And what month will they start to
work?
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Drill I. Expansion

Drill J. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

2r>&vtgpzasib »

They have established many factories.

They have established many factories

in Cambodia.

Since gaining independence they have
established many factories in

Cambodia.

Since gaining independence they have
established many factories in

Cambodia which manufacture many
kinds of important products .

Since gaining independence they have
established many factories in

Cambodia which manufacture many
kinds of important products used
for the needs of the people .

Since gaining independence they have
established many factories in

Cambodia which manufacture many
kinds of important products used
for the needs of the people .

Since gaining independence they have
established many factories in
Cambodia which manufacture many
kinds of important products .

Since gaining independence they have
established many factories in

Cambodia.

They have established many factories
in Cambodia.

They have established many factories
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UNIT 79

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Nancy

Sroh

Nancy

1
Sroh

Nancy

Sroh

7

t&s&rir&t* ?

Nancy

Sroh

Nancy

Hello, Sroh. Can you give me a

little suggestion?

All right. What's the matter?

I'm getting things ready to take to
Phnom Penh. Can you tell me what
I should take, and what I should
leave behind?

In this case, if you don't want a

lot of trouble, take only a few
things, like various appliances
for use in the house.

Like china and things like that?

These things you don't need to take
either, because in Phnom Penh
they sell all these things and

they're pretty too.

Are they expensive?

No. They sell them cheap because
they have factories which
make all these in the country.

In that case it'll be convenient. I

can have the transfer company put
my things in storage in their
warehouse.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Sroh

Nancy

Sroh

Nancy

/ *

Sroh

And when you arrive in Phnom Penh
you should rent an apartment or

a house with tables and chests
and things like that.

Can I rent an unfurnished apartment
or house?

Yes you can, and you can buy tables,
chests and beds according to your
desire. They make very good beds,
tables, wardrobes and chairs.
They have wardrobes made of good
wood; they have foam-rubber mat-
tresses; they have rattan chairs
made in the modern or old style

,

or however you want.

Do they sell gas stoves in Cambodia?

Yes, they do. They burn gas or
kerosene, but if you go to live
in a house built for Americans,
you needn't worry.

15.

16.

17.

Nancy

(p i?^fviin ?tf?jS$vavvsfii)ry

Sroh

Nancy

No, I will go live in an apartment
or "compartment house" which has
all the tables and wardrobes in the
Cambodian style, and I'll arrange
it my own way.

In that case you needn't take a lot,

if that's the way you think. And
I hope that your mission will end
in success

.

Thank you very much.
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DRILIS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

if?

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

/ 2/ —

^

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

5.

6.

3.*A/r> w&Mft&ffr'ysfiRtfnK ?

jg ; A/X> WZtfft'fifXKK ?

%:mh via, rtmT^ltsrimfrhy ?

tin/7? a/x>&>JStffr?^frjr?jffA?&?

7.

8.

Excuse me, would you help me think a

little bit.

Excuse me, would you help me put the

house in order a little bit.

Excuse me, would you help me work a

little bit.

Excuse me, would you help me carry
the things a little bit.

Excuse me, would you help me prep are
the things a little bit.

Excuse me, would you help me call a

cyclo a little bit.

Excuse me, would you help me look
after the children a little bit.

Excuse me, would you help me buy

books a little bit.

Which store has gas stoves for sale?

Which store has refrigerators for

sale?
Which store has good tires for sale?

Which store has English books for
sale?

Which book store has English books
for sale?

which book store has French news-
papers and magazines for sale?

fthere are French newspapers and

magazines for sale?

Where are beds and wardrobes for

sale?
~~~
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Drill C. Substitution

1.

<V ^ *

Drill D. Multiple Substitution

2. 2H
Jo)OS
17

3.

4.

5. 1

5 X^3A? V

6.

7.

^4

"

8.

You don't have to take things;

they have many things to sell
there.

You don't have to let him go ;

they have many people there.

You don't have to take the car;

they have many cyclos there.

You don't have to send the book ;

they have many books for sale
there.

You don't have to have a lot of

clothes made; they have many
tailors there.

You don't have to buy fruit to
take along; they have many cake
sellers there.

You don't have to go; they have
many workers there.

You don't have to telephone; they
have many to sell there.

I will try to rent a "compartment
house" near my place of work.

I will try to buy a "compartment
house" far from where things are
sold .

I will try to buy a piece of land
far from the city .

I will try to buy a house near the
embassy.

I will try to buy a car when I

arrive.

I will try to rent a car when I'm
in Phnom Penh.

I will try to rent a bicycle when
I arrive in Angkor Wat .

I will try to rent a room when I
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9

Drill E. Equivalence

work there.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill F. Transformation

1.

2

4

5.

Drill G. Response

MODEL:
6 *

3.

4.

5.

u V

Teacher: How come you're taking so many-

things? (things)

Student : No, these are just the things I

need right away. The other
things I'll buy in Phnom Penh.
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Drill H.

MODEL:

Response

cv 1 1/

7

9 - .Si

5.

Drill I, Expanse* on

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

w& we? osj'^tyrtht* v

Teacher ; Do you have a wardrobe at your
house? (closets)

Student ; I don't have one, but I do have
closets

.

.9

There are factories.

There are a lot of factories.

There are a lot factories making
utensils

.

There are a lot of factories making
various utensils.

There are a lot of factories making
various utensils such as pots ,

glasses, and dishes .

There are a lot of factories making
various utensils such as pots,
glasses, and dishes of excellent
quality .

There are a lot of factories making
various utensils such as pots,
glasses, and dishes of excellent
quality unsurpassed by foreign
products .
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Drill J. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1

.

rfibQS rr>hf&p tn t£&& tljjmff There are a lot of factories making
various utensils such as pots,

glasses* and dishes of excellent
quality unsurpassed by foreign
products .

There are a lot of factories making
various utensils such as pots,

glasses, and dishes of excellent
quality .

There are a lot of factories making
various utensils such as pots

,

glasses, and dishes .

There are a lot of factories making
various utensils.

There are a lot of factories making
utensils

.

There are a lot of factories.

There are factories.
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UNIT 80

NARRATION

1.

2.

3.

9.

10.

8. ^97j?ftVtnzrwc*T9?ip6J&j&ri&nMfr>€no v

1. Paul is a tourist among other tourists who have gone to visit Cambodia.

2. He still has not had the opportunity to go look for a single Cambodian friend.

3. He came from Rangoon directly to Siem Reap.

4. There he had the opportunity to go see Angkor Wat for a whole week.

5. Paul went to see many different monuments and he likes Banteay Srey very much because the

sculptures are still very pretty.

6. Along the walls of Angkor he also saw that the sculpture is beautiful, and smooth too,

because whoever goes to see it always touches and rubs it.

7. Paul constantly wonders how the ancient Khmer could build Angkor because he sees stones
placed one on top of the other without even having cement.

8. Now the Cambodian Tourist Office has brought him to Phnom Penh.

9. Here he can go see various places, the National Museum and the Palace, for exanple.

10. Tomorrow he will go to see the Preah Keo Pagoda, in which the floor is completely tiled in
silver, and he will see the Independence Monument, which has been decorated by mixing the
ancient with the modern.
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1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

1. In Phnom Penh it is not difficult to buy silver articles, sampot cloth, or various sculptures.

2. Besides the other small businesses, they can go look in four large places, the Old Market,
the New Market, the Kossamak Hotel, and the salesroom of the School of Fine Arts.

3. They can buy silver boxes, sampot houl, sarongs^ or silk ties.

4. There are a lot of various carvings made of ivory, copper, and wood.

5. Besides all these things they can buy silver belts for ladies, compacts, gold necklaces
and pendants made in the shapes of various animals.

6. They offer for sale small sculptures such as apsaras and Cambodian orchestras, for example.

7. If they want to go buy all these things in the School of Fine Arts they can go watch the

sculptors or the weavers.

8. All these people are students until the time they have finished studying and leave to be
private artisans.
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1.

2.

10.

1. Since Cambodia became independent , Phnom Penh, like other Cambodian cities, has constantly-
been active in keeping itself clean.

2. They are expanding the main roads and enlarging the cities also.

3. The number of universities is getting larger and larger, and other roads are also expanding
almost everywhere .

4. In the sroks and villages they are building schools so as to have enough, and in Phnom Penh
and some provinces they are establishing universities,

5. As for health, they have a number of pharmacies, health centers, and hospitals even in the

remote villages.

6. In industry, Cambodia has also made quick strides.

7. At present they have factories making various equipment of almost all kinds.

8. Among these factories, one third are foreign aid.

9. Besides that there are state and private factories.

10. This expansion would surprise people who knew Cambodia before.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

10.

. ^ ~ n r —'A. .o.oV>.....i ^-.2>3..r> • /.

1. A lady who is preparing to go to work in Phnom Penh asks what things she must take.

2. A Cambodian tells her that she needn't take a lot of things; taking them would only make
things difficult.

3. The lady can take clothes for the hot months and some other things which are necessities.

4. She needn't take dishes and various pots because they have all these things; they're nice
and they're cheap too.

5. In Cambodia they have factories which make all these things, which are not inferior to
foreign products.

6. If the lady is going to rent a house which already has furniture, so much the easier.

7. They have tables and cabinets made from good wood? they have mattresses and chairs made of

foam rubber in both the modern and ancient style, and there are a lot of them.

8. If the lady goes to live in a house only for American officials it would be very easy,

because they have many appliances installed in each house or apartment.

9. If she wants to rent an apartment or a "compartment house" which doesn't have furniture, she
can fix up the house as she wishes.

10. Thus, she can fix up the house in the Cambodian style or specially in the American style.
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UNIT 81

BASIC DIALOGUE

John

1.

^1 *
Hello, Sarom. Where are you going?

2.

Sarom

I'm going home. I'm just returning
from the airport.

John

3.

4.

Sarom

5.

6.

7.

John

Sarom

John

8.

^0 Sarom

John

9.

Sarom

io. &f B^?^-&^V^^^^^Va/©>V

Did you meet someone?

No, I took my younger brother to get
a plane.

Is that so? Miat's he going to study?

He's going to study engineering at

Cornell.

How many years is he going to study?

He got a scholarship for just one
year, but if he studies well they
will extend the scholarship.

Are there universities in Cambodia?

Yes, in Phnom Penh, Kompong Cham and

Battambang, but students who get
scholarships go (abroad) to study
subjects which we don't have yet.
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11

.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

John

Sarom

p>p ffff£%&tf>jrjfyj$ yd/ft

08 9ibC£pv Yfotvff

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

How many universities are there al-

together in Cambodia?

There are eight now. Six in Phnom
Penh and two others, in Kompong
Cham and Battanbang.

Are there foreign students in all

these universities?

Yes, mostly they come from Laos,
Vietnam, and some from France.

What do they come to study?

For the most part they study
economics, law, medicine,
agriculture, and various technical
subjects, such as repairing autos
and tailoring.

17.

18.

Ye
19 y SOW £>oo fifVGoo

John

Sarom
Are the schools in Cambodia expensive

They're not expensive. Almost all

the schools are government schools.
They charge just according to the
price of taking the exan and the
diploma. It costs from 100 to
500 riels a year.
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DRILIS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. 9

I just came back from the market.

I just came back from the airport .

I just came back from the school .

I just came back from work .

I just came back from getting a

haircut .

I just came back from the bookstore .

I just came back from the railroad
station.

I just came back from the hospital .

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

i

f

Drill C. Variable Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

I study both law and economics.

I study both law and history .

I study both law and philosophy .

I study both law and commerce .

I study both law and mathematics .

I study both law and medicine.

I study both law and engineering .

I study both law and geography .

Universities in Cambodia are not
expensive because they are state
schools

.

Some lycees in Cambodia are not ex-
pensive because they are state
schools

.

Some lycdes in Phnom Penh are not ex-

pensive because they are state
schools.

Some lycees in the provinces are not
expensive because they are state
schools

.

Some lycees in the provinces are
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e. ^ypMn^eM3 fjrfliftf&Mr>rdi£rr)

?

8

expensive because they are

private schools .

Some lyc£es in the provinces are
very expensive because they are

private schools.

Some lycees in Cambodia are very ex-
pensive because they are private
schools

.

Some schools in Cambodia are very
expensive because they are private
schools

.

Drill D. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

—u

He got a scholarship to study
agriculture.

He got a salary to study medicine

He got help to study technology .

He got some money to study foreign
languages .

He was helped by them to study
engineering .

He was helped by the government to
study economics

.

He earned money to study mathemat ics

He got a scholarship to study politi

science.

Drill E. Triple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

In Cambodia, schools are almost all

state schools.

^mer ^c

a

> factories are almost al

private factories .

^n Fr ance > cars are almost all smal
cars

.

In Vietnam , roads are almost all ba
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5.

6.

7.

8.

roads .

In Japan, cars are almost all made
there.

In Thailand, cars are almost all
English cars .

In Laos , villages are almost all

small villages .

In Cambodia , cit ies are almost all
pretty cities .

Drill F. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill G. Response

MODEL:

Teacher : Are schools in Cambodia expensive?
(state schools)

Student : No, they're not expensive, because
they're state schools.

o^p^Pt^si^rP ycv>tx}?fi?>K£$

pop * $r?r> wnrri

Teacher

:

Do foreign students go to study in
Cambodia? (Lao, Vietnamese, and
French, for example)

Student ; Foreign students who study in
Cambodian universities are Lao,
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

udiv>c\r>rtfA *oa% eww

Drill H. Response

MODEL

/>

Vietnamese, and French, for example.

w>ny>?i)a >w */x8 §j

Teacher ; What do they help him study?
(scholarship, medicine)

Student ; He got a scholarship to study
medicine)

or <^
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Drill I. Expansion

3.

4.

I got a scholarship.

I got a scholarship from the govern-
ment .

I got a scholarship from the Cambodian
government

.

Now I have a scholarship from the
Cambodian government.

Now I have a scholarship from the
Cambodian government to go study-

agriculture .

Now I have a scholarship from the
Cambodian government to go study-

agriculture at the University of

Paris

.

Drill J. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

^ppa&sj*ttf&o v

v ^ ~ —
2 C0£ fi&ZfOrfVrtfvf «*

^ 1/

Now I have a scholarship from the
Cambodian government to go study-

agriculture at the University of

Paris.

Now I have a scholarship from the
Cambodian government to go study
agriculture .

Now I have a scholarship from the
Cambodian government.

I got a scholarship from the Cambodian
government

.

I got a scholarship from the govern-
ment ,

I got a scholarship.
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UNIT 82

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

Cambodian students who go abroad to

continue studying in their field go

to which countries?

Usually they like to go to study in
France, because they already know
French.

But besides France, there are some
students who get scholarships to go
and study in various countries, such
as Japan, Germany, Russia, China,
and England.

What is the system of study like in

Cambodia?

They study in elementary schools for
six years, and after this they
study in middle school or the lycee
for seven years.

Before, in the elementary section
they could take a test and get an
elementary certificate at the end
of the sixth year.

Now they don't take a test/ because
they have stopped accepting the

the elementary certificate when
people look for work.

Mien they study and get good grades,
they can go to a lycee or junior
high.
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In the lycee they take a test for

a diploma three times. That is,

in the fourth year, the sixth
and the seventh.

At the end of four years, they take
the test for the middle diploma
and at the end of the sixth year
and seventh year they take a test
for parts 1 and 2 of the
baccalaureat.

When they finish studying in the
middle school they can go look
for work.

Any student who wants to continue
can choose to take various sub-
jects at the university in order
to prepare himself as an expert
for the future.
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DRILIS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

rp ?

Do you usually like to play basket-
ball?

Do you usually like to go rowing?

Do you usually like to drive a car ?

Do you usually like to go out ?

Do you usually like to drink beer?

Do you usually like to eat Chinese
food ?

Do you usually like to study English ?

Do you usually like to do calisthenics
in the morning?

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

5. i>^Ki{&)/y>r&>&frPtt

6.

7.
•v f --4

8.

I used to go to that school when I

was still young.

I used to go to that lycee when I

was still young.

I used to go to that univers ity
when I was still young.

I used to go to that wat when I was
still young.

I used to go to that foreign language
school when I was still young.

I used to go teach at that foreign
language school when I was still
young

.

I used to go to work at that foreign
language school when I was still
young

.

I used to listen to them teaching
at that foreign language school
when I was still young.
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Drill C. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Drill D. Multiple Substitution

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

After having studied in elementary-

school for six years, I went to
study in the middle school.

After having studied in the lycde
for six years, I went to study in

the university .

After having studied technology for
six years, I left to go to work .

After having studied economics for
six years, I got an advanced degree

After having been a soldier for six
years, I went back to school again .

After having worked in the Foreign
Ministry for six years, I left to
study law.

After having studied Cambodian for
six years, I became an expert in

Cambodian .

After having lived abroad for six
years, I forgot most of my French.

At the end of the fourth year of

lycee they have to take a test for
the middle diploma (certificate).

At the end of the fourth year of the
university they can take a test for
the Bachelor's degree .

At the end of the sixth year of the
university they can take a test
for the Master T

s degree.

At the end of the first year of the
university they can't take a test
for any degree at all .

At the end of the fifth year at the
university they can take the test
for the Master 1 s degree .
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6.

Of*/

At the end of the third year at the
university they can take the test
for a degree .

Drill E, Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5. rtvrrrny mtrfpR

Teacher

:

Do students who receive scholarships
only go to France to study or to
other countries? (America,

Canada, and Japan)

Student

:

Students who receive scholarships
go to France and other countries
such as America, Canada and Japan,
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(

Drill F. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher

Student

Do they have to take an examination
to get in this year?

As far as I know they don't have to
take a test because there are few
candidates this year.

tf>* tnys^^rr&ztptfivivofit?

g 90 a* jo* fSi otf v

Drill G. Response

MODEL:

1.

Teacher: When you have studied and gotten
your middle certificate, what do
you plan to do? (go study
economics)

Student : Mien I have studied and gotten my
middle certificate, I will go
study economics.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

H)rtw>awntornrfpsocwr&trrf

tiff??}* v

Drill H. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

facor8fBfijtf^ytwxgh?w^a»
writ**

?protorn: **

There are schools in Cambodia.

These days there are schools in

Canbodia.

These days there are suf f ic ient
schools in Cambodia.

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia and a number
of people who are illiterate.

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia and quite a

number of people who are

illiterate.

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia, and at the

most two percent of the people
are illiterate.

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia, and at the

most only two percent of the

people are illiterate.
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Drill I. Reduction

7
• ?jrf£VrPttft&&?&>Af&>nr>ttf/3 *

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia, and at the
most Qnly two percent of the
people are illiterate.

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia, and at the
most two percent of the people
are illiterate.

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia and quite a

number of people who are

illiterate.

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia and a number
of people who are illiterate .

These days there are sufficient
schools in Cambodia.

These days there are schools in

Cambodia.

There are schools in Cambodia.
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UNIT 83

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

^^^^^^

Iff #>>8 %V$f*S)f&gbOvSpfi A

*—* ^ ^

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

John

As I see it, the system of educa-
tion in Cambodia is not different
from that in France.

Right. They have to take a test
for the various diplomas in the
year that they finish the educa-
tion program.

Do they finish the education pro-
gram once a year?

Yes, you can say that, because in

each year they have one program
for the classes that are at the
same level.

Can you give me an example?

Yes. For example, students studying
in the second class of the high
school or the lyce'e all have the
same program.

But in order to pass up to the first
class they don't have to take a

test. They have to study to get
good marks. If they don't get
them they have to study the same
class for another year.

I understand. They take an exam for

a diploma when they finish studying

each level. For example, they take
an examination for the middle
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

&> fitter?brzHoj v ic&r^fot?

o

Sarooi

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

certificate after having studied
four years at the lyc£e.

That's it. And you know, students
who study well can ask to take the
examination for a diploma outside
the scheduled time.

If they pass they gain a year.

That's right, and they skip one

class to go on to study in a

higher class.

Are there a lot of students who
skip a class?

Each year there are always some.
Good students usually (go) take
the test.

Some students try to study in a

private school during vacation
in order to get better or in
order to finish the educational
program and take the test.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

I guess they are studying today.

I guess he'll arrive tomorrow .

I guess it'll rain without fail
today .

I guess he has forgotten .

I guess they're going together to
the wat .

I guess I must go .

I guess my wife didn't go .

I guess I'll have to arrive Friday

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

ff»$»*gify& r#? r>tm& os#&

What is the program of study in

that lycee?

What is the program of study in that
school?

What is the program of study at FSI?

What is the program of study in that
American school?

What is the program of study in that
Cambodian school?

Wiat is the program of study in that
university?

What is the program of study in that
military school?

What is the program of study in that
private school?

Drill C. Unpredictable Multiple Substitution

1. #)W£GJS The majority of pupils who study
and get the middle certificate
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

tfcsi$f*rt}& tiirmi't^

fifty v

VGWfaf?A&tf/£^SJ^J OJft&Ayftf?

for the most part continue to
study various subjects.

The majority of students who study
in the university for the most
part continue to study various
subjects

.

The majority of government officials
who study in the university for
the most part take the Bachelor's
degree in various subjects.

The majority of monks who study in

the university for the most part
study religion, but others study
various subjects.

The majority of students who study
at FSI for the most part study
foreign languages .

The majority of soldiers who study
at FSI for the most part study
Vietnamese .

The majority of teachers who study
at the university for the most
part study for advanced degrees .

The majority of foreign students who
study at the university for the
most part study for the Bachelor '

s

degree.

Drill D. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

T#£tj>V Sir?'? * v

Every year they have a new program
for the advanced classes.

Every year they establish a new pro-

gram for the third class.

Every year they build a new school
for the twelfth class.

Every month they arrange (prepare )

a new room for the twelfth class.

Every month they have to repair
the classroom for the 6th class.

Every week they change the teacher
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of the 6th class.

Drill E. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.

8.

When the students don't understand,
the teacher gives them an example.

When the students don't understand
clearly , the teacher explains
some more.

When the students talk in the class-
room , the teacher tells them to be
quiet .

When the students don't speak clearly
,

the teacher tells them to say it

once more .

When the students don't come to
school many times , the teacher
reports it to the principal of

the school .

When the students are very lazy , the
teacher punishes them .

When the students talk too much , the
teacher has them do a lot of work.

Vtien the students study well , the
teacher is content.

Drill F. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

Teacher : fohat is the method of teaching in

Cambodia? (almost the same as

the method of teaching in France)

Student : The method of teaching in Cambodia
is almost the same as the method
of teaching in France.
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3.

4.

5.

Drill G, Response

V
S * * /\.

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill H. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Teacher

:

Which class is it that has the
students who study the best?
(Five B)

Student ; Class Five B has the students who
study the best.

At vacation time

At every vacation time

At every vacation time some students

At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers.

At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers so they will
force themselves to study to

become good .
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At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers so they will force
themselves to study to become good
or (because theyj want to take a

test to skip a class .

At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers so they will force
themselves to study to become good
or (because they) want to take a

test to skip a class in the next
year.

Drill I. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers so they will force
themselves to study to become good
or (because they) want to take a

test to skip a class in the next

year .

At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers so they will force
themselves to study to become good
or (because they) want to take a

test to skip a class .

At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers so they will
force themselves to study to
become good .

At every vacation time some students
go hire teachers

.

At every vacation time some students

At every vacation time

At vacation time
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CAMBODIAN BASIC COURSE UNIT 84

UNIT 84

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

£x> w£#^£y*^£^9

John

Sarom

What is the method of examination
in Cambodia?

Examinations for the middle school
certificate and other higher
certificates are taken twice a

year - at the end of the school
year.

During the first week they have to
take the written examination. At

this time the students take exami-
nations in all the subjects that
they have studied, such as composi-

tion, mathematics, chemistry,
science and physics.

6.

7.

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

I think they have one subject a day.

Yes. Usually, if that subject is as

difficult as mathematics,
chemistry or science, for example,
they take one subject a day.

How many hours do they allow?

For examinations in a day?
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8.

John

Yes. For composition or (to do)
problems and things like that.

9.

10.

11.

12,

13.

14.

15.

16.

Sarom

John

Sarom

John

03ft ?F?

Sarom

John

Sarom

John

Oh, four or five hours.

fohen they have finished the written
exam, do the students know if they
have passed or failed right away?

That they can say only for the
students they know well them-
selves, whether they did well
or not. To know officially
for sure, they must wait a

day or two until the teachers
have finished correcting
everything.

If they know they have passed, what
else do they do?

They must take the oral examinations.
If they fail this section they
don't get a certificate but they
can take the oral test once more.

The second examination is how many
months after the first test?

Maybe two months.

And how about the people who fail
the written part: can they take
the examination the second time?
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17,

18.

Sarom

Yes. And if the students who take
the examination get rather good
marks, only then are they permit-
ted to take the second examination,

If they fail the examination the
second time-either the written
part or the oral part-they have
to wait another year. Only then
can they take the examination for
the same certificate.
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CAMBODIAN BASIC COURSE
UNIT 84

DRILLS
Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

—f—toe 7s <=r ^

s^miPtpi^o^ircxT/TfiSc^ vanned

They can go take the examination

for the middle certificate two

times a year.

They can go take the examination
for the adv anced certificate two
times a year.

They can go take the examination
f°r some certificates two times
a year.

They can go take the examination
for the B.A. degree two times a

ye ar

.

They can go take the examination
for the elementary certificate
two times a year.

They can go take the examination
for the teaching certificate
two times a year.

They can go take the examination
for the medical certificate
two times a year.

They can go take the examination
for the certificate in the military
school two times a year.

Drill B. Variable Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

tjtfmrfitb ?*9£ftymtf^ujyk

In the first week they have to take
the written test.

In the second week they have to take
the written test.

In the second week they have to
change the examination site .

In the second week they have to
begin to take the oral test .

In the last week they have to begin
to take the oral test.

In the last week they have to g£
look for their names at the school.

In the last week they have to
appear once more .
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8. rtf?s$o$q??£fir>cs tnrrit&v In the last week they have to
listen when they call their names .

Drill C. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

9 S
v

As far as I know they go to school
twice a day.

As far as I know they work in school
three hours a day.

As far as I know they drive to
school once a day.

As far as I know they have to come
to school twice a day.

As far as I know they clean the
school many times a day.

As far as I know they go_ to school
only once a day.

Drill D. Multiple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

8.

in*
fib*h M\£2r?»g»fr£Lj5 wbhtn

In the first week they have to take
the written part of the exam.

On the first day they have them do
problems in chemistry .

In the first month they have to study
machinery.

In the first hour they have them take
the test for a driving license .

In the first year they study general
subjects .

In the first week they have to take
an examination in foreign languages.

In the first month they have them
train to high jump .

In the first day they explain only

the method of writing.
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Drill E. Response

model: £tf : /r)rtcmt#£&tf}r%firt&rm? Teacher

:

When they finish taking the written
exam, what else do they do?
(wait to hear the results of the
examination)

Student: When they finish taking the written
part of the exam, they wait to
hear the results of the exam.

Drill F.

MODEL:

Response

Teacher:

Student

:

Do you know when you will have to
go to Phnom Penh? (Fm still
waiting for orders from the
Foreign Ministry)

I don't know for sure yet when I

have to go to Phnom Penh; I'm

still waiting for orders from the
Foreign Ministry.
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l.

2.

3.

5,

7> v >

?V\. " v
'

*

Drill G. Expansion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

WfiJAp.$fft&£VPfvqOA 17* *fW

Drill H. Reduction

1.

Students who take the test with good
grades

Students who take the test with
rather good grades

Students who take the test with
rather good grades but who don't

pass

Students who take the test with
rather good grades but who don't

pass have permission to take the

test

.

Students who take the test with
rather good grades but who don't

pass have permission to take the

test a second time.

Students who take the test with
rather good grades but who don't
pass have permission to take the

test a second time.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

Students who take the test with
rather good grades but who don't
pass have permission to take the
test.

Students who take the test with
rather good grades but who don't
pass

Students who take the test with
rather good grades

Students who take the test with good
grades
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UNIT 85

NARRATION

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1. Sarom has just returned from the airport after having taken his younger brother to board
a plane.

2. His younger brother will go study engineering at Cornell University.

3. He received a scholarship for only one year, but if he studies well he will get a scholar-
ship to continue.

4. In Cambodia there are universities also, but they still do not teach all subjects.

5. Persons who receive scholarships go to study subjects which we don't have, to continue
higher studies or to train in some subject.

6„ In the Cambodian universities they teach economics, law, medicine, agriculture, various
technical subjects and engineering.

7. Some foreign students have come to study in the Cambodian universities also.

8. There are some students who come from Laos, Vietnam and France.

9. Some students receive scholarships from the Cambodian government; some others come to study
with their own money.

10. But studying in Cambodia is not expensive. They only need money for living, buying books
and paying the expenses of testing.
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5,

6.

i . ^^i*^^

8. t^f^c^^sn^tS^^^oyf^Ke^J^fi^)^^,

1. Cambodian students who continue their studies abroad usually go to France because they know
the language already, and schools in France are not as expensive as in other countries.

2. Besides this some other students go to study in Germany, Russia, China, England and the
United States.

3. This group of students for the most part receive scholarships from the countries where they
are going to study or from the Cambodian government, which sends them to study.

4. When they go to study in other countries besides France, they have some difficulties because
the methods of instruction are different.

5. In Cambodia the methods of instruction are approximately like the French method of instructic

6. They study six years in the elementary school; following this (they study) seven years in

the middle school or lycee.

7. When students study and get good grades in the elementary section, they can enter the lycee

or the junior high school without having to take an entrance exam as (was the case) before.

8. In the lycee they can take a test for a degree three times, that is, in the fourth year,

the sixth year and the seventh year.
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9. In the junior high they can take an exam for a certificate at the end of the fourth year
only.

10. When they have finished the middle school, students who want to continue their studies
must go to study in the university.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

9.

_ JO} , .

V

1. Students take a test for various certificates every year, but they don't all take tests.

2. Any student who has finished one part must go to take a test for a certificate.

3. Students who have not yet finished can advance a class whenever they finish studying with
excellent grades.

4. Thus, a student studying in the fourth class can advance to the third class when he com-
pletes his studies with good grades.

5. Students who study very well in the fourth class or the second class can ask the Ministry
of Education to take a test for a certificate with the other students.

6. If they pass, they advance one year by being able to skip a class and going to study in a

high class.

7. There are students like this every year.

8. Some try to study privately during vacation to prepare themselves to be better and to take
the tests.

9. They must study to finish the educational program of the section in which they must take
the test.
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7> ^
l.

2.

3. rjhtncsj j^snj&1^1r?tt£K^ v

1. The method of taking a test in Cambodia is not like that in the United States.

2. In Cambodia the tests are taken for certificates and higher diplomas twice in the
school year.

3. In the first week (the students) must take the written examination.

4. They take tests in the various subjects such as composition, mathematics, chemistry, science
and physics, for example.

5. They have to take a test in one or two subjects a day.

6. They give three or four hours for each subject.

7. Mien they have taken the written test and if they have passed, they must take the oral
test also.

8. During the oral exam (the examiners) ask about all the subjects that were given in the
written exam.

9. The people who pass the oral section receive a passing certificate.

10. Students who fail in the written test but miss by just a few points can take the exam a

second time.
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UNIT 86

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

John

Sarom

John

5.

Sarom

6.

7 V

? *

John

it?

Are there a lot of newspapers in

Phnom Penh?

There are rather a lot.

Some newspapers come out every day,

others come out once a week.

Ihey have newspapers in what languages
besides Cambodian?

There are newspapers in French,
Chinese,, and Vietnamese.

How about papers in English, are

there any?

7. tr>/sr? ?/?frr&>/$fi&f&)

Sarom

There aren't any, but there are
magazines in English.

8.

9.

10.

2~ OJ <f u ^

John

Sarom

How many riels does a paper cost?

Some papers cost 5 riels, others
10 or 15 riels.

Some papers have 8 pages, others
have many pages.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

John

Which newspaper is the biggest of

all?

The newspaper Neak Cheat Niyum is

the biggest newspaper of all.

How many times a week is it issued?

They issue it just once, but it

has a lot of pages.

This newspaper, for the most part,

talks about various activities
in the country and about the

culture and the traditional
Cambodian laws.

Do they give some kind of foreign
news?

Yes, but educating the people to
know new methods in agriculture,
in raising livestock, in health,

and in commerce, for exanple, are

the important stories in this
paper.

This is very good because the

Cambodian people must receive
training like that.
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DRILLS

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

—
a 4>

Some newspapers are written in

English, others in Cambodian.

Some newspapers are written in

French, others in Cambodian.

Some newspapers are written in

Chinese , others in Cambodian.
Some newspapers are written in

Vietnamese
, others in Cambodian

Some newspapers are written in

Arabic
, others in Cambodian.

Some newspapers are written in

Indian , others in Cambodian.
Some newspapers are written in

Cham
?
others in Cambodian.

Drill B. Substitution

4. *jMfnmmt£$st§f**mfo#a9n&r

J55
*

sis

In Phnom Penh for the most part
they read the newspaper Neak Cheat
Niyum.

In Phnom Penh for the most part they

read the newspaper Realites

.

In Phnom Penh for the most part they
read the newspaper Meatophum .

In Phnom Penh for the most part they
read the newspapers written in

Cambodian .

In Phnom Penh for the most part they
read the newspapers written in

French .

In Phnom Penh for the most part they
read the newspapers written in

English .

In Phnom Penh for the most part they
read the newspaper Wat Phnom.
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Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

They write about foreign affairs,

agriculture, and sports.

They write about domestic affairs ,

agriculture, and sports.

They write (about) short news stories
,

agricu lture, and sports.

They write about travel , agriculture,
and sports.

They write about economics
, agri-

culture, and sports.

They write about livestock raising
,

agriculture, and sports.

They write about new construction
,

agriculture, and sports.

They write about progress in health
,

agriculture, and sports.

Drill D. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

#—a*--* ^ 47 —

Some papers cost seven riels, others
ten riels.

Some magazines cost seven riels,

others more than ten riels.

Some books cost seven riels, others
twenty riels

.

Some rubbings cost seven riels, others
more than 15 riels.

Some photos cost seven riels, others

almost seven riels.

Some movie tickets cost seven riels,

others riels.
Some theatre tickets cost seven riels,

others 30_ riels.

Some kinds of dishes (food) cost seven
riels, others more than 20 riels.
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Drill E. Double Substitution

1-

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

^vp^ ^

—

/&^»>#w? ?£ffl£p?fif$^Ti^ffv

Drill F. Response

MODEL:

44

The newspaper Neak Cheat Niyum talks
about domestic news, foreign news,

and Cambodian culture.

The magazine Kampuchea talks about
domestic news, foreign news, and
Canbodian economics .

The newspaper Realites talks about
domestic news, foreign news, and

Cambodian sports .

The newspaper Kampuchea talks about
domestic news, foreign news, and
Canbodian commerce .

The magazine Sangkum talks about
domestic news, foreign news, and

Cambodian politics .

The newspaper Wat Phnom this morning
talked about domestic news, foreign
news, and Canbodian factories .

Every day the newspaper Kampuchea

talks about domestic news, foreign
news, and Cambodian culture.

Every week the newspaper Neak Cheat
Niyum talks about domestic news,

foreign news, and Cambodian sports .

Teacher s Mi at things does the newspaper
Kampuchea write about? (domestic
and foreign news and sports)

Student

:

The newspaper Kampuchea writes about
domestic and foreign news and

sports.
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21 *

3.

4.

5.

(

6) C

Jprgo*ptoJ&f*?&y>tpex? y

i.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Drill G. Response

MODEL: £»/ f^m^fff^^
war

;

0

07
/

Teacher:

Student

:

In Phnom Penh what newspaper do they
read for the most part? (Neak
Cheat Niyum)

In Phnom Penh they read the newspaper
Neak Cheat Niyum for the most part.

/y>ramh'&xs#)AifST*
?j&£$?o3r9 *xr rtfrgcsrxr&rt
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Drill H. Transformation

MODEL:
ffi

^^QJ^M^^h^^

4. ?£td$?ljjrf)Pip) f$i fs$na>rl$i

Drill I. Response

MODEL:
t9

rr

Teacher: Besides giving various domestic and
foreign news stories, they have a

page each of sports, of science
and of agriculture, (write about)

Student: Besides writing about various
domestic and foreign news stories
they have a page each of sports,
of science and of agriculture.

G=7 <5e

Teacher : Which newspaper is the largest of

all in Phnom Penh? (Neak Cheat
Niyum)

Student : In Phnom Penh the newspaper Neak
Cheat Niyum is the largest news-
paper of all.
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UNIT 87

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

John

Sarom

o e;

John

Sarom

Is the newspaper Neak Cheat Niyum a

government paper or (is it) private?

It's (published by) the Sangkum
government

.

Is this newspaper sold abroad?

It is, but not very much. For the
most part they (foreigners) only
read the editorial because it's

a page written in French or English.

Do you like to read newspapers?

I like to read papers very much,
because now, as you know, there
are important changing events
every day.

Ah, I also read a lot of papers.
But I can only read French and

English papers.

When I know how to read Cambodian well,
I will probably read Neak Cheat
Niyum, too.

Have you ever seen the paper
Kampuchea? This newspaper is

written in Cambodian and comes out
every day.
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John

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Sarom

John

Sarom

rfbv>& ftt&% PtPAp ^V^^>v

John

No. I've only heard them say once
that this newspaper is issued by
the Ministry of Information.

That's right, and this Ministry
issues another paper every day in

French.

I read the bulletin of the AKP
(Agence Khmere de Presse) almost
every day.

I like to read it too, because they
write a lot of different stories,
and in addition they have the
television and radio schedules
too.

Yes, my wife wants all these
schedules too.
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DRILLS

UNIT 87

Drill A. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

I don't know how to read newspapers
in Cambodian, but I can read French
newspapers

.

I don't know how to read newspapers
in Chinese , but I can read French
newspapers

.

I don't know how to read newspapers
in Vietnamese , but I can read
French newspapers.

I don't know how to read newspapers
in Thai , but I can read French
newspapers

.

I don't know how to read newspapers
in English , but I can read French
newspapers

.

I don't know how to read newspapers
in Indian , but I can read French
newspapers

.

I don't know how to read newspapers
in Burmese , but I can read French

newspapers

.

I don't know how to read newspapers
*-n Indonesian , but I can read
French newspapers.

Drill B. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

'to

Every morning I wake up early, read
the paper, and go to work.

Every morning I wake up early, study
Cambodian, and go to work.

Every morning I wake up early, study
Engl ish , and go to work.

Every morning I wake up early, do
calisthenics, and go to work.

Every morning I wake up early, start
the car, and go to work.
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6.

7.

8.

Drill C. Transformation

MODEL

Drill D. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

Every morning I wake up early, make
breakf ast. and go to work.

Every morning I wake up early, take
a shower, and go to work.

Every morning I wake up early, watch
TV, and go to work.

Teacher: I don't know how to read papers in
Cambodian, but I can read French
papers

.

Student: I can read Cambodian and French
papers rather well.

As you see, they like to read news-
papers in the Information Office.

As you know, for the most part they
read newspapers in the Information
Office.

As you know, they like to read news-
papers in the Information Office.
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4.

5.

6,

7.

8. f/we^Sw ^r^okj^ta

As you understand
,
they need to

read newspapers in the Information
Office.

As you see
,
they try to read news-

papers in the Information Office.

As you heard
,
they say they want to

read newspapers in the Information
Office.

As you know , they for the most part

read newspapers in the Information
Office.

As you know, they like to read news-
papers in the Information Office.

Drill E. Multiple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

I haven't read the newspaper yet,

but I heard that news on the radio
this morning.

I haven't read the magaz ine yet,

but I knew that news before.

I haven ' t read the declarat ion yet

,

but I listened to that news last
night .

I haven't read the story yet, but
I heard that news when I went to

work.

I haven't read his letter yet, but
I knew that news this morninj

I haven't read the newspaper yet,

but I listened to that news

yesterday.

Drill F. Response

MODEL: g*9. riW/9&ff/r>NrMtffi%/$ff9 Teacher ; Did you hear that declaration this
morning? (a newspaper to read it)

Student ; No, I didn't hear it; I will buy a

newspaper to read it.
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l.

2.

3.

4.

5. fortify&<^d$'*rtP *

Drill G. Response

MODEL:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

fts*^ €/

Drill H.

MODEL:

Transformation

Teacher

Student

Did you hear that declaration this
morning? (a newspaper to read
more about it)

Yes, I heard it, and I'm going to
buy a paper to read more about
it

.

Teacher

:

In some newspapers, such as the
newspaper Kampuchea and the
Bulletin of i^gence Khmere Presse,
they publish the TV programs.

Student

:

I like to read the newspaper Kampuchea
and the Bulletin of Agence Khmere
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1.

2.

3.

? TdW9^e^ V

Drill I. Extension

model: &yrtrr>?&fir>tff£*fn *

i.

. ^ ^/y>^^?|^>7;

4.

Presse because they publish the
TV programs.

f
>&9f??*r)t9&tf>A&s9fe

t
ft

Teacher : I read the paper every morning.
(leave to come to school)

Student : I read the paper every morning before
leaving to come to school.
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UNIT 88

BASIC DIALOGUE

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

John

Sarom

/0 t>a

John

Do you konw how many copies of each
issue a Cambodian newspaper prints?

I don't know for sure, maybe between
eight and nine thousand at least.

Formerly, the people in the outer
provinces didn't read papers much;
for the most part they only
listened to news on the radio.

Now, they have many information
centers, and the number of people
who like to read newspapers is

getting larger.

I think radio is a very important
tool for broadcasting news, and it's
quick too.

6.

7.

Sarom

Ob

John

The radio is very useful. Every
country is the same, because (people)

can know the news immediately even
though they live far from the cities.

And the peasants especially don't
have to spend and buy papers.

They can hear the radio at the

houses of neighbors who have radios
or at the Ministry of Information.
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8.

9.

Sarom

JJ

John

As you already know, radios are
not as expensive as before.

(People)can buy a battery radio
rather cheaply.

I see that villagers use radios a

lot because they can buy them
rather cheaply, and they don't
have any difficulty buying bat-
teries .

10.

11.

12.

ezy>A/ v

Sarom

John

There is a factory making batteries,
isn't there?

These days we have enough batteries.

That's very good. Before, Cambodians
bought almost all their goods from

abroad

.
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Drill A. Substitution
DRILLS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

^ ,<n—jy^

Drill B. Substitution

1.

ff)

v

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

How many copies of this book do
they want to print?

How many c op ies of this art icle do

they want to print?

How many volumes of this story do

they want to print?

How many copies of this mag azine do
they want to print?

How many times do they want to print

this newspaper?
How many times do they want to print

this book?

How many sheets of this news story

do they want to print?
How many t imes do they want to print

this story?

Now almost everyone has a radio to

listen to; if not, he goes to

listen at the information kiosk.

Now almost everyone has a radio to

listen to ; if not, he goes to

listen at the sal a srok (head-

quarters of the srok )

.

Now almost everyone has a bicycle
;

if not, he goes to school by
cyclo or bus .

Now almost everyone has books to

read ; if not, he goes to read at

the library .

Now almost everyone has work to do ;

if not, he goes to ask for work

at the Ministry of Labor .

Now almost everyone has pencils ; if

not, he goes to ask the clerk .

Now almost everyone has telephones ;

if not, he goes to ask for them
to be installed.
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Drill C. Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4. wy&oa

5.

6.

Drill D. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

iffi pfowrJ v
Z 57 C"

They have factories to assemble
transistor radios in Phnom Penh.

They have factories to assemble auto
bodies in Phnom Penh.

They have factories to assembe motos
(motor scooters ) in Phnom Penh.

They have factories to assemble
various machine parts in Phnom Penh.

They have factories to assemble
electrical appliances in Phnom
Penh.

They have factories to assemble
automobile motors in Phnom Penh.

Batteries are cheap and radios are
cheap, because they're all made
in the country.

Batteries are cheap and paper is

cheap, because they're all made
in the country.

Cement is cheap and paper is cheap,

because it's all made in the country.

Cement is cheap and plywood is cheap,

because it's all made in the country.

Liquor is cheap and plywood is cheap,
because it* s all made in the country.

Liquor is cheap and tires are cheap,
because they're all made in the
country.

Glassware is cheap and tires are
cheap, because they're all made in

the country.

Glassware is cheap and textiles are
cheap, because they're all made in

the country.
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Drill E. Variable Simple Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

t&hi%?}nr>Kso rr>?vvo/r>war

6) «j S A/?

s pat* rtfr&P&jsnawiw/tt/

Drill F. Response

7.

8.

MODEL:

1.

2.

Teacher;

People who live in the countryside
can go read newspapers in the
information kiosks or in the sal a

khum (headquarters of the khum).

People who live in the countryside
can go read newspapers in the
information kiosks or in the sal a
srok .

People who live in the countryside
can go read newspapers in the
information kiosks or in the
library of the srok .

People who live in the countryside
can go borrow newspapers in the
information kiosks or at the
library of the srok.

People who live in the countryside
can go borrow magazines at the
information kiosks or at the
library of the srok.

People who live in remote villages
can go borrow magazines at the
information kiosks or at the

library of the srok.

People who live near the sal a srok
can go borrow magazines at the
information kiosks or at the
library of the srok.

People who live near the sal a srok
can go borrow magazines at the
information kiosks or at the
library of the srok.

For the most part how do people who
live in the cities get their news?
(radio, TV and newspapers)

Student ; For the most part, people who live
in the cities get their news by
radio, TV and newspapers.
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4.

5.

Drill G. Response

model: ljrf&%nvjONff)/Y)ttB?Gfi
v

ft
1

if

Drill H. Expans ion

Teacher ; In the information kiosks do they
distribute newspapers to the
people?

Student

:

No, they don't distribute newspapers
to the people, but they can give
them some pictures and bulletins.

The Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books.
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5.

6.

7.

Drill I. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

5.

5.

7.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books newspapers
and magazines .

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books, newspapers,
and magazines, and listen to
various broadcasts.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books, newspapers^
and magazines, and listen to
various broadcasts on the radio
and TV.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books, newspapers,
and magazines, and listen to
various broadcasts on the radio
and TV.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books, newspapers,
and magazines, and listen to
various broadcasts.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books ^ newspapers

,

and magazines.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries
in order to read books .

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks or libraries.

Now the Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks.

The Cambodian people can go to
information kiosks.
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BASIC DIALOGUE

John

Sarom

John

A JO

0*

»
Sarom

John

What brand is your radio?

A Sony, made in Japan.

Ah so, I have one too. I bought it

in Tokyo. What kind is yours?

Mine uses both batteries and

electric ity.

Oh, like mine. Can you get a lot
(on it)? I can get a lot of

stations, especially at night.

Sarom

0
'

John

Sarom

John

I can get a lot of stations too.

Besides listening to the Cambodian
programs, I always listen to dif-
ferent kinds of music from Europe.

I can't get European stations very
clearly because I don't have a lon&
(high) antenna.

No problem there. Some day buy some
antenna wire and wait for me to
come and put it up for you.

(I'd) thank you very much, if you could
come and help.
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10.

IX.

Sarom

John

Have you ever heard the commercials?

I've heard them from time to time,

but some times I can't understand
because they talk too fast.

12.

,13.

14.

Sarom

v *f

John

Sarom

?9 &)&)8&>C&/Y>r?

Do you have a T.V.?

I just bought one last week. My
family likes to watch Cambodian
theater very much.

I want to buy one but I'm waiting
a month or two more until I have
a little money.
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DRILLS
Drill A. Substitution

1.

sot? ?>&
*fffi

v

Drill B. Substitution

——
^

6.

7.

My radio is rather large and can
get a lot of stations.

My radio has a lot of meter bands
and can get a lot of stations.

My radio is heavy and can get a lot
of stations.

My radio has a long antenna and can
get a lot of stations.

My radio is small and can get a lot
of stations.

My raaj.o is pretty ana can get a lot
of stations.

My radio has a speaker and can get s

lot of stations.

My radio sounds clear and can get a

lot of stations.

Late at night I always listen to
music from Europe.

Late at night I always listen to
music from Latin Anerica.

Late at night I always listen to
music from Brazil or Cuba.

Late at night I always listen to
music from India.

Late at night I always listen to

music from abroad.

Late at night I always listen to
music from the United States.

Late at night I always listen to
music from France.
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Drill C. Double Substitution

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

^ vz? —*r-

7

7.

8.

T3T—

7

Drill D. Variable Double Substitution

1.

2.

too rgf^of^f? ?

g^'^vJ^^mpB^^OSSty?

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

I don't listen to music very much;
I listen to news for the most
part.

I don't listen to editorials very
much; I listen to home economics
for the most part.

I don't listen to news very much;
I read the paper for the most part

I don't listen to European music
very much; I listen to traditional
Cambodian music for the most part.

I don't listen to the French program,
very much; I listen to the program
in English for the most part.

I don't listen to the radio very
much; I read books for the most
part

.

I don't listen to the music on the
radio very much; I look at TV for
the most part.

I don't listen to the foreign
stations very much* I listen to
Cambodian stations for the most
part

.

I just bought a radio, and now I'm
installing the antenna.

He just bought a TV, and now I'm

installing the antenna.

He just bought a car , and now I'm
installing the radio.

He just bought a house , and now I'm
installing the telephone.

He just bought a radio , and now I'm
installing it in the room.

He just bought a wardrobe , and now
I'm installing it in the room.

He just bought a TV, and now I'm

installing it in the living room
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Drill E. Multiple Substitution

1.

4. aV anasmribfoz&p??n€

8. gV/^t>>*^ <^^*?«ro§2fi^-

Drill F. Equivalence

.^ODEL:

1.

2.

I try to listen to them speaking
Cambodian on the radio, but I

still don't understand much
because they talk too fast.

I try to listen to them speaking
Chinese on the telephone , but I

still don't understand much
because they talk too unclear ly .

I try to listen to them speaking
English on the TV, but I still
don't understand much because
they talk too fast .

I try to listen to them speaking
French on the radio, but I still
don't understand much because I

can't hear well ,

I try to listen to them speaking
Spanish on the radio , but I still
don't understand much because
they talk very fast .

I try to listen to them speaking
Vietnamese on the tape , but I

still don't understand much
because they talk unlike Vietnamese.

I try to listen to them speaking
Cambodian on the TV, but I still
don't understand much because they
speak a lot of words I don't
understand .

I try to listen to them speaking
English on records , but I still
don't understand much because
they speak in a way I'm not used
to hearing .

Teacher : I listen to the radio from time
to time when I'm not busy.

Student ; Sometimes, if I'm not busy, I

listen to the radio.

% - -c*
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_ AS) 0>

5. ^fwwtr'tp&'tgTyvfj!)? fin&om fwa

Drill G. Transformation

MODEL: ^^f^^f??

1.

Drill H. Expansion

4. Asm /r>^t> r9z/>h>nbaV« Mafic?)

A/

Teacher : Your radio runs on electricity
doesn't it? (batteries)

Student : Your radio uses either electricity
or batteries doesn't it?

/*W<TPP

I didn't buy a radio.

When I was in Hong Kong, I didn't
buy a radio.

Last month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio.

Last month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of things .

jjast month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of other things.

Last month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of other things and I

thought
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7. ?9 rr>atiirfcnirriitf&A&jWeTO

lift tX^fffjl fHO £27H? l^2£?

Drill I. Reduction

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

; *—V 7 7

^

2

Last month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of other things and I

thought I could buy a radio made in

Phnom Penh cheaper .

Last month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of other things and I

thought I could buy a radio made
in Phnom Penh cheaper .

Last month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of other things and I

thought

Last month when I was in Hong Kong,

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of other things.

Last month when I was in Hong Kong.

I didn't buy a radio because I

had a lot of things .

Last month when I was in Hong Kong

,

I didn't buy a radio.

Mien I was in Hong Kong , I didn't
buy a radio.

I didn't buy a radio.
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UNIT 90

NARRATION

2.

1. In Cambodia there are rather many newspapers.

2. Of all these papers, some are issued daily, others are issued weekly.

3. They are published in Cambodian, French, Chinese, and Vietnamese.

4. They still don't have newspapers written in English, but there are magazines in English.

5. Some papers have many pages; others don't have more than ten pages.

6. They are sold cheaply, from five riels to 15 or 20 riels

.

7. The largest newspaper is Neak Cheat Niyum.

8. In this newspaper they talk about various domestic activities, culture, and Cambodian
traditional law.

9. There are editorial pages written in Cambodian and French.

10. Other pages talk about agriculture, commerce, science, sports, and humorous stories.
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1.

2.

8.

9.

10.
1/ < 6

1. The newspaper Neak Cheat Niyum is the newspaper of the Sangkum government.

2. They sell this newspaper everywhere inside the country and outside the country also.

3. Foreigners, especially the representatives .of various countries, buy this paper to read the

editorials.

4. Other people who know how to read Cambodian buy it to read about the various activities in

Cambodia.

5. Foreigners who do not know how to read Cambodian can buy Realites Cambodgiennes to read.
This paper is issued in French every week.

6. They can also read the bulletin of the Agenee Khmere Presse.

7. This bulletin is issued daily bv the Cambodian Press Agency.

8. In this bulletin there is all kinds of news, both domestic and foreign; and there is even
the television schedule.

9. The newspaper Kampuchea is issued every day from the Ministry of Information.

10. This newspaper contains news just like that in the bulletin but written in Cambodian.
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3.

4.

5
< djwftft&^c^^^

7
• T&#^

io. f&'w«$w©*^tw y

1. At first in the countryside and the provinces they didn't like to read newspapers very much,
they mostly listened to the news on the radio.

2. Now, in the business district they have information centers, and the country people can go
read tne papers and listen to the radio at will.

3. The people living in the countryside don't buy many newspapers* they usually buy radios
which use batteries.

4. They can buy this kind of radio cheaply too, because they make radios and batteries in
Phnom Penh.

5. Now they know the various news (stories) immediately, too even if they live in villages.

6. In each village there are at least one or two households that have radios.

7. If they want to read newspapers or magazines, they can go to the house of the mee phum or mee
khum (hamlet chief or village chief) or to the Information Center.

8. There are two Canbodian radio stations.

9. They broadcast news and music almost twenty-four hours (a day).

10. And (people) can hear these broadcasts in many languages.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1. A few years ago, they did not have a lot of radios to use, unlike today.

2. Now they can buy radios which use batteries without difficulty.

3. Some people have large radios which can receive many foreign stations.

4. The Cambodian radio station broadcasts news and various kinds of music almost 24 hours
(a day).

5. They broadcast, in many languages , and they have national and foreign music for entertainment
every day.

6. The commercial broadcasts to sell things are also heard every day.

7. The Cambodian Ministry of Information has expanded greatly in these past few years.

8. They have increased the number of hours they broadcast and they have many interesting
programs

.

9. They have established a very nice television station and a factory to make transistor radios
also.

10. This very important success in information helps the Cambodian and foreigner to understand
much about all the domestic and foreign activities.
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n

the neck

fif so, then 15

wash the hair 30

ftftA/J July 40

unit (military) 44

division(military) 44

battalion 44

regiment 44

platoon 44

company 44

wheel, bicycle 39

tire (vehicle) 72

fttfOZ) pack(cigarettes) 38

Miss (title); September 22
°Zi

T9£Vf)£)? middle 13

/?^V)0/v sneeze v. or n. 52

mouse 42

rfO aJ Kathin(a ceremony) 65

place 24

ff$R&lb: a landing place 63

picnic spot 53

gas station 53

t$fjl^Tf*) dance hall, place to dance 31

f9£S half(%) 29

half an hour 45

a towel

?9$>A? boat 38

airplane 38

laborer, workers 42

Cambodia 86

program, schedule 83

strength, power 75

I am(used in talking to a monk) 66

agriculture 81

Af>d to pick, to pluck 72

corner 53

motorboat 36

briefly 10

/

ff>t? to cut 41

to make clothing 27

to cut hair, get a hair cut 43

briefcase 30

fft&V a cap 69

fiDJi to hold 20

to cut, hack (with an ax or cleaver) 72

wedding, to marry ; work, affair, acti-
^vity 77

^VtfVO business 57

/

C/
heavy work 59

life, living conditions 69

fnrflS Karachi 40

ff> e>J office 64

/Y>£>} when; time, 89

when, whenever. 89

if, when, whenever 89

originally 30

ff)£&&$Z^J5 previously 30

newspaper 30

invasion 69
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student, pupil 2

ft)?tf) coffee 26

ignition 39

monk's house 68
)

moving pictures 47

February 40

ftJS child 2

children 2

ftf5fOl/T>J& unlisted man 36

P m
ftBff}I&) son, or daughter-in-law 26

KfpV rose(flower) 27

East 31

can, to be able, possible 58

to be born 42

to sleep 45

JV> correction 84

glass 38

fff>S9HJ?Sf&f praiseworthy 78

i*/¥>^ to shave 43
J

to shave the beard 30

f/ifrt&JSJV&J Rabbit IslandCname of

island) 36
f/W&V ninety 23

If

rubber 77

chair 27

ft don't 2

don't put it off too
* * 0 long 54
ft}CT>OJ don't worry 36

do not. . #yet 49

^5 £*OSft appointment, fixed period 41

ft£>Sr)&t$G0g> cloth 41

beginning 71

comic, funny, humorous 49

Kompong-Cham(Province of Cam-

0 bodia 61

ftCO&ffWtf Kompong Som(Province of Cam-
o -V V bodia 63

ft £94/ As Kompong Speu(Province of Cam-

0 i
bodia 44

height 75

be in £he process 26

/960 be in the process of 30

ffey&ft/ns in fught 40

/f&AT peak 68

ftf#)& wall, 63

ffP#>&t$h>? wall of Angkor 63

A//? limit(v.,n.) 68

ftMS? sad 49

to amuse oneself 50

cr ab 58
s>

board, plank 12

£>£M^& blackboard 12

ft)?T5&2 plywood 72

f/W hot, warn 41

ftif in 4

domestic 86

ffP&* design 76

ftp&?B&) art, pattern, design 76

ftp& a head 52

ftpA? volume 88

book for predictions 42

near by, next to 35

nephew or niece 26

^Jg&}£t>*} nephew 26

ij^&fjfa niece 26

in-law

to be young child 44

£ft& C children(in general)

a/*

<—t>/j
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servant 27

servant 56

poor 42

IT' dirty 43

Kratie (Province of Cambodia) 71

paper 18

57S&0 Cambodian garment consisting of a
^ rectangular piece of cloth 77

mature girl (unmarried) 27

gftAffr Ministry 24

Foreign Ministry 24

t^ffttXJ last 30

30last of all

S^ftoOJ&n after that 30

outside, outside of, except 68

t^ffjP) besides, outside 68

Indian( India) 50

f/flS to taste; to have a little something to
eat and drink 29

ffft to cough 52

Information Ministry 24

£ff)tJ to bow, prostrate oneself 67

£ff)?y to inform; to say respectfully 67

£/Y)%? gram 38

to spread out, to lay out 76

tie 77

comb 30

T#>3$ thick 43

group, circle 38

city

trv tn^ey the R°yal Ballet 77

40company

ff9&lfiA?fi&&f Cambodian Tourist OfficeO 7 t

orange

^^£^P£? orange juice

?£/¥)CV back

after 30

2gff>03Cl at the time 30

76

side 12

7\F> right side 12

sob

left side 12

V))t on 13

in front 13

Z>bf$ on top 16

on the bottom; below 16

upstairs 27

East 31

vibiijTr south 32

&?59 to shine 43

to shine shoes 43

SOJS to fail, to miss 30

$DfiifOft the day after tomorrow 48
ft

0
97s8SJ0f9^&J the day after tomorrow 48

wrong, incorrect 6

9t2 to break 29

IS month 24

^QTS) (?9£? ) province (he ad-word in compound

T> ^ names of provinces) 88

November 40
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220 pants, lower garment 27

clothing 27

Khone(name of a place) 71

to try 2

to bite 52

borrow 34

^ green, young, fresh 88

back 11

lazy 52

I, me

tall, high 41

Cambodian (Khmer)

W9 black 9

pencil

wind 36

A? tiger 42

fear, to be afraid, dread 29

V short 14

body; you (Phnom Penh only) 26

Jj^&*} (by) oneself 23

loud, strong 2

loudly 2

9* some (pluralizer) 10

to roast (Chinese style) 471
to miss, to fail 79

2pt0 sand 73

2fW silently 19

string, thread, rope 77

Fi^f9 necklace 77

silver belt 77

fpttftr* antenna 89

?ffrirsfirc?pM9t) tape 76

surely, inevitably; to remain, reside 67

to live, to survive (term used
with monk) 67

mathematics 81

customs 37

teaching 84

he, him, she, her, thejr, them

%S3 to intend, to think 18

%^7J&t?$7# health center 80

chemistry 84

10

kilo 38

79

30

& is; that is

f$£)J) gratitude

;

J$£V)/f)C? quality, virtue

noodle soup 49

f§ a pair 88

\f to draw, sketch 36

to strike 30

to strike a match

jy proper^corr^ct 79

what I should take and
% * what I should leave behind

£^J/Sf rather well 88

he, him, she, her, they, them

cow, ox 42

t$$? a pile 16

t$%gj idea 42

character 42

79
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^^/^ design, drawing 12 and 18

together, each other 15

doesn't have; no 13

cover 18

all of, every 37

^XV'&A^ffV&O of all kinds off

o**<*VkOv
* every varlety 88

enough, plentiful 88

l^vm all kinds as

T*£f)& enough, sufficiently, to be complete
' / 33 and 37

just, only 18

better, rather 53

grain; ammunition

VJ

t£?9 sentence

to be hungry

warehouse 79

gfiOVaO piix f
grain 38

£t?% fever 52

O J, teacher 42

soothsayer 42

doctor 41

veterinarian 41

family 23

silver objects 77

equipment; tool, instrument 54

bed 27

AT)

dark 36

AP?£X2 easy 4

^^fS^f? to take a shower or a bath

S^y)f oysters 46

30

things, accessories, ingredients , spices
77

accident (serious) 52

railroad station 24

Z?X)* to tie

gift for a wedding 77

to want 5

food(term used in conversation with
a monk 68

&f to point 15

Ifrff to park, to stop 63

£7?&9 Chak To?mouk (four faces) 72
J ?
j

to finish, come to the end of 19

t$ty)CJJ distance; far 31

t£ffl)&Y) to refine 78
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&P£Offy>?PCl)!tff)i$ to refine kerosene

to refine gasoline
78

^^3^ sculpture, frieze 77

td£tf&) movement 84

Socialist Cambodian Youth Movement 84

Roval

*t yes(yes (said by a woman)

&)ft to inject, insert, pour, derosit 86

jSj* to inject, inoculate 86

Jakarta 37

dish, plate 38

kitchen utensil 38

QOty sparrow 43

Qffij to start, begin 18

l/)t$ Cham (an ethnic minority ir Cambodia)

9
86

old 16

£?£0O££ to raise, to care for 86

seventy 23

jggs
0> heart, mind, disposition 82

w3 Chinese 21

last; end 34

S£J weekend 34

i^2tff)&2*jyJ5 last weekend 45

Of 12
I

to go down; and as for

I*
\J to go back and forth (to go up

Q$Q to enter 22
and doWn) 72

$CS%ft to like 22

Z}£&?ftfrC0£ff)1} to go to bed early

to go to bed late

yf&M New Year 65

tt£&&?}& enter school

tOft banana 46

56

WWOO to go out, leave, exit 90

S&tfOStf to leave 90

S&CMBGD to go in and out 90

to leave on a trip 90

come out daily 90

a stupa 33

ttSS know how to 20

to divide 25

soft grandchild 26

great-grandchild 26

P&ff&jSt great-great-grandchild 26

great-great-great-grandchild 26

provincial governor 36

chief monk 68

tfr right, exact, ^to coincide with 73

WWtfWW/? right in my busy time

0 73

farm(excluding rice fields)

&n>?t5t& (kitchen) garden 71

the tie 50

subtitle 50

£ff£XOS$ station, parking 71

railroad station 71

O'&fifl ft(^dtSUT); airport 37

airfield 37

tfonnos&szm; airport 49

45
HGmett to spend 21
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,0
£?/W>7? section, part, as for, on the part

4 Q V, of 50

£p/A0/?-«. as for. . .on the other
*° hand 50

t$iGJT>& problem 38

tfttoJlOtS among 80

Q&ffi remember, notice 49

t&RB amount; about 52

QtiJS to prosper, increase, advance 66

yes (used in conversation with a

0
monk) 66

&ff" t0 copy 19

wait, remember

oldest (son or daughter) 23

law, custom; copy "for newspaper" 38

tff>tfP&)t} regulations 44

i^tW clearly, sure, certain: dle&r 10

tSJOA? war, to fight 44

^£5£?/ nose 52

chains 62

$J to be wrong; error, mistake 42

jJX)T!} a brush 30

^«|AW^) a toothbrush 30

to trim 43

r£3f? to reap 74

&?&J3 much, many 10

6/
mostly, usually 10

i
bank (river) 61

r

jOyjS to eat (used with a monk, if the monk
/ is the one eating) 68

/t)t} be quick, fast 40

to burn, to be on fire 39

l<nJti*tfifjti* the house is on fire 39

0

dog 42

to wonder 76

finer* to be good, delicious (for food) 24

better than other restau*-
^ rants (the best) 47

Jj/OJ be far, distant 24

JUT) year 24

pot, kettle, pottery 79

^^ty>°
to go directly 40

midwife 23

to contaminate, to be contaminated

to cross 38

to give birth (slang) 38

be smart, clever 41

•^J^^ to answer, reply 5

to profit, to gain 76

SX£^I?2C?C$ to take a<ivantage of an

lJ$)f left (side) 31
opportunity 76

full (of foods, said of people) 38

umbrella; parachute

granary 74

fttwjft waii ii

£/>8 people 90
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/jAVftttJ foreign people 90

j3i/f/tf^y to hold a feast, have a banquet

j^anese 41

diseases 52

52

ftyrtv to address someone 21 x 27

good-bye 21 x 27

&^Vt$? hello 21 x 27

i/> to be 22

^tfdtJ with 22

for example 25

well, healthy 37

ttf)Ap (more) than 14

skilled worker 39

a mechanic , "expert with hands
/ 39

a barber 44

6ifrt(>*i'fy>Wft a tailor 44

blacksmith 53

silversmith 77
6

A/f r> nation, national, nationality

Europeans

firm, durable 38

ti

floor 27

:ghbor 88

near; almost, about 35

Us* close 35

nearby, close by 88

ne li

Aft to ride 34

to ride a bicycle 34

fit/) to go boating (usually with

^ motor) 57

S to &° hoating (usually rowing or

^pAf _ .... 71 sailing) 57
fjfj)f§ fertilizer 71 °

grandmother 26

fjfft grandfather 26

to dry, to wipe 30

to accompany; to give, to offer (polite)

/^J&tftfPj to take someone to 40

'jb&fjyOAp roll, tie into; turban 69

a/ J&fDAj sometimes 50
At

to meet 26

to rent, hire 27
A/

rfjAf foot, leg 30

North 31

stove 79

gas stove 79

OS kitchen 27

to believe 44

S^JS(t^M) to fry 30

around 33

2V
£*J aid 78

camp 72

>J *fA concentration of fish 72

step, pace, quick strides 80

to know, to understand, to learn 87

already know 76

two* corner, peninsula 32

Chrui-Changvar (a small penin-

2j0 f sula in Cambodia) 69
tTJyy deep, profound 71
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to stop 15

standing up; to stand 15

to be sick 26

a broken heart 52
Si

rented, hired; servant; the rent
(money) 83

£C3 fy> trader 69

(MtfOrff) cattle trader

«/vJy# name; to be named 21

cn

often 52O
tYlOU fast; faster 2

rapidly 2

*t often 42

to eat; to smoke 24

O

6W0tj)¥ smoke a cigarette 30

to pull 54

handle, grip 13

/y^) pen (for writing) 13

time 24

range, chain (of uountains)

expanse of forest, jungle

A/J* dip up, draw up (water, etc.)

a shoulder-pole

to parade, accompany in procession 88

same

bottle 38

ten

3Vftf)tF)j$ 15th day of the waning moon

Atd&A/ t0 assemble; to set 88

at (the future time of) when? until; to

^ arrive 20

A/A$fPy up to, as many as 30

ArtrtaO turn 43

your turn 43

to put 9

Aj^fttMtd punishment 83

dacron 41

ftA OJSjftf? as far as the eye can
" see 71

to break apart (intrans.); to be able
*?> to read 20

typewriter 58

3f soil; ground

Ot&jV silt, alluvial soil 71

know something; be aware of 15

A/nfif doctor 36

to brush 30

He to grow

coconut 72

be like, be similar 41V

to brush the teeth 30
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look like 41

^&%7 such as, look like 25

utSf&S to be like this 9

Af£l&)f to be like that; by the way 9

to**** therefore 8o

^ to change 40

go for a walk 27

a stroll 27

£*Atl$ beginning, origin; original, first;

Vi ^ stalk, tree (in compounds)
f/7S£M^ tree, plant 87

in order to, for 21

•<W to walk, run; 27

to go telling fortunes 42

XW? to sleep 30

f$/F2^SA?/>* to be unable to sleep 30

starter (car) 39

territory 71

also, too 13

who, which 5

ever, did at least once 37

hand, arm 15

by> with, because 45

S£r>CMfr>tiXhP)Zrt)& be ing in the armed
a services 45

F/SOc to take off (clothes) 30

to take off clothing 30

the breast 26

$ a pile; a piece

A/Tiff to stop, place 40

news 30

$Mbt9bf/Vft domestic news 86

tffGjiP a trip 40

$ plants, vegetables, crops 72

A/ftA/TjA/o the crops grow 72

tuber 46

tffawft potatoes 46

sweet potatoes 46

to grow 27

cook rice 27

to be located, be situated 61

a diplomat 42

an

toff) which 12

A/»l^<jt> which one 12
A/

fX/Y>9: which ones 12

AfMY) who 12

Jgft&ff) who 12

A/X>?tf very 2

*A/)#> to guide, to show 38
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™ to connect, continuous, furthur ^20

to go on; to continue 20

^/
t9C0}#)f from there 45

R&ft later on 30

ttl^fr to elevate 89

price 35

taxi 40

tf$ff? Takeo (Province of Cambodia) 37

by; to follow; according to 33

after me; according to me 33

#)Vfte)B ! guess 33

£f>&P)& to catch up 33

by car 33

softly 2

3»

a little, few 2

£9

inflate; full; firm 39

^* stuffy nose 39

table 27

October 40

small 17

actor 49

if; question particle 7

H$t9ftfiB a telephone 31

f tea 26

but, only 86

?f?>r always 50

ff}}f usually, as a matter of custom 84

to compose; to write a compo-

$ ^ sition 84
fit JS iff tennis 51

postage-stamp 58

ton 72

to set up, to establish 44

since 30

from the beginning 44

i?^>tfOO to weave 80

ftj" South 32

straight 47

£J?V spot 24

Where? Vhich place? 14

transistor 58

^fijiorf cool, cold 37

£/J CT^/V pond

to return, be bade 29

to turn around; reverse direction

r/y>J?V^ tractor 78

fish 46

87

dried fish 72

T$tftffc deep fried fish 47

^i9Wy/P sea fish 46

correct, right 4

£lf that's right 4

^?^>^ to need 52

must be; to be related 22

what relation? (in the
family) 22

to immerse, soak 74
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Sis to take pictures 35

%OSt?/f>eu to back up 39

to say

to repeat

what? 33

tiff) vase (for flowers) 78

ia^y kiss 30

to kiss goodbye 30

ake care 54?Bp>' to t

to add, increase again, more, in

. ^ addition 39

Thai-Sang (name of a Chinese restaurant

cheap 3§
anaa-Penh) 49

JlS daytime, day 24

)2##>6 Monday 28

Tuesday 28

*i£tf># Wednesday 28

Thursday 28

Friday 28

Saturday 28

Sunday 28

^/^/y>^ work day

today 33

^itJA/)? holiday 33

birthday 33

the sun

road, highway 32

day off; holiday 33

class 47

grade, secondaryC V (12th year) 83

0*) ft P v fi fJStf 6th grade, secondary

ST /Q/ a (7th year)
BOft&Cy 7th grade (6th year) 83

12th grade (1st year of school)

2?/J9A? advanced class 83

medicine, drugs 41

drugstore 41

p 5 <^
stone 38

S^A? battery (small) 38

new, recent 10

clear 71

to 1)6 exPensive >
price 31

in-law 26

how much?

to give 68

SJi/Jlfo to greet; hello 68

say good-bye 68

83

class No. 1 47

flag 18

national flag 18

to receive, to meet, to pick up, accept
X/ 29
fPSVSOJS to eat (impersonal) 24

/

to recognize 82

river 72

Pftitffi Tonle Bat (the name of the river)
62

Tonle-Buon-Mouk, name meaning
$ * 'river having four tributaries*
P&Ggpg} patrol, squad 44
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philosophy 81

PS$p&) to visit 65

magazine 79

F) duck 47

roast duck 47

F)ft&if to contact; to have relations with
to be related 38

fiOCY> to pull 39

F)& f?£f)AT Sir, Mister, you (term used in

C/ conversation with a monk)

short, squat 41

until, reaching 88

jA
all night; until daylight 32

y>&tfi until 39

y>U/)S soldier 36

ntTinA&£Rtari& paratrooper

infantryman

r>vr)&s

rrfff&ft the water recedes 72

/ft*? a waterfall 71

the water rises 71

to keejj; put; leave 43

to leave hair long 45

/ p sadness; grief 70

p
y wardrobe (furniture) 79

Pftwyi^ closet 79

&n a boat 36

a telephone 88

a telegram 88

refrigerator 79

television 88

flw just 30

fpfif sure, certain 36

again, more 2

final negative particle; final emphatic
particle; final question particle 67

marine (soldier) 42

Air Force member

t0 buy 27

a Dlace; ordinal izing prefix 3

second 83

third 83

first

city, town 12

liquid, water 68

ice, snow 73

^mhstff) milk 26

6//

tea (liquid) 70

orange juice 68

tourist 71

rf/iTAO to recite the scriptures 68

view, landscape 87

IP>I& guilt 23

&r>AlP>l& builty 23

go ahead and 21

to go; to; toward 39

to go forward 39

go out 51

to go where? 46

until; to arrive 30

to go straight 30

2?9$£&Af to go to visit, go for a walk
27
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$ ripe 16

& to perch 68

merchandise 68

modern 83

customs 69

fr£&? vacant, free, not busy 28

*V>°/ page 3

* o
by that time, as soon as, by the time

that; until 29

until it's time 49

hi'th, ell (as ir all three); including,

as many as 30
SOiff)! aU those 20

all of you 3

door 27

the door of the
7

yZ7 continent 71

^r£? peninsula 71

room 73

V*

jj
loose, slack 43

ff big 17

/

f}M to be heavy, serious 26

7a
December 40

't$rr>
tooth 30

to fall 72

~ ' Si
hail is falling 72

it snows 72

habit, used to, accustomed to; have
*4j ever (done) 24

SB to do 43

grow crops (except cereal) 69

to do little by little 74

WtftOJ to cook 56

?fj>t}M>p to celebrate; 48

$7!}h7??f$ to massage 43

to repair (general)

ft

usual, usually, normally, ordinary

F 21

ffa prayer (words) 68

J0f)f9 to step, pedal

A/
&>nlifft pedal a cycle 39

- 6 <f

X?// tank; bucket; big can 39

Jf/fFfl radiator 39

battery (car)
; /

ft?' affair, business 29
;

to step on the brake 39

£tJJ meaning

what does it mean?

policy, politics, political
science 25

foreign affairs 25

person, people (a classifier)

tour persons

dragon 42

Miss (title) 21

minute 38

second 38

&>&JftXy>ny) dean, director (school) 83
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warrant officer 44

j&CXSMZ/f)& an officer (military) 42

corporal 44

chief corporal 44

watch, clock 39

to go (used with a monk) 66

to like, prefer; popular, preferred

^OJOOf to talk, to speak 15
72

^A^3? student 69

remember, think 22

*jt?$fV3iy) to recognize or to remember;

5r>

tfiffB older sibling- in-law 26

v7>Z}JBty^£ty&J first-cousin 26

a money bank 31

a street 78

teacher

think of 22

with, will 3

J/8

to catch fish 62

this; here

of 8

t#9

over there, there, that 5

at; to stay, to live 11

at (the time of), when 30

still (does) 30

lobster 46
/>

order, command 15

tf)f to bow; a bow 68

to expand 78

tf^fr/fSP to expand

^to teach

*/> v» to show, exhibit 9

tf>&/ . . .of all 76

Ufoi? dessert 47

V}&ft?fi& technique 78

VtfOV to end, bring to a close 83

VfTjA? to enter 39

+j to charge (electricity) 39

send out, take out; show off

to heat, to warm

f#9l?)£&t&): at the time, (this, that V£Vf>£ show, to project 40
time) 30

S&rZET)! there, over there 30

©

^ confection, anything made with flour 58

©
>o) to bring, take 26

show a movie 40

l?f£7>* to start a fire 39

to tread or trample under foot 74

lib older sibling 23

brothers and sisters; relative

oldest sibling 26

23

to transfer (of persons, property)
*U (Mil. and Adm.) 44

fl> to grow 73

13A/>£A?*AO# to make a bean sprout 73

tftixh? little by little; along 74

tfrttJpOJ aiong 63

mMg&SZOtifSM along the river 63

doctor 78

9
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tTK to turn 31

to turn right 31

to turn left 31

*> to continue 82

to to extend 81

tfto*«©
. little bit 26

^ room lo

to have 1

VAVlOnnVigrj? guest-room 27

VJSV&ft living room 27

bedroom 27

&Bt$Jihft'?ft$A servant's room 27

store room 27

tJ&ZTGW>#>dt) bathroom 27

line, ru&er 3

next 2

iQttrfiss 76

tft?? soup £made with rice) 30

**£tjft t0 intend 44

XfJTftfiF foreign 47

plenty, many, abundant 47

primary education 81

ZfA/ftfiftPCt?') bookstore 81

UQjY)f&£XS CO) library 81

Poipet (place name) 38

) to defeat 69

Vtflf (V) a throne 76

IfiTy/fftCzfo/f/i) Bangkok 37

^)tfOO to shoot (firearms) 50

/j)CV)I&fi to hunt 43

£J0 bottom

Battambang (Province of Cambodia)
63

polite response particle used by men;
yes 89

past-time indicator when placed before
verb.

tftj$ when placed after a verb, denotes
ability to do something (translated as
f can f

)

Chinese food (meal) 47

£/i? cigarette, tobacco 30

French, France 25

jy>^f Pali 53

tf) father 23

Paris, France 23

// / o
passport 37

4&£Ka&M4r>ti') to beg for food;

food offered to monks 68

8

P close

VPt#67> to fill teeth 54

three 3

2f£V)J6 three thousand 52

beer 28

l?d*S?S0 office, desk 27
/
tyf*f)J feast; ceremony 48

Christmas 64

Tangtok (Exhibit ion Festival)

yA^ih&^F the Water Festival 65

fcf^*X/> ancient 45
;

Boston 46

VZCtfA) same 62

the same size 62

but 23

7**
how much? how many? 12
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ifffl*' post-office 24

XfAfrPP Cambodian radio station 90

to cremate 65

police 38

V radio station 90

four 16

/ofo»*y*»g if you like u
if I make a mistake 58

r&Atf&f in that case 54

ft?# t0 open 3

drive a car 3

o drive fast (car) 45

tomato 46

rv»nn& t*fy missi0n 79

rZTTj to be broken; to divide 72

Qt&m&rn to divide 72^ a kind

some kind of 51

IWihttbjfoAttttf some kind of cold
* O 51

eighty 23

ftfiftfH)f' to do the laundry 58

to sweep, clean 58

f to throw, to drive a nail; pitch a ball
88

to print 88

t&M&BpeX* to publish 88

apple 41

of all 71

&f&)&y> to fill up 39

to study 67

to forget 40

* to serve 57

V^tJ9^7 to serve guests 56

&!Pf)t/ P atcn a tire 39

husband 23

JtW to

husband and wife 23

complain 83

Iff
6) to exchange 39

change engines 39

iZTftifs to reserve, preempt; to be conser-
^ vative, stuffy, particular; to hold

onto, insist on 58

£Z?A)/>? to proclaim, announce 87

people, population 71

£ty&>f9& people, population 86

£V?Tftiy' to hurry 43

tool, utensil, instrument 77

instruments 77

musical instruments 77

iJT'PW country 65

neighbor country 72

homeland 69

2VXf>&)SSVK President (of country) 69

1^*2*
Wif6 23

£VhT)Qf) approximately 84

chief of state 65

£V£tfjk to be careful 52

useful; purpose usefulness,
^ / importance 63

£Z}£&2$ to disconnect 39

turn off the motor 39

fit^ttoffX history 50

length; long 71
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skillful, clever 28

$V&2?t?*$tn?£&r>V you're the one who

i/ knows how to choose dishes
47

a good (actor) 49

to speak, to say (polite

perhaps 64

)

^ the same 64

examination 81

to pass (exam) 54

^Bffo&jft to fail (exam) 84

£VtftJ box 38

£VWV£fi>fif a silver box 77

a powder box 77

silver, money 38

£t?>ft'l% salary 60

sure 22

£Cf)ft8ltf>eXf that's right 22

£tfift$ exact, true, sure 53

to wish, intend 87

to tell 5

^Q^RJ^P temple, palace, ancient monument 35

Temple of Augkoor Wat 35

man, boy 23

men in general 27

*£r
t0 USe, consume 88

i^fU to translate 6

post office 31

five 11

to use 8

i/

tfJ? seven 13

£^°*^ejj six ii

dim(dim lights) 62

different, interesting 43

younger sibling 26

youngest sibling 26

aunt or uncle by marriage (older
w than one's parents) 26
^^^KT younger sister 22

also, too 26

product 89

unstable, flimsy 38

dock(port) 61

t%8$ map ii

However 27

star 62

to send 38

next to, against 84

i

a cold (disease) 26

#S£VY)tj£&? which one? 41

BSt&tfB? Pharmacy 31

fft J&ftfAf house(obsolescent word)

house 41

o

23

a section, part 25

to change, to transfer 78

V7 street, way, road 71

waterway 71

outcome; fruit

iB/itt/ fruit 46

l$£(rr>/>p)OSf2? grape 46

lychees 58
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A/
to leap, to jump, 83

to skip a form(class) 83

ttp&f to diffuse, broadcast 90

news (broadcast) 90

market 46

New Market 46

variety, diversity; different,
^ various 18

Old Market 46

separate, different 18

blue 13

egg 46

chicken egg 46

color 16

sky-blue 16

nerffXWV red 13

ncdfuifr green 13

vtrfstf b i ack 13

yellow 13

white 13

Oft/^flWCX? purple 13

brown 13

j^AW*? pink 13

news 88

to surround, encircle 63

M&JA? to explain 20

grey 13

bright 63

^/^) goat 42

Mt&fF} private 44

tfAfQO&gp sergeant 44

chief sergeant 44

sgt. major 44

f>AT2)f$ p.f.c. 44

^>/i/ shake 42

an upper garment 26

&Y)ft to put on, hang up, wear 75

center, half-way point,

rank 44
half 75

what rank? 44

put on shoes 27

word 4

commerce
» trade 86

to spread over, cover 90

£Y>t$?f)tfO all over, completely

^ covering 90

grade, mark 84

good grades 84

WftCOffinft the world 40

flashlight 39

to eat (polite) 47

OnrXfitXS have a meal 47

especially 32

£^ from, past (restricted usage) 40

C9ft)£>? when, since 40

&f8to/f> what day? (in the past) 40

Ql/O
C?tb£X/Y) what month? (in the past) 40

what year? (in the past) 40

Dlftft difficult 4

Mf£M0 2 because 87
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60? two 90

fob two or three 90

two or three times 90

melodious 90mm
^0#£OiS beard, mustache 30

to speak (used with a monk) 67

mattress, cushion 79

foam rubber mattress 79

COtft skillful, clever, strong, good at,

smart 38

& family, lineage, stock; seedling 75

^^"friend 21

At rope 62

f^ft so, too, too much 2

full, complete, all of 89

time 30

?&£$ty)t>J£pft breakfast 30

vacation, break 89

anytime 74

37

meal time 57

medicine (the subject)

iV>*ftnm dentist 54

tntylflfffi nurse 54

a cup 38

corn, maize 58

StY>t stomach 51

youngest sibling 26

together; to agree 5

ftfOCti' light-colored 62

gjr>C& hail 72

morning 24

to be sad, unhappy; to worry 52

oil, petroleum product

oil (engine) 39

/£r>>/W°A> gasoline 39

££df9 creek, canal, stream 71

forest

l^tfOyS/?/ Saigon 40

f£fV>S because 29

o 0^)£&£aj£ border, frontier 71

god, Buddha 66

c/fA/) you (formal for

r*)t *> Buddism 58

fMn&VS&b a throne 76

fVyfrZ/f)? temple 33

n

ft ex? to be scared 52

•*>25 port 27

<V
/SOffi^C?^ majority 27

M>&td2J percent 27

language 25

foreign language 47

^£W>&SM>? novices (monks) 68

•??&0 Burmese 21

village 63

0 geography 81

tfittfi: drinks 58

SfflXfkasJfag restaurant 50
*\

annual ceremony in honor of one's
' * ancestors 65
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fr>n to wake up 30

ffijff* guest; invited 27

fftft eye 52

&ff& the honored guests 65

hill, mountain 12

Jf/COCnO phnom penh 12

ftft to taste 53

immediately, right away 20

clear, bright 41

ftft ivory 80

ght 31

iXfyfttnV red light 31

fflfi* f ireK electricity 39

t^^&ff&% electricity 68

tne rain; to rain 37

music 33

2ft& to forget 22

come 31

get money to spend 5

to get something for someone 26

come to visit 22

what did (you) come for? 22

Ifftft January 40

2ffff
k

&&/9Jft secondary education 82

4P£A^t people, person 22

iTXtf»2£f enjoyable;

hospital 52

big (prefix) 34

£Tt/Y)$0 Boulevard 34

irimyppA&JS University 25

£/") uncle younger than one's parent 26

month 30

2/)t9P?£ shore 62

to have, there is, are, to possess, to
be possissed by, to own 5

to have a lot of time 45

tfi&$ Why not? of course 45

£f)&tj)6 to happen to; have occasion to 45

to be rich 42

chicken 42

iOiiT gold (metal and color) 38

erfn brand, trademark, mark 41

mother 23

engine, motor, machine 39

t/)f$&Pttfy)ft air-conditioner 37

friend 55

&> June 40

no, not 20

not yet 20

not very 20

Viftf not very good 20

ever, never 20

didn't get to 20

2^AMM&A0>* not only this 20
J ATS J

2*&Qr)& don't have to, don't need 20

not having much money

March 40

GJ** aunt (younger than parent)

20
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;
c face, front, in front 27

in front of the station 27

H^/^T^ front of the post office 32

in front of the palace 47

kind, variety, dish 75

status, function, duty 75

4^9 trade, profession 75

kind 0f SUb JeCtS 84

1

?

' general subjects 84

probably, undoubtedly, will/shall

first 37

W&S&k before that 37

first of all 37

mosquito 52

motorbike; motor 39

hat 27

one 24

one hundred 24

* few, scarce 33

one moment, a minute 43

a mouthful 38

a dozen 46

SWAP
look at, watch, read 3

watch a movie 29

Jtfr»»A babvsit 29

STS&ltf read palms 45

fWtW (river) 80

sky

how? why? 4

f&F>t/f)A officer (military) 36

lesSon 3

f8fSF> Apr i! 40

real, really, is it? Isn't it? 9

£J meter (unit of measure) 38

o'clock, hour, time of day

what time?

SsffbQtftJSf eight-thirty o'clock 30

ij^^ mangosteen

once 24
Si

mother 35

IS aunt (older than parent) 24

j n one person i

aunt (younger than parent) 26

alone 40

twenty 23

yesterday 26

food 24

canned food 78

night time 24

CXJfJ to understand 4

ejLXi$ kind, type 89

&J?j]rt?&/i at the most

the earliest

at least

how? why?

at the latest

£^ Gee i 46

exfst slow 2

slowly 2

^ long (time) 54

61
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a very long time now
V 44

tX^ff&ft too long 36

iSSS Vietnamese
A/

we, us, our 45

f£fJ?£7A7 opinion, suggestion 79

CXS to cry, weep 25

s

t-o find, to seek, search for 3

/ to earn a living 77

seas

% ~*Z/"' rainy season 52

the season of water reced-

the season of water rising
71

state (political division); the state

3 V (government)

fMh k cabinet minister 36

y$f4&27/jX)f secretary 42

M\F 2 vehicle

coup d'etat 42

}t&*lt$2 horse-drawn cart 56

a train 38

ox-drawn cart 38

of; belong to; thing 40

?tyfd£tyi9Lt& of the country 65

style, way, method, order 43

9tt£&*f$Vg9$}f administration 70

/&0^ itch (disease) 53

f£X? hundred 41

a two hundreds 41

40

to be extinguished 41

PXC&iif to shine; shining 76

to care about; be busy 26

don't care about him 26
/

during, between, duration, interval 30

to live, be alive 57

/AW^? to live; to be living; to be still

^ living 69

Wjtf/fl? afternoon 24

quick 88

fZJ^£9 without intermission; through 44

ftfif shallow 71

/9Jf<P0# cordial 22

royal; time

civil service; government 23

(royal) capital 35

coronation (the translation
"wedding" is an error) 65

independence 65

P)V smooth 27

to count 20

every, each 86

everyday 86

flOt&tt radio 30

o bloom, flourish, rise 71

or, otherwise 13

isn't it?, right? 13

to push

tumor 53

Russian 21a
body, shape, figure 11

picture 11

animal statue 77
v 7
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/IW>£A? physics 84

dance statue 77

to finish 5

f&ftft&f then, already, just after that
5

J^«f/## retire, retired 23

ffAt to choose; to find 47

Jrm?>£f)dtf> x found a doll ar 47

fj^^ story 45

fffkipftM) ancient legend 45

Pffl&W&CSS modern story 45

to learn, to study 3

f£^5A£?A? hire a teacher; (during the
vacation) 85

**J*>
Ay 57 to study a prayer 68

^f)^ to arrange, prepare 57

ffj&ft)} to have a wedding ceremony,

tt)Qtt>tmV)0$
married 57

w to arrange (it) my
own way 79

prepare 27

tStyty&lfiCi? prepare food 27

tfiOfi* straighten 74

riel (Cambodian monetary unit) 38

restaurant 31

• »» */ a structure with a roof but no walls

tWTfftR movie theater 53

tflTr&T?} factdry 72

oil refinery 72

PfO'fr&Tftt&tlT sugar factory 72

theatre 53

second part of the lunar month 65

to dance 50

03
to try, taste 47

t

C$R to sell 22

^ to sell vegetables 46

f$Z? to erase 30

to wash the face 30

etc. 30

to leave; to say goodbye 68

to wash 30

frDCifgff) to mix dr inks 58

litre 38

fA?) to hear 2

money 31

when (conjunction) 20

^f?/*?9/tf to grow up 78

AJff to steal 52

2™ on 33

l3ff*>tf on top 33

to lift, lift up 19

raise the hand 19

fAJ^/)
1 yellow 3

fast, speed 43

/A^AT clams 46

£f$9 a number

ItiSif to play, to do something for fun

SASb&tf' to play ball 27

JWtfflWW to play tennis 51

27

to gamble (card) 42

to swallow, to drink 51

fftWf? y°u » Mister
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^ngtf teacher

tAftftfti&J monk 33

to jump 42

St&)9iJ§£t$ to parachute 42

SfWJf play, drama 50

Bassac drama 50

lA)OAfl?&£X/ modern plays 50

stupid, slow 41

evening, night 24
C

enough 2

"compartment house" (a kind of row
/ house in which each unit consists of

one large room and a kitchen) 79

AT g°od 2

In
J> Pagoda, temple 27

ffi^ V^t Phnom (name of a place) 33

•fx? Wat Preah Keo (name; Emerald
Pagoda)

7/9 ^^XOOXAWZ? Wat Mnalom (name of place)

culture 21

good, superior (prefix)

major (military) 44

lieutenant colonel 44

colonel 44

it, he, she, they, (familiar) 23

to pread; to prey

to part the hair 43

to hit 31

to invade 69

to wire, to telegraph
31

field (land)

Veal Vong (name of a place) 24

vacation 83

?')$AtfO& Washington, U.S.A. 23

editorial 86

fi- arts 77

November 40

subject, study, field of learning 67

technical subject 81

instead, again, back 5

the elementary

certificate 82

7fr??A}4XS secondary school 25

^jg^ radio 87

monument; mansion 47

Independence Monument 47

engineering 81

temple 33

Vientiane 37

long (of things) 14

engineer 81

whiskey 26

vacation

palace 24

white 16

Ry/?U#^>^> activity

^^j^ to tattoo; rank

50

45
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both sides 62

^w' to hope 44

^^32? sign, symbol 62
C2? ^

i^^WU^ff certificate, diploma 83

advanced degree
w diploma 83

tJCW&fy&ffp?^f9p high school

ftyf^V)^y^/)tt
° bean sprouts

A?fX/y>/r>? hotel

46

animal, being(human oraminal 86

to spread out; to extend 75

2&&* a moment, while 36

sheet(of paper) , leaf 38

g&V inflate 39

to inflate a tire 39

f$ZJJ0 happy, pleasant, agreeable 46

fiT&p&SQK happy, content 83

every 88

t&GOffiV* all; entirely 88

t&CQ?£ at present 70

f&C^}£TA* these days; now 88

aspect; state of being; appearance

time 45

sea 46

to decide 60

A5*£?&?^ sour soup 47

to praise, flatter 88

to write 9

nerve; vein 43

to remain, be left over;
remains 73

united(prefix) 40

65

&?Cn?l;W??&$?9 u.s.a. 40

to try, to essay 28

£*?£}3 university 78

g&O&f meat 50

beef 46

lamb(mutton) 72

pork 46

tdO&'yiA chicken 72

Z&)U)?A/): public 25

to sow, broadcast 73

soap 30

AW^fi^^W^ National Museum 76

sarong( clothing worn at house) 77

*W/tf> hall 24
o

SJ^A?0^Xj? administrative unit composed
of several villages 88

A^AW^tOO* the military school 84

NOCS^tpOS Pali School

^ tute 66

*r)G8f)ejP?}r&pc£&? Buddhist insti-

Buddhist ele-
mentary school 67

*y>C&>t[}& school 24

the school of Fine
Arts 77

t&)&y>£&ft District Hall 88

ftjft education, to study

to comb 30

/

to comb(hair) 30

first 27

eat first 27

August 40
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^ to eat(crude) 27

to take a meal 27

motorcycle

WFwjj cement 72

horn, whistle 39

f&/7 almost

almost

almost as far
as the eye can see

7

only then, no sooner 36

cherry 46

to be healthy: good health, happiness

f$5W>?> health 86
;

t&2&Z£/0&J How are you? 21

health care 80

pure 63

f&fifft all( exclusively) 63

/<*>

success 79

g§03SW& Swedish 47

to recite

silk 41

td&tjP? flower garden 27

A?£ to ask 5
X/

A5^A>3P# to visit 70
^ ? /

}

tt&jTS Thai 21

Si em- reap(province name) 52

?t$??X? book 1

economics 81

ff$f horse 42

c

f
at all 19

to beg, ask for 43

70

excuse me 23

NieYfPY) please come 43

important 26

W&/Y)f$ stay, live 24

to stay 24

A&V7>> good luck; chance 42

«>

fiTJS v question 5

f$V££9 ticket, letter 37

health card 47

cloth, dry goods; a kind of garment

plain silk sarong 77

f&CV2$L0£)? variegated s lk sarong 77

Sfr>n (JV£V)f?) to test 36

f$JW for, use for, in order to 12

o )

f&WV a pair 83

to use for; for the purpose of for-

f$y>3$ garbage, trash 73

Sanskrit 67

Off cotton 38

SrfAfZ/Y) F Singapore 37

sugar 26
* /

to know someone 28

^^7^ t0 bG qUiet 62

FJ^^tS silence, to keep silence 83

admirable 76

&P>£? to listen 2

&??6X} to regret, too bad 29

to blame 52

thin 43
<5>

king 76

*W<6££9 embassy 77

fWAOS station( railroad or radio) 63
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IP)j&GtS R.R. station 63

^"ft to stay; to be located

tf>S? to touch 76

Stung- Treng( Province of Cam-

^/ bodia) 61

^tB^ff to fish 43

to transplant, set out 74

% skin 72

^Jfttffb shoe 27

W0>8 bridge 32

copper 77

fWfi to think, believe 12

to be equal , even 62

X/^^iS secretary 44

KjV£f7> spoon 38

JtfW to die 57

gentle 51

fW /// to put on a lower garment 26

fXQftQy>?9 to get dressed 27

A?9 monkey 42

' o
^7^1? to greet; greeting 64

AT? mango 63

^OJlffif Svai Kieng(a Province of
* " Cambodia) 42

vowel 8

^f&IS fresh, charming; handsome 49

£f$*$ffi$p
to have a

<l
uick bite(food) 29

gfS? liquor 28

wine 28

£107V already 82

££&)€X? to untie, to detach 62

$fiy>£& to be light(opp. of heavy) 45

lady, woman, girl 41

young girl 27

XaTv girls in general or women in
general 27

^ifft district, country 12

abroad, foreign countries 37

Cambodia 12

countryside; rural area 88

unhusked rice 72

glutenous rice 75

&^p^&^^ dry- sea son- rice-paddy 72

rainy-season paddy 72

gft^tf easy 1

i£2$t$ already; to finish 33

s up to you. 33

rice field 44

fgf&>& to water, sprinkle 72

f an envelope, sheath 38

SgW)&fifvgt9 envelope(for a letter) 38

nice; beautiful; clean 32

quite nice 32
*r /J

^ What sort of thing? 15

what else? 42

tomorrow 37

in

shop, store, (large place of business)

Z/yiklptX? restaurant 24

t/YfjtfFFAy Indian store 41

ZJlfortK/fwtfRf&B^oth store 45
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IT/ytf) practice, drill, exercise 19

Zf/)t9rt3rfiy practice reading 19

tff)?$ to forbid 53

LOOA&J fifty 23

27)9-6 to dare 53

suitcase, trunk 37

hot (for hot pepper) 37

Zftlfrftif Hong Kong 37

iDft^SlS sixty 23

sixty years 23

lf)f how? 71
1/

2/^89 to absorb, to drink up, to take up

i/7tf$ft to drY UP> evaporate 74

to surpass, exceed 75

tZOOS already; then 30

ft/>ft reason 30

what reason? 30

to struggle, to swim 42

to swim 42

to call, to invite, to order 9

74

to order,

P^?>8 a car 38

ffiS&yjtf bus 83

a dozen 46

£ AT to go up 43

electricity 75

beef with tomatoes 47

ffft^T letter, consonant 8

rice (polished, uncooked) 72

when? 24

that time 57

PvAr revered person; classifier for monk 38

Angkor (name of the old capital) 24

fifj^CZX to sit down 26

typewriter 58

English 12

to rub; to caress 76

well, so, then, at that time, in that
case 6

lamp, headlight 39tff)

ZJT> V> fy pharmacy 52

£J&^^t a brake 39

/l/y)/rf3 hand-brake 39

foot-brake 39

*"*2u^2? t0 invite
> Ple»se 28

no, not 40

pardon 44

not to have, to be out of, 37

article, composition 88

midnight 24

future 42

WJ&WifcT public health 86

iW\8$0^£S to permit; permission

fiPJS under-, vice- (prefix)

84
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captain (military) 44

first lieutenant 44

2nd lieutenant 44

attache 21

international 24

ittle 2a 1

ff2}pF> Apsara 77

province chief 52

happy; glad 43

JfffJS)/) to thank 21

finish, run out, be out of, run down,

to be used up; all of, entirely 39

rmtffp'b tired 36

^^<£t? marvelous, magnificent 76

P-WfifffiSftf Kok Meng ( a name of a Chinese

^ ' Restaurant) 47
MO/nn unattractive, bad 41

N7/f>f building 27

N0f?i}J a battery 39

to be able 32

can go 32

ff08f)f sage, astrologer 68

the name 'Adam' 49

WOMDrtp £?)£d protectorate 86

PfOrtfJS Athens 40

me Cused by a monk) 66

PSpPOtV*J*T^ptiffolF I'm well 66

pp) ^gjj>week 24

JWP&f&Ji last week 89

W)J$ to read 21

/

$97A SO& to have time to read

intimate or derogatory prefix

W)f&t this one, this 41

WJVW/ that one, that 15

American 21

age, years, time from birth 23

//

iW£XJl>>W/S how old are you? 23

Arab, Arabic 86

mi, German 21

coat, upper garment 27

lawyer 36

shirt 49

NO Asia

Southeast Asia 71

aspirin 52

N9TI&&J eat, to take meals 24

$f0gi$X?#>tXT to take meals (formal) 24

not

not to have; to lack 37

( what? 4

/

what ones? 4

things, goods, merchandise, food 27

Spanish 21

now
V

measles 53

a general (Mil) 44

&P>tf)?&/T example 83

memorial 65

for example, to suppose 83

^ May 40

21

CO laborious, hard-working; often
does, often did 33
industry 78

to press (clothes) 43
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^TrSS1^ hotel 24

&?}y>&S train (diesel) 38

2) at; as for, regarding 89

one

Z)ft!jJ& t0 be Private (not public) 8 7

£)^P?^ an expert 82

&f9F)Jj independence 78

^29<?0£/ £25 ambassador plenipoten-

n tiary 8 7

Vtf y°u ( 2n<^ person) 33

over there, there 11

other 10

various other 89

where? somewhere 89

aunt or. uncle (older than parent)

opportunity 76

occasion 65

„ <^

6/(9?) to allow; to give; for

uL.
to lend

medicine; drug

pharmacy 80

S}C>f$ father 35

father-in-law 21

uncle (older than parent)

uncle (younger than parent)

$ ft 1bT> eXS parents 35

ffP9 watermelon 58

At to row 76

^^^9 rowboat 76

embassy 21

cotton 41

a clutch (car) 39

about, concerning 15

you; the one who. . . ,
person

W??&W>? farmer (not rice) 71

JVrtjfroh%eX?Z? nationalist 90

P9$y « passenger 62

wh0? 43

$9ffftf boatmen; to run a boat

^ business 62

traveller 63

W7S*?P£09 weaver 80

jgm^tpexs acook 56

WftfXjVOS* fisherman 62

JpV&Z&ftSPfS technician 78

W&WHft) P civil servant, government
official 42

8- £9,^9 dancer 77

^y/y<g>S^9 salesman 54

2>S farmer (grows rice only) 57

WftffiJf? rural people; citizens of a

community or a country 89

what? 11

sugarcane 72
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